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U.S. Department of Energy Office of Environment, Safety and Health 

P.O. Box 23786 U.S. Department of Energy 

Washington, DC 20026-3786 1000 Independence Ave., SW 

Voice: (202) 586-5368 Washington, DC 20585 
Voice: (202) 586-4600 or (800) 472-2756 

Abstract: On May 22, 1997, DOE published a Notice of Intent in the Federal Register (62 Federal 

Register 28009) announcing its decision to prepare an environmental impact statement (EIS) that would tier from 

the analysis and decisions reached in connection with the Storage and Disposition of Weapons- Usable Fissile 

Materials Final Programmatic EIS. At that time, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency decided to be a 

cooperating agency. The Surplus Plutonium Disposition Draft Environmental Impact Statement (SPD Draft 

EIS) (DOE/EIS-0283-D) was prepared in accordance with NEPA and issued in July 1998. It identified the 

potential environmental impacts of reasonable alternatives for the proposed siting, construction, and operation 

of three facilities for the disposition of up to 50 metric tons (55 tons) of surplus plutonium, as well as a No 

Action Alternative. These three facilities would accomplish pit disassembly and conversion, plutonium 

conversion and immobilization, and mixed oxide (MOX) fuel fabrication.  

For the alternatives that included MOX fuel fabrication, the SPD Draft EIS described the potential environmental 

impacts of using from three to eight commercial nuclear reactors to irradiate MOX fuel. The potential impacts 

were based on a generic reactor analysis that used actual reactor data and a range of potential site conditions. In 

May 1998, DOE initiated a procurement process to obtain MOX fuel fabrication and reactor irradiation services.  

In March 1999, DOE awarded a contract to Duke Engineering & Services, COGEMA Inc., and Stone & Webster 

(known as DCS) to provide the requested services. A Supplement to the SPD Draft EIS was issued in 

April 1999, which analyzed the potential environmental impacts of using MOX fuel in six specific reactors named 

in the DCS proposal. Those reactors are Catawba Nuclear Station Units 1 and 2 in South Carolina, McGuire 

Nuclear Station Units 1 and 2 in North Carolina, and North Anna Power Station Units 1 and 2 in Virginia.  

DOE has identified the hybrid approach as its Preferred Alternative for the disposition of surplus plutonium. This 

approach allows for the immobilization of 17 metric tons (19 tons) of surplus plutonium and the use of 33 metric 

tons (36 tons) as MOX fuel. DOE has identified the Savannah River Site near Aiken, South Carolina, as the 

preferred site for all three disposition facilities (Alternative 3). DOE has also identified Los Alamos National



Laboratory in New Mexico as the preferred site for lead assembly fabrication, and Oak Ridge National 
Laboratory in Tennessee as the preferred site for postirradiation examination of lead assemblies.  

Public Involvement: In preparing the SPD Final EIS, DOE considered comments on the SPD Draft EIS and the 
Supplement to the SPD Draft EIS received via mail, fax, and email, and comments recorded by phone and 
transcribed from videotapes. In addition, comments were captured by notetakers during interactive public 
meetings held on the SPD Draft EIS in August 1998 in Amarillo, Texas; Idaho Falls, Idaho; North Augusta, 
South Carolina; Portland, Oregon; and Richland, Washington, as well as during a public meeting on the 
Supplement to the SPD Draft EIS held in June 1999 in Washington, D.C. Comments received and DOE's 
responses to these comments are found in Volume III, the Comment Response Document, of the SPD Final EIS.  
Information on the surplus plutonium disposition program can be obtained by visiting the Office of Fissile 
Materials Disposition Web site at http://www.doe-md.com.
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September 15, 1998 

Mr. Howard R. Canter, Acting Director 
Office of Fissile Materials Disposition 
P.O. Box 23716 Washington, D.C. 20026-3786 

RE: Surplus Plutonium Disposition Draft Environmental Impact 
Statement (DEIS) 

Dear Mr. Canter 

The Commonwealth of Virginia Agencies have completed their 
review of the DEIS for the noted action. The Department of 
Environmental Quality is responsible for coordinating Virginia's 
review of federal environmental documents and responding to the 
appropriate officials on behalf of the Commonwealth. The 
following locality and agencies participated in this review: 

Department of Environmental Quality; and 
Hampton Roads Planning District commission.  

In addition, the Department of Health and the Department of 
Emergency Services were invited to comment through the Department 
of Environmental Quality.  

The document identifies reasonable alternatives and 
potential environmental impacts for the proposed citing, 
construction, and operation of three facilities for plutonium 
disposition. The first is a facility to disassemble and convert 
pits, a nuclear weapons component, into plutonium oxide suitable 
for disposition. The preferred sites are Pantex Plant and 
Savannah River Site (SRS). The second is a facility to 
immobilize surplus plutonium for disposal in a geologic 
repository. SRS is the preferred site. The third is a facility 
to fabricate plutonium oxide into mixed oxide (MOX) fuel. SRS is 
the preferred site. The EIS also discusses decommissioning and 
decontamination of the three facilities.  

A. Agency oft heNatr•l R ..... Soe,ýkab F3I 
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Mr. Howard R. Cantor September 15, 1998 
Page Two

The Commonwealth offers the following comments and 
recomnendations: 

a None of the facilities are located in Virginia. The 
Commonwealth's only concern is with shipment of the 
surplus plutonium through the state. Will this issue 
be addressed in the final EIS or in a separate 
document? 

* Any transportation of wastes through Virginia should 
be preceded with advance notification to the Department 
of Emergency Services, Brian Iverson, at (804) 674-2400 
and the affected localities so that adequate safety 
precautions may be taken. The localities should be 
notified directly in advance of any notification to the 
news media.  

* The Department of Environmental Quality will 
coordinate the Commonwealth's review and response on 
the final environmental impact statement for this 
proposal, if appropriate. Correspondence should be 
addressed to: Director, Office of Environmental Impact 
Review, Department of Environmental Quality, P. 0. Box 
10009, 629 East Main Street, Richmond, Virginia 23240
0009.  

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the DEIS 
for the proposed activity. The comments of the reviewing 
agencies are attached for your review and consideration.  

Sincerely, 

Michael P. Murphy, Director 
Division of Environmental 
Enhancement 

Attachments 

cc: Arthur L. Collins, Hampton Roads PDC 
Brian Iverson, DES 
Kerita L. Kegler, DEQ-TRO

FD308
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FD308-1 Transportation 

After DOE selects an alternative, a transportation plan (in which State, tribal, 
and local officials in addition to DOE, the carrier, and other Federal agencies 
would be involved) would be prepared to address the details of implementing 

the actions analyzed in this SPD EIS, including prenotification of States. The 
shipment of nuclear material (e.g., depleted uranium) using commercial carriers 
would be the subject of detailed transportation plans in which routes and 
specific processing locations would be discussed. These plans are 

coordinated with State, tribal, and local officials. The shipment of waste 
would be in accordance with the decisions reached on the Final Waste 

Management Programmatic Environmental Impact Statementfor Managing 
Treatment, Storage, and Disposal of Radioactive and Hazardous Waste 

(DOE/EIS-0200-F, May 1997) and the WIPP Disposal Phase Final 

Supplemental EIS (DOE/EIS-0026-S-2, September 1997). The transportation 
of special nuclear materials is the subject of detailed planning with DOE's 
Transportation Safeguards Division. The dates and times that specific 

transportation routes would be used for special nuclear materials are classified 
information; however, the number of shipments that would be required, by 

location, has been included in this SPD EIS. Additional details are provided 
in Fissile Materials Disposition Program SST/SGT Transportation 
Estimation (SAND98-8244, June 1998), which is available on the MID Web 
site at http://www.doe-md.com.  

DOE reserves the right to consider traversing States in accordance withfDOT 
regulations and route selection criteria. DOE Order 460.2, Departmental 

Materials Transportation and Packaging Management, and 10 CFR 71.97 
contain the requirements for notifying States and tribes before shipping 
waste within or through their jurisdictions.

I
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-AMPTON ROADS .  
PLkNNING nrDI RICT COMMISI0N mURL U. ,

August 11, 1998

Mr. Thomas M. F 
Environmental Te 
Department of Er 
629 East Main St 
Richmond, Virgin 

Dear Mr. Felvey.  

Pursuant I 
Roads Planning 
Disposition Draft 

Based on 
whether any suL: 
of the Hampton F 
provide any signi

:elvey 
ecnimcal Service Administrator 
nvironmental Quality 
Rreet 
!Na 23219 

Re: Surplus Plutonium Disposition 
DEQ #98-061F (ENV:NUKE) 

to your request of July 31, 1998, the staff of the Hampton 
District Commission has reviewed Surplus Plutonium 

Environmental Impact Statement.  

this review, it appears that the report does not indicate 
plus plutonium will be transported using the ports or roads 
Roads region. We need this issue clarified before we can 
ificant comments on the proposed project.

11

We appreciate the opportunity to review this project. If you have 
any questions, please do not hesitate to call.  

Executive Director/Secretary 

HRV fir 
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To: Thomas M. Felvey@OCS@DEQ 
Cc: 
Bcc: 
Fro.: Kerita L. Kegler@VABCI@DEQ 
Subject: Environmental Review Date: Thursday, August 13, 199B 10:33:32 EDT 
Attach: certify: 

N 
Forwarded by: 

Thank you for the clarification. We don't have any comments on the inforeation presented in the study. We, will however, be on the lookout for the citizen calls once the material starts moving thru tidewater.  

Thanks again 'N

FD308
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Alternatives

I would like to comment that I do not wish that this 

plutonium dump site be at Hanford, Washington. I don't 
think that they have proved that they can clean up the mess 
that they already have out there. Let's do that first and then 
project to the future. But right now I do not think Hanford is 
ready is ready for this.

PD010

DOE acknowledges the commentor's opposition to siting the proposed 
surplus plutonium disposition facilities at Hanford. DOE believes that 
Hanford's efforts should remain focused on its current high-priority cleanup 
mission. The importance of cleanup at Hanford was taken into consideration 

in identifying preferred sites for surplus plutonium disposition activities.  
However, no decision has been made, and DOE will continue to consider 
Hanford for surplus plutonium disposition or other programs that are 
compatible with the Hanford mission.

PDOIO-1
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Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Storage 
and Disposition of Fissile Material. I would like to go on 

record stating that action should be conducted at Hanford 

utilizing the FMEF, Feed Material Examination Facility. I 

think that any other place in the United States would be a 
total disregard of the capabilities of the Hanford Site and 

would result in excessive of costs to do the project. Also all 

the hype about Hanford is exactly that, it is hype relative to 

what the anti-nuclear activist are saying. There is no shred 

of proof in anything that they are saying. And I think that it 
is incumbent upon the Department of Energy to take a 

strong stance and to tell them where they can put their 

opinions. It is about time the Department of Energy stands 
up, does the right thing rather than the politically correct 
easy way out. Thank you for your time and again FMEF is 
the name of the game.

PD009

DOE acknowledges the commentor's support for siting the proposed surplus 
plutonium disposition facilities using FMEF at Hanford. DOE believes that 

Hanford's efforts should remain focused on its current high-priority cleanup 

mission. The importance of cleanup at Hanford was taken into consideration 

in identifying preferred sites for surplus plutonium disposition activities.  

However, no decision has been made, and DOE will continue to consider 

Hanford for surplus plutonium disposition or other programs that are 

compatible with the Hanford mission, especially in regard to the use of 

existing facilities.  

Although cost will be a factor in the decisionmaking process, this SPD EIS 

contains environmental impact data and does not address the costs 

associated with the various alternatives. A separate report, Cost Analysis in 

Support of Site Selection for Surplus Weapons- Usable Plutonium Disposition 

(DOEFMD-0009, July 1998), which analyzes the site-specific cost and schedule 

estimates for each alternative, was made available around the same time as 
the SPD Draft EIS. This report and the Plutonium Disposition Life-Cycle 

Costs and Cost-Related Comment Resolution Document (DOE/MD-0013, 

November 1999), which covers recent life-cycle cost analyses associated 
with the preferred alternative, are available on the MD Web site at 

http://www.doe-md.com and in the public reading rooms at the following 

locations: Hanford, INEEL, Pantex, SRS, and Washington, D.C.

PDO09-1 Alternatives
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Alternatives

I believe you should select the Hanford Site as the place to 
bring the stuff. We have had it out here for years. We 
know how to handle it. We've never had an accident 

involving a fatality out here in regards to nuclear radiation 

or any of the material involved. I believe with an existing 
structure to house the stuff and handle it you will save 
yourselves a lot of money. Thank you.

PDO07

DOE acknowledges the commentor's support for siting the proposed surplus 
plutonium disposition facilities at Hanford. DOE believes that Hanford's 

efforts should remain focused on its current high-priority cleanup mission.  
The importance of cleanup at Hanford was taken into consideration in 
identifying preferred sites for surplus plutonium disposition activities.  

However, no decision has been made, and DOE will continue to consider 
Hanford for surplus plutonium disposition or other programs that are 
compatible with the Hanford mission, especially in regard to the use of existing 

facilities.  

Although cost will be a factor in the decisionmaking process, this SPD EIS 
contains environmental impact data and does not address the costs 
associated with the various alternatives. A separate report, Cost Analysis in 

Support of Site Selection for Surplus Weapons- Usable Plutonium Disposition 
(DOE/MD-0009, July 1998), which analyzes the site-specific cost and schedule 
estimates for each alternative, was made available around the same time as 
the SPD Draft EIS. This report and the Plutonium Disposition Life-Cycle 

Costs and Cost-Related Comment Resolution Document (DOE/MD-0013, 
November 1999), which covers recent life-cycle cost analyses associated 
with the preferred alternative, are available on the MD Web site at 
http://www.doe-md.com and in the public reading rooms at the following 
locations: Hanford, INEEL, Pantex, SRS, and Washington, D.C.
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WAD07-1 Alternatives 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's support for the hybrid approach.

BENTON COUNTY STATEMENT 
U.S. Department of Energy Draft EIS for Plutonium Disposition 

We appreciate the opportunity to present the Benton County position on 
plutoni urn disposition.  

Let me say at the outset that Benton County supports plans to vitrify and 
dispose of scrap plutonium inma national repository and to dispose of excess 
plutonium in a commercial reactor using mixed oxide (MOX) fuel.  

We do however, have serious concerns with the decision-making process 
and the logic used to arrive at the preferred alternatives outlined in :he draft 
EIS.  

1" Point 

The decision-making process up to this point has not adequately addressed 
cost. Using the Fuels and Materials Examination Facility (FMEF) for MOX 
fuel manufacturing provides substantial savings to the American taxpayer 
and to the DOE cleanup budget over construction of a new MOX 
manufacturing facility at Savannah River. Cost savings become even more 
attractive (over S500 million) when you consider co-locating both fuel 
fabrication and pit disassembly and conversion. To not fully consider these 
cost savings and share this information with the public is incompetent at 
best and intentionally misleading at worst.  

2'" Point 

The notion that the cleanup program at Hanford can't be completed 
effectively while supporting a fuel fabrication and pit 
disassembly/conversion is ridiculous! Both the environmental cleanup and 
plutonium disposition missions close the loop on the Cold War. When 
viewed from this perspective they are extremely compatible and both 
missions have local and state support. Washington State Governor Gary 
Locke has stated in a letter sent earlier this year to Secretary Pena that he 
would accept a MOX program at Hanford on the condition DOE TPA 
cleanup commitments are met. We support that position.

2

3

WAD07

WAD07-2 Cost

Because cost issues are beyond the scope of this SPD EIS, this comment has 
been forwarded to the cost analysis team for consideration. The Cost Analysis 
in Support of Site Selection for Surplus Weapons-Usable Plutonium 
Disposition (DOE/MD-0009, July 1998) report and the Plutonium Disposition 
Life-Cycle Costs and Cost-Related Comment Resolution Document 
(DOE/MD-0013, November 1999), which covers recent life-cycle cost analyses 
associated with the preferred alternative, are available on the MD Web site at 
http://www.doe-md.com and in the public reading rooms at the following 
locations: Hanford, INEEL, Pantex, SRS, and Washington, D.C. Decisions 
on the surplus plutonium disposition program at Hanford will be based on 
environmental analyses, technical and cost reports, national policy and 
nonproliferation considerations, and public input.

WAD07-3 Alternatives

DOE acknowledges the commentor's support for siting the pit conversion 
and MOX facilities at Hanford. DOE believes that Hanford's efforts should 
remain focused on its current high-priority cleanup mission. The importance 
of cleanup at Hanford was taken into consideration in identifying preferred 
sites for surplus plutonium disposition activities. However, no decision has 
been made, and DOE will continue to consider Hanford for surplus plutonium 
disposition or other programs that are compatible with the Hanford mission.
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General SPD EIS and NEPA Process

Conclusion

My comments are short today. Please see the previous meeting record for 
our detailed comments. What you are hearing today, and what you heard at 
the last meeting on this subject, is not new. What is baffling is your dogged 
determination to ignore the facts and proceed on a pre-determined course.  
This is not responsible governance. It cheats the American taxpayers and it 
further damages the credibility of the federal govermment, and the 
Department of Energy.  

The EIS should be withdrawn, revised and a new draft issued that aives 
balanced consideration to all pertinent issues. And in the future, please 
don't come here and take our cornments if you aren't willing to listen to 
what we have to say. It is a waste of time for all involved parties.

4 

WAD07

No decisions on the siting of the proposed surplus plutonium disposition 
facilities have been made. DOE analyzed each environmental resource area 
in a consistent manner across all the alternatives to allow for a fair comparison 

among the alternatives and among the candidate sites for surplus plutonium 
disposition facilities. All comments, regardless of how or from whom received, 

were given equal consideration and responded to. Decisions on the surplus 

plutonium disposition program will be based on public input, environmental 
analyses, technical and cost reports, and national policy and 
nonproliferation considerations.

BENTON COUNTY 
PAGE. 2 OF 2

WAD07-4
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FD338

FD338-1 MOX Approach 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's opposition to the MOX approach. DOE 

believes that Hanford's efforts should remain focused on its current 

high-priority cleanup mission. The importance of cleanup at Hanford was 

taken into consideration in identifying preferred sites for surplus plutonium 

disposition activities. However, no decision has been made, and DOE will 

continue to consider Hanford for surplus plutonium disposition or other 

programs that are compatible with the Hanford mission.  

The goal of the surplus plutonium disposition program is to reduce the threat 

of nuclear weapons proliferation worldwide by conducting disposition of 

surplus plutonium in the United States in an environmentally safe and timely 

manner. Converting the surplus plutonium into MOX fuel and using it in 

domestic, commercial reactors is an effective way to accomplish this. To this 

end, surplus plutonium would be subject to stringent control, and the MOX 

facility would be built and operated subject to the following strict conditions: 

construction would take place at a secure DOE site, it would be owned by the 

U.S. Government, operations would be limited exclusively to the disposition 

of surplus plutonium, and the MOX facility would be shut down at the 

completion of the surplus plutonium disposition program. For reactor 

irradiation, the NRC license would authorize only the participating reactors 

to use MOX fuel fabricated from surplus plutonium, and the irradiation would 

be a once-through cycle with no reprocessing. After irradiation, the MOX 

fuel would be removed from the reactor and managed with the rest of the 

spent fuel from the reactor, eventually being disposed of at a potential geologic 

repository built in accordance with the NWPA.
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US DOE needs to hear your voice NOW! 

l..&hmd Clean Up be .he sole mission at Hartford? 

CNo 

2. Should the United States Government maintain its longstanding-policy against the ue 
_ýpons Plutonium to fuaelcivilian nuclear reactors? 

No 

3. w reative would you prefer to see the US Department of Energy pursue: 

(<-_V obiliza Dn (encasement of plutonium in glass-like tombs) 
Or 

The MOX plan (burtung plutonium to fabricate tfel for use in a civilian nuclear 
reactor)? 

4. Should Plutonium. to be used for processing and fabrication of MOX fuel, be 

imported to the Hanford site al.eg Columbia River? 
Yes 

5. How concerned are you about the ransportation of Plutonium Northwest? 

Not concerned slightly concerned very concerned pltely oppo 

B. How concerned are you about the ransport through tb 
containing weapons Plutonium? 
Not concerned Slightly concerned Very concernekpie 

6. Should commercial nuclear power plants be allowed to r=i on MOX fuel containing 

-A 'q Plut onium ? 

Yes N 

7. Should MOX fuel containing weapons Plutonium be used to restart the FFTF reactor 

at Hanford to produc Tritium f . omb? 

Yes No 

Name(St
Address " 

Phone i m,)9t 

Please retuirn thisto 
Hanford Action 
25-6 NW 23'a Place #406 
Portland, OR 97214 
(503) 235-2531
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MD289

MD289-3 Alternatives

DOE has identified as its preferred alternative the hybrid approach. Pursuing 
both immobilization and MOX fuel fabrication provides the United States 

important insurance against potential disadvantages of implementing either 

approach by itself. The hybrid approach also provides the best opportunity 

for U.S. leadership in working with Russia to implement similar options for 

reducing Russia's excess plutonium in parallel. Further, it sends the strongest 

possible signal to the world of U.S. determination to reduce stockpiles of 

surplus plutonium as quickly as possible and in a manner that would make it 

technically difficult to use the plutonium in nuclear weapons again.
C

MD289-1 DOE Policy 

DOE believes that Hanford's efforts should remain focused on its current 

high-priority cleanup mission. The importance of cleanup at Hanford was 

taken into consideration in identifying preferred sites for surplus plutonium 

disposition activities. However, no decision has been made, and DOE will 

continue to consider Hanford for surplus plutonium disposition or other 

programs that are compatible with the Hanford mission.  

MD289-2 Nonproliferation 

U.S. policy dating back to the Ford Administration has prohibited the 

commercial, chemical reprocessing and separation of plutonium from spent 

nuclear fuel. The use of U.S. surplus plutonium in existing domestic, 

commercial reactors does not involve reprocessing (reprocessing is a chemical 

separation of uranium, transuranic elements [including plutonium], and fission 

products from spent reactor fuel and the reuse of the plutonium and uranium 

to produce new fresh fuel). The proposed use of MOX fuel is consistent with 

the U.S. nonproliferation policy and would ensure that plutonium which was 

produced for nuclear weapons and subsequently declared excess to national 

security needs is never again used for nuclear weapons. Consistent with the 

U.S. policy of discouraging the civilian use of plutonium, a MOX facility 

would be built and operated subject to the following strict conditions: 

construction would take place at a secure DOE site, it would be owned by the 

U.S. Government, operations would be limited exclusively to the disposition 

of surplus plutonium, and the MOX facility would be shut down at the 

completion of the surplus plutonium disposition program.
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Under the hybrid approach, approximately 33 t (36 tons) of clean plutonium 

metal and oxides would be used to fabricate MOX fuel, which would be 

irradiated in domestic, commercial reactors. DOE has determined that 17 t 

(19 tons) of the surplus plutoniumwould be immobilized due to the complexity, 

timing, and cost that would be involved in purifying those plutonium materials 

to make them suitable for use in MOX fuel. Therefore, fabricating all 50 t I.  

(55 tons) of surplus plutonium into MOX fuel is not considered a reasonable 

alternative at this time and is not analyzed; however, immobilizing all of the 

surplus plutonium is analyzed. Given the variability in purity of the surplus 

plutonium to be dispositioned, some of the plutonium currently considered 

for MOX fuel fabrication may also need to be immobilized. The incremental 

impacts that would be associated with a small shift in materials throughput 

are discussed in Section 4.30.  

MD289-4 Transportation 

The shipment of nuclear material (e.g., depleted uranium) using commercial 

carriers would be the subject of detailed transportation plans in which routes 

and specific processing locations would be discussed. These plans are 

coordinated with State, tribal, and local officials. The shipment of waste 

would be in accordance with the decisions reached on the Final Waste 

Management Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement for Managing 

Treatment, Storage, and Disposal of Radioactive and Hazardous Waste 

(DOE/EIS-0200-F, May 1997) and the WIPP Disposal Phase Final 

Supplemental EIS (DOE/EIS-0026-S-2, September 1997). The transportation 

of special nuclear materials is the subject of detailed planning with DOE's 

Transportation Safeguards Division. The dates and times that specific 

transportation routes would be used for special nuclear materials are classified 

information; however, the number of shipments that would be required, by 

location, has been included in this SPD EIS. Additional details are provided 

in Fissile Materials Disposition Program SST/SGT Transportation 

Estimation (SAND98-8244, June 1998), which is available on the MD Web 

site at http://www.doe-md.com.  

MD289-5 MOX Approach 

Use of MOX fuel in domestic, commercial reactors is not proposed in order to 

subsidize the commercial nuclear power industry. Rather, the purpose of this 

proposed action is to safely and securely disposition surplus plutonium by
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NAS and modified by DOE, is to make the surplus weapons-usable plutonium 

as inaccessible and unattractive for weapons use as the much larger and 

growing quantity of plutonium that exists in spent nuclear fuel fromcommercial 

power reactors. The MOX facility would produce nuclear fuel that would 

displace LEU fuel that utilities would have otherwise purchased. If the effective 

value of the MOX fuel exceeds the cost of the LEU fuel that it displaced, then 

the contract provides that money would be paid back to the U.S. Government 

by DCS based on a formula included in the DCS contract. The commercial 

reactors selected for the MOX approach include only those reactors whose 

operational life is expected to last beyond the life of the surplus plutonium 
disposition program.

MD289-6
As discussed in Section 1.7.4, Appendix D was deleted because none of the 
proposals to restart FFTF currently consider the use of surplus plutonium as 

a fuel source. In December 1998, the Secretary of Energy decided that FFTF 

would not play a role in producing tritium.
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MD289-7 Water Resources 

As described in Section 4.26.1.2, surface water would not be used in 

construction and operation of the proposed surplus plutonium disposition 

facilities at Hanford. Due to the dilution capability of the Columbia River, as 

well as FMEF's location relative to the Columbia River, there would be no 

discernible contamination of aquatic biota (fish) or drinking water resulting 

S7-from 
the proposed facilities at Hanford, either from minute quantities of air 

• ~ A' deposition into the river or from any other potential wastewater releases.  

Therefore, no discernible impacts on the Columbia River would be expected.

MD289
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Hi, my name is M. B. Condon. I'm leaving a comment for the 

Surplus Plutonium Draft EIS. This comment is for myself 

and for Tim Young. Our address is 380 Ilsa Way, 

Goldendale, Washington, 98620. Our phone number is (509) 

773-6991. And I'm going to read a statement we prepared.  

We tried to fax it into this number according to your 

message but were not able to get through and we are aware 

that the deadline is today, September 16. So I'm going to 

read a long statement in and we're also going to mail it, but I 

want this included in the public record. We want the 

following questions, concerns, and assumptions addressed 

in the Surplus Plutonium Draft EIS.  

What classified toxic elements are contained in nuclear 

warhead pits and how much toxic pollution is going to be 

created by the separation of those elements from plutonium? 

Where are the toxic waste products going to be stored and 

how are they going to be handled? 

Which specific reactors in the United States are going to be 

licensed to bum plutonium? How are reactors that were 

never designed for this fuel going to be tested and certified 

before allowing plutonium radiation to be generated by 

them? How are the safety records of commercial reactor 

operators going to be factored into the decisions to allow 

them to use plutonium as a reactor fuel? Why should 

reactors that are scheduled for decommissioning be allowed 

to continue operating beyond their scheduled life span and 

then be allowed to utilize a fuel they were never designed to 

bum? 

P1
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PD062-1 Pit Disassembly and Conversion 

A pit is made of plutonium, which consists mainly of the isotope plutonium 

239. Pit plutonium can contain trace amounts of a variety of hazardous 

impurities such as beryllium and lead. These contaminants are expected to 

remain entrained in the plutonium dioxide material. The very low levels of 

contaminants do not adversely affect the MOX and immobilization 

approaches, and inclusion of the polishing step in the MOX facility would 

remove a good deal of the contaminants. Some pits may also be contaminated 

with tritium, a radioisotope of hydrogen, which can be removed by heating 

the pit material in a vacuum furnace to drive off the tritium gas. Another 

element, which may be present in pit plutonium at low levels, but above trace 

amounts, is gallium, which is added as an alloying agent. Because high 

levels of gallium may adversely affect MOX fuel performance, it would be 

removed during the plutonium polishing process, as discussed in 

Section 2.4.3.2. The pit conversion process would generate some LLW and 

TRU waste and a very small amount of mixed LLW and hazardous waste.  

These wastes include spent filters, used containers and equipment, paper 

and cloth wipes, protective clothing, shielding, solvents, and cleaning 

solutions. In general, these wastes contribute to less than 4 percent of the 

existing wastes at all the candidate sites and would be handled as part of the 

site waste management practice. A description of waste generation and 

management is provided in Appendix H.

PD062-2 MOX Approach

Although no U.S. commercial reactors are licensed to use plutonium-based 

fuel, several are designed to use MOX fuel, and others can easily accommodate 

a partial MOX core. Therefore, DOE conducted a procurement process to 

acquire MOX fuel fabrication and irradiation services. As a result of this 

procurement, DOE identified Catawba, McGuire, and North Anna as the 

reactors proposed to irradiate MOX fuel as part of the proposed action in this 

SPD EIS. In accordance with a stipulation of its RFP for MOX Fuel 

Fabrication and Reactor Irradiation Services, these are new reactors, that 

is, reactors whose operational life is expected to last beyond the life of the 

surplus plutonium disposition program. The selected team, DCS, would 

have to apply for a reactor operating license amendment for each individual0~
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reactor before it can use MOX fuel. For this amendment, the licensee would 

have to demonstrate that all safety, testing, and environmental impacts have 

been addressed as well as complete the public hearing process. In addition, 

NRC would evaluate license applications and monitor the operations of both 

the MOX facility and the commercial reactors selected to use MOX fuel to 

ensure adequate margins of safety. Section 4.28 was revised to provide 

reactor-specific analyses and discuss the potential environmental impacts of 

using a partial MOX core during routine operations and reactor accidents.
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Specifically, how much radioactive waste will be created by 

each step of plutonium reprocessing from the removal of 

plutonium oxide from bomb cores, the creation of MOX 

fuels, the transportation of all radioactive materials, 

including the waste products to the generation of 

electricity and possibly the production of tritium? How 

much more radioactive waste will be generated by each 

reactor that will be allowed to operate beyond its 

decommissioning date compared to amount of radioactive 

waste created if the reactor were retired on schedule? 

How are DOE and the commercial reactor operators going 

to protect the public and the environment from the 

radioactive hazards posed by the generation of more 

nuclear waste from the burning of MOX fuels, when both 

the DOE and commercials operators have no idea of how to 

protect the public and the environment from the radiation 

hazards presently posed by the burning of uranium in 

reactors? 

What specific transportation means and routes will be used 

to transport the weapons grade plutonium, MOX fuels, and 

the resulting nuclear and toxic waste? How will the public 

be notified so there elected officials can participate in the 

creation of disaster plans in the case of a mishap? What 

specific plans are in place for nuclear mishaps along the 

transportation routes and are they adequate to protect the 

public, crops, livestock, and the environment from 

exposure in the case of an accident or intentional 

destructive act?

4 
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PD062-3 Waste Management 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's concerns regarding waste generation 

and management. Waste streams that would be generated by the pit 

conversion, immobilization, and MOX facilities are detailed in the Waste 

Management sections in Chapter 4 of Volume I and Appendix HI4 As described 

in Sections 2.18.3 and 4.28.2.8, additional spent fuel would be produced by 

using MOX fuel instead ofLEU fuel in domestic, commercial reactors. Spent 

fuel management at the proposed reactor sites is not expected to change 

dramatically due to the substitution of MOX assemblies for some of the LEU 

assemblies. Likewise, the additional spent fuel would be a very small fraction 

of the total that would be managed at the potential geologic repository.  

The transportation requirements for the surplus plutonium disposition 

program are also evaluated in this SPD EIS. The shipment of waste will be 

done in accordance with the decisions reached on the Final Waste 

Management Programmatic Environmental Impact StatementforManaging 

Treatment, Storage, and Disposal of Radioactive and Hazardous Waste 

(DOE/EIS-0200-F, May 1997) and the WIPP Disposal Phase Final 

SupplementalIEIS (DOE/EIS-0026-S-2, September 1997).  

The production of tritium in a commercial light water reactor is being evaluated 

in a separate DOE EIS, Finad EISfor the Production ofTritium in a Commercial 

Light WaterReactor (DOEIEIS-0288, March 1999).  

In choosing reactors to use the MOX fuel fabricated under the surplus 

plutonium disposition program, DOE looked at the criteria of reactor age.  

DOE chose only reactors whose planned operating life extended through the 

full life cycle of the surplus plutonium disposition program.  

PD062-4 Human Health Risk 

DOE and NRC are committed to protecting the health and safety of the 

public. This includes designing, constructing, and operating DOE- and 

NRC-regulated facilities (e.g., domestic, commercial reactors) in such a way 

as to continually provide a level of safety and reliability that meets or exceeds 

established standards. DOE and commercial reactors also have plans and
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programs for the safe management and ultimate disposal of their nuclear 

waste. Section 4.28 addresses the issue of waste generation by those 

domestic, commercial reactors designated to irradiate MOX fuel.  

The remainder of this comment is addressed in response PD062-3.  

PD062-5 Transportation 

DOE anticipates that transportation of plutonium pits, nonpit plutonium, 

MOX fuel, and LIEU (i.e., special nuclear materials) required to disposition 
surplus plutonium would be done through the DOE Transportation 

Safeguards Division using SSTISGTs as described in Appendix L.3.2. The 

shipment of nuclear material (e.g., depleted uranium) using commercial carriers 

would be the subject of detailed transportation plans in which routes and 

specific processing locations would be discussed. These plans are 

coordinated with State, tribal, and local officials. For emergency response 

planning, all shipments are coordinated with appropriate law enforcement 

and public safety agencies. If requested, DOE will assist these officials with 

response plans, and, if necessary, with resources in accordance with DOE 

Order 5530.3, Radiological Assistance Program. DOE has developed and 

implemented a Radiological Assistance Program to provide assistance in all 

types of radiological accidents. Through this coordination and liaison 

program, DOE offers in-depth briefing at the State level.  

The transportation of depleted uranium oxide and waste (i.e., non-special 

nuclear materials) would be done using commercial carriers. Nuclear material 

shipments must comply with both NRC and DOT regulatory requirements.  

Appendix L.3.3 provides details on the transportation of this type of materials 

and the transportation route selection process. DOT routing regulations 

require that shipments of radioactive material be transported over a preferred 

highway network including interstate highways, with preference toward 

bypasses around cities, and State-designated preferred routes.  

The dates and times that specific transportation routes would be used for 

special nuclear materials are classified information; however, the number of 

shipments that will be required, by location, has been included in this SPD EIS.  

Additional details are provided in Fissile Materials Disposition Program 

SST/SGT Transportation Estimation (SAND98-8244, June 1998), which is 

available on the MD Web site at http:\\www.doe-md.com.
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We, M.B. Condon and Tim Young, are totally opposed to the 

reprocessing of weapons-grade plutonium into MOX fuel to 

be burned in commercial nuclear reactors. Furthermore, we 

believe there should be no taxpayer subsidies to commercial 

operators to allow them to use MOX fuels in reactors that 

were never designed to do so and to allow the life of reactors 

to be extended beyond their scheduled decommissioning 

date. The DOE and the commercial nuclear industries should 

not be allowed to initiate any programs that will create more 

radioactive and toxic wastes when the technology doesn't 

exist to deactivate and neutralize the waste created over the 

last 50 years by industry and the Government. We support 

the isolation and vitrification of weapons-grade plutonium.  

Although this is an inadequate solution to the radioactive 

waste problem, it at least offers some assurance that these 

materials won't find their way into nuclear weapons in the 

future.  

Finally, we have no confidence in the DOE's ability to safely 

and securely transport weapons-grade plutonium and MOX 

fuel to reactor sites. The public and their elected 

representatives are totally uninformed and unprepared for 

any nuclear mishaps that could result. And we don't think 

that the DOE or the nuclear industry has the will or the 

resources to adequately prepare the public for the possible 

dangers that these materials represent to their communities.  

We are also unwilling to give up any of our rights so that 

these materials can be moved "securely" through our 

communities. Thank you and we will be sending our 

comments through the mail. We would like to be submitted 

in the public record as we have recorded them on this 

message of September 16, 1998. Thank you.  
PI
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PD062-6 Alternatives 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's opposition to the MOX approach and 

support for the immobilization approach to surplus plutonium disposition.  

U.S. policy dating back to the Ford Administration has prohibited the 

commercial, chemical reprocessing and separation of plutonium from spent 

nuclear fuel. The use of U.S. surplus plutonium in existing domestic, 

commercial reactors does not involve reprocessing (reprocessing is a chemical 

separation of uranium, transuranic elements [including plutonium], and fission 

products from spent reactor fuel and the reuse of the plutonium and uranium 

to produce new fresh fuel). The proposed use of MOX fuel is consistent with 

the U.S. nonproliferation policy and would ensure that plutonium which was 

produced for nuclear weapons and subsequently declared excess to national 

security needs is never again used for nuclear weapons.  

Use of MOX fuel in domestic, commercial reactors is not proposed in order to 

subsidize the commercial nuclear power industry. Rather, the purpose of this 

proposed action is to safely and securely disposition surplus plutonium by 

meeting the Spent Fuel Standard. The Spent Fuel Standard, as identified by 

NAS and modified by DOE, is to make the surplus weapons-usable plutonium 

as inaccessible and unattractive for weapons use as the much larger and 

growing quantity of plutonium that exists in spent nuclear fuel from commercial 

power reactors. The MOX facility would produce nuclear fuel that would 

displace LEU fuel that utilities would have otherwise purchased. If the effective 

value of the MOX fuel exceeds the cost of the LEU fuel that it displaced, then 

the contract provides that money would be paid back to the U.S. Government 

by DCS based on a formula included in the DCS contract. The commercial 

reactors selected for the MOX approach include only those reactors whose 

operational life is expected to last beyond the life of the surplus plutonium 

disposition program.  

Although cost will be a factor in the decisionmaking process, this SPD EIS 

contains environmental impact data and does not address the costs 

associated with the various alternatives. A separate cost report, Cost Analysis 

in Support of Site Selection for Surplus Weapons-Usable Plutonium 

Disposition (DOE/MD-0009, July 1998), which analyzes the site-specific cost
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estimates for each alternative, was made available around the same time as 

the SPD Draft EIS. This report and the Plutonium Disposition Life-Cycle 

Costs and Cost-Related Comment Resolution Document (DOE/MD-0013, 

November 1999), which covers recent life-cycle cost analyses associated 

with the preferred alternative, are available on the MD Web site at 

http://www.doe-md.com and in the public reading rooms at the following 

locations: Hanford, INEEL, Pantex, SRS, and Washington, D.C.  

DOE has identified as its preferred alternative the hybrid approach. Pursuing 

both immobilization and MOX fuel fabrication provides the United States 

important insurance against potential disadvantages of implementing either 

approach by itself. The hybrid approach also provides the best opportunity I.  

for U.S. leadership in working with Russia to implement similar options for 

reducing Russia's excess plutonium in parallel. Further, it sends the strongest 

possible signal to the world of U.S. determination to reduce stockpiles of 

surplus plutonium as quickly as possible and in a manner that would make it 

technically difficult to use the plutonium in nuclear weapons again.  

PD062-7 DOE Policy 

It is DOE's policy that plutonium shipments must comply with applicable 

DOT and NRC regulatory requirements. The highway muting of nuclear 

material is systematically determined according to DOT regulations 49 CER 171 

through 179 and 49 CFR 397 for commercial shipments. Transportation of 

special nuclear materials, including fresh MOX fuel, would use DOE's SSTI 

SGT system. Since the establishment of the DOE Transportation Safeguards 

Division in 1975, the SST/SGT system has transported DOE-owned cargo 

over more than 151 million Ikn (94 million mi) with no accidents causing a 

fatality or release of radioactive material. As indicated in Section 2.18, no 

traffic fatalities from nonradiological accidents or LCFs from radiological 

exposures or vehicle emissions would be expected for any of the surplus 

plutonium disposition alternatives proposed at the candidate sites. A 

description of the transportation activities is given in Section 2.4.4.  

Transportation risks and steps to mitigate the risks are analyzed in Chapter 4 

of Volume Iand Appendix L.
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MD123-1 Alternatives 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's support of Alternative 4B for surplus 

plutonium disposition. DOE has identified as its preferred alternative the 

hybrid approach. Pursuing both immobilization and MOX fuel fabrication 

provides the United States important insurance against potential 

disadvantages of implementing either approach by itself. The hybrid 

approach also provides the best opportunity for U.S. leadership in working 

with Russia to implement similar options for reducing Russia's excess 

plutonium in parallel. Further, it sends the strongest possible signal to the 

world of U.S. determination to reduce stockpiles of surplus plutonium as 

quickly as possible and in a manner that would make it technically difficult to 

use the plutonium in nuclear weapons again.  

Approximately 33 t (36 tons) of clean plutonium metal and oxides would be 

used to fabricate MOX fuel, which would be irradiated in domestic, commercial 

reactors. In the Storage and Disposition PEIS ROD, DOE committed to 

immobilizing at least 8 t (9 tons) of surplus, low-purity, nonpit plutonium.  

Since the ROD was issued, however, DOE has identified that an additional 9 t 

(10 tons) of low-plutonium-content materials would require additional 

processing, and would therefore be unsuitable for MOX fuel fabrication due 

to the complexity, timing, and cost that would be involved in purifying those 
plutonium materials.

MD123-2 Alternatives

DOE believes that Hanford's efforts should remain focused on its current 
high-priority cleanup mission. The importance of cleanup at Hanford was 

taken into consideration in identifying preferred sites for surplus plutonium 

disposition activities. However, no decision has been made, and DOE will 

continue to consider Hanford for surplus plutonium disposition or other 

programs that are compatible with the Hanford mission, especially in regard 

to the use of existing facilities.  

Although cost will be a factor in the decisionmaling process, this SPD EIS 

contains environmental impact data and does not address the costs 

associated with the various alternatives. A separate cost report, Cost Analysis 

in Support of Site Selection for Surplus Weapons-Usable Plutonium
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Disposition (DOE/MD-0009, July 1998), which analyzes the site-specific cost 

estimates for each alternative, was made available around the same time as 

the SPD Draft EIS. This report and the Plutonium Disposition Life-Cycle 

Costs and Cost-Related Comment Resolution Document (DOEIMD-0013, 

November 1999), which covers recent life-cycle cost analyses associated 

with the preferred alternative, are available on the MD Web site at 

http://www.doe-md.com and in the public reading rooms at the following 

locations: Hanford, INEEL, Pantex, SRS, and Washington, D.C. Decisions 

on the surplus plutonium disposition program will be based on environmental 

analyses, technical and cost reports, national policy and nonproliferation 

considerations, and public input. DOE will announce its decisions regarding 

facility siting and approach to surplus plutonium disposition in the 

SPD EIS ROD.
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MD276

DOE acknowledges the commentor's view on cleanup of former weapons 
production sites. Weapons production was necessary for national security 

in the past, and now cleanup is necessary to provide a better environment for 

future generations.  

DOE believes that Hanford's efforts should remain focused on its current 

high-priority cleanup mission. The importance of cleanup at Hanford was 

taken into consideration in identifying preferred sites for surplus plutonium 

disposition activities. However, no decision has been made, and DOE will 

continue to consider Hanford for surplus plutonium disposition or other 

programs that are compatible with the Hanford mission.

MD276-2
An objective of the arms reduction is to make sure that the weapons materials 
declared surplus would not be used for weapons again. Converting the 

surplus plutonium into MOX fuel and using it in domestic, commercial reactors 

is an effective way to accomplish this objective. Turning surplus plutonium 

into highly radioactive spent fuel would make reuse of this plutonium 

technically difficult, time consuming, and very cosfly.  

U.S. policy dating back to the Ford Administration has prohibited the 

commercial, chemical reprocessing and separation of plutonium from spent 

nuclear fuel. The use of U.S. surplus plutonium in existing domestic, 

commercial reactors does not involve reprocessing (reprocessing is a chemical 

separation of uranium, transuranic elements [including plutonium], and fission 

products from spent reactor fuel and the reuse of the plutonium and uranium 

to produce new fresh fuel). The proposed use of MOX fuel is consistent with 

the U.S. nonproliferation policy and would ensure that plutonium which was 

produced for nuclear weapons and subsequently declared excess to national 

security needs is never again used for nuclear weapons. Consistent with the 

U.S. policy of discouraging the civilian use of plutonium, a MOX facility 

would be built and operated subject to the following strict conditions: 

construction would take place at a secure DOE site, it would be owned by the 

U.S. Government, operations would be limited exclusively to the disposition 

of surplus plutonium, and the MOX facility would be shut down at the 

completion of the surplus plutonium disposition program.

MD276-1 DOE Policy
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MD276-3 MOX Approach 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's opposition to the MOX approach to 

surplus plutonium disposition. Analyses provided in Section 2.18.3 and 
Chapter 4 of Volume I for the alternatives that include MOX fuel fabrication 
and irradiation show that potential impacts would likely be minor.  

Use of MOX fuel in domestic, commercial reactors is not proposed in order to 
subsidize the commercial nuclear power industry. Rather, the purpose of this 
proposed action is to safely and securely disposition surplus plutonium by 
meeting the Spent Fuel Standard. The Spent Fuel Standard, as identified by 
NAS and modified by DOE, is to make the surplus weapons-usable plutonium 
as inaccessible and unattractive for weapons use as the much larger and 
growing quantity of plutonium that exists in spent nuclear fuel from commercial 
power reactors. The MOX facility would produce nuclear fuel that would 
displace LEU fuel that utilities would have otherwise purchased Ifthe effective 

value of the MOX fuel exceeds the cost of the LEU fuel that it displaced, then 
the contract provides that money would be paid back to the U.S. Government 
by DCS based on a formula included in the DCS contract. The commercial 
reactors selected for the MOX approach include only those reactors whose 
operational life is expected to last beyond the life of the surplus plutonium 
disposition program.  

MD276-4 Alternatives 

DOE has identified as its preferred alternative the hybrid approach. Pursuing 
both immobilization and MOX fuel fabrication provides the United States 
important insurance against potential disadvantages of implementing either 
approach by itself. The hybrid approach also provides the best opportunity 
for U.S. leadership in working with Russia to implement similar options for 
reducing Russia's excess plutonium in parallel. Further, it sends the strongest 
possible signal to the world of U.S. determination to reduce stockpiles of 
surplus plutonium as quickly as possible and in a manner that would make it 
technically difficult to use the plutonium in nuclear weapons again.  

Under the hybrid approach, approximately 33 t (36 tons) of clean plutonium 
metal and oxides would be used to fabricate MOX fuel, which would be 
irradiated in domestic, commercial reactors. DOE has determined that 17 t 
(19 tons) of the surplus plutonium would be immobilized due to the complexity, 
timing, and cost that would be involved in purifying those plutonium materials 
to make them suitable for use in MOX fuel. Therefore, fabricating all 50 t 
(55 tons) of surplus plutonium into MOX fuel is not considered a reasonable
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alternative at this time and is not analyzed; however, immobilizing all of the 

surplus plutonium is analyzed. Given the variability in purity of the surplus 

plutonium to be dispositioned, some of the plutonium currently considered 

for MOX fuel fabrication may also need to be immobilized. The incremental 

impacts that would be associated with a small shift in materials throughput 

are discussed in Section 4.30.  

Testing is under way to confirm that the immobilized plutonium would meet 

the performance criteria for disposal in a potential geologic repository pursuant 
to the NWPA.  

MD276-5 Transportation 

The shipment of nuclear material (e.g., depleted uranium) using commercial 

carriers would be the subject of detailed transportation plans in which routes 

and specific processing locations would be discussed. These plans are 

coordinated with State, tribal, and local officials. The shipment of waste 

would be in accordance with the decisions reached on the Final Waste 

Management Programmatic Environmental Impact Statementfor Managing 

Treatment, Storage, and Disposal of Radioactive and Hazardous Waste 

(DOE/EIS-0200-F, May 1997) and the WIPP Disposal Phase Final 

SupplementalIEIS (DOE/EIS-0026-S-2, September 1997). The transportation 
of special nuclear materials is the subject of detailed planning with DOE's 

Transportation Safeguards Division. The dates and times that specific 

transportation routes would be used for special nuclear materials are classified 

information; however, the number of shipments that would be required, by 

location, has been included in this SPD EIS. Additional details are provided 

in Fissile Materials Disposition Program SST/SGT Transportation Estimation 

(SAND98-8244, June 1998), which is available on the MD Web site at 

http://www.doe-md.com.  

MD276-6 DOE Policy 

As discussed in Section 1.7.4, Appendix D was deleted because none of the 

proposals to restart FFFF currently consider the use of surplus plutonium as 

a fuel source. In December 1998, the Secretary of Energy decided that FFTF 
would not play a role in producing tritium.  
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I am concerned that the U S Department of Energy may not 
give cost the importance it deserves when selecting a site at 
which Pu pit disassembly will occur and MOX fuel 
fabrication takes place. The Hanford Atomic Metal Trades 
Council believes the FMEF at Hanford to be the best location 
at which to perform pit disassembly and MOX fuel 
fabrication and should be placed high on the options list for 
these operations. Siting these operations elsewhere to 
Hanford would materially add to the taxpayer burden by 
necessitating the construction of an entire new facilicty in 
which to perform the the pit disassembly and MOX fuel 
prouduction. Costs to upgrade Hanford facilities would cost 
much less. Much more less than to what the DOE now gives 
credence. That is due to the way the DOE estimates costs, 
the result of creative perspectives designed to put the best 
light on the preconceived notions of certain out of touch 
officials.  

The Hanford Atomic Metal Trades Council would like to 
propose an independent review and some cost-benefit 
analyses of the different Sites which have been or are now 
lacking in honesty and candor.  

The Hanford Atomic Metal Trades Council requests the 
decision for Siting the MOX fuel program and Pit 
disassembly operation to be reexamined and the FMEF be 
given full consideration for implementation in the forseeable 
future. To fail that and wind up spendiing hundreds of 
millions of dolllars more than necessary would seem to the 
Council to result in more reductions in available clean up 
dollars and put the entire clean up program in jeopardy.  

W
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WD007-2 General SPD EIS and NEPA Process

DOE has analyzed each environmental resource area in a consistent manner 
across all the alternatives to allow for a fair comparison among the alternatives 
and among the candidate sites for the proposed surplus plutonium disposition 
facilities.  

Funds for the surplus plutonium disposition program and the environmental 
cleanup program come from different appropriation accounts allocated by 
the U.S. Congress that cannot be used interchangeably. Decisions on the 
surplus plutonium disposition program will be based on environmental 
analyses, technical and cost reports, national policy and nonproliferation 
considerations, and public input.

WD007-1 Alternatives 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's support for siting the pit conversion 

and MOX facilities in FMEF at Hanford. DOE believes that Hanford's efforts 

should remain focused on its current high-priority cleanup mission. The 

importance of cleanup at Hanford was taken into consideration in identifying 

preferred sites for surplus plutonium disposition activities. However, no 

decision has been made, and DOE will continue to consider Hanford for 

surplus plutonium disposition or other programs that are compatible with the 

Hanford mission, especially in regard to the use of existing facilities.  

Because cost issues are beyond the scope of this SPD EIS, this comment has 

been forwarded to the cost analysis team for consideration. The CostAnalysis 

in Support of Site Selection for Surplus Weapons-Usable Plutonium 

Disposition (DOE/MD-0009, July 1998) report and the Plutonium Disposition 

Life-Cycle Costs and Cost-Related Comment Resolution Document 

(DOE/MD-0013, November 1999), which covers recent life-cycle cost analyses 
associated with the preferred alternative, are available on the MID Web site at 
http://www.doe-md.com and in the public reading rooms at the following 

locations: Hanford, INEEL, Pantex, SRS, and Washington, D.C.

I
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In the interest of saving dollars the Council also offers the 

represented work force at Hanford as a source of 

experienced workers and those who are trained to handle 

fissile material for the MOX fuel and pit disassembly 

activity. The Council is fully prepared to engage any new 

employer in a cooperative spirit and to facilitate the 

movement of experienced and trained workers into new 

missions with new, private employers, even as we are doing 

now with Johnson Controls. British Nuclear Fuels, the 

Vitrification Plant contractor has already expressed and 

interest in forming a working relationship with the Council 

and that willingness has been reciprocated.  

The lastest edition of the Scientific American contains the 

report of a study which asserts that an organized work 

force is sixteen percent above the baseline in efficiency 

while a non-union work force is eleven percent below the 

baseline in efficiency. That should clearly place the 

Hanford Workforce at an advantage for cost effectiveness 

and thereby free up dollars for clean up.  

Budget crunch at Hanford has already begun to stretch the 
existing work force beyond reasonable limits. It has come to 

the place where in some cases if two people are lost due to 

vacations or illness, no work can be done. We do not need 

further cuts and to irresponsibly site the MOX fuel 

production and pit disassembly somewhere beside Hanford 

will surely result in fewer dollars for cleanup.  

WDO07 
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The Hanford Atomic Metal Trades Council represents over 

2,600 workers on the Site. These are the people who do the 

work and bear the greatest risk and responsibility on a daily 

basis, for working with and around nuclear materials of evey 

type. The U S Department of Energy would not regret siting 

the disassembly of Pu pits and the manufacture of MOX fuel 

at the FMEF at Hanford.

WD007
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WAD04-1 Cost 

Funds are not being taken from DOE's budget for environmental cleanup in 

order to support surplus plutonium disposition. Funds for the surplus 

plutonium disposition program and the environmental cleanup program come 

from different appropriation accounts allocated by the U.S. Congress that 

cannot be used interchangeably.  

DOE believes that Hanford's efforts should remain focused on its current 

high-priority cleanup mission. The importance of cleanup at Hanford was 

taken into consideration in identifying preferred sites for surplus plutonium 

disposition activities. However, no decision has been made, and DOE will 

continue to consider Hanford for surplus plutonium disposition or other 

programs that are compatible with the Hanford mission, especially in regard 

to the use of existing facilities.  

Because cost issues are beyond the scope of this SPD EIS, this comment has 

been forwarded to the cost analysis team for consideration. The CostAnalysis 

in Support of Site Selection for Surplus Weapons-Usable Plutonium 

Disposition (DOE/MD-0009, July 1998) report and the Plutonium Disposition 

Life-Cycle Costs and Cost-Related Comment Resolution Document 

(DOE/ID-0013, November 1999), which covers recent life-cycle cost analyses 

associated with the preferred alternative, are available on the MD Web site at 

http://www.doe-md.com and in the public reading rooms at the following 

locations: Hanford, INEEL, Pantex, SRS, and Washington, D.C.  

WAD04-2 DOE Policy 

As discussed in Section 1.7.4, Appendix D was deleted because none of the 

proposals to restart FFTF currently consider the use of surplus plutonium as 

a fuel source. In December 1998, the Secretary of Energy decided that FFFF 

would not play a role in producing tritium.
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FUELS AND MATERIALS EXAMINATION fACILItY/ 

At Our lunch meeting a month ago we discussed the advantages of using 

the ?uols and Materials examination Facility (MeEl) located directly 

adjacent to FFT? for various tasks associated with plutonium 

disposition. This unique facility was built for the purpose of 

eaovfeonuring mixed oxide (MOM) fuel for the nation's breeder rsactor 

program. it is the only exieting building in the country that can house 

both plutonium pit disassembly and convresion and mixed oxide fuel 

manufacturing in the eame facility. Colocating these functions in on.  

building will save hundreds of million, of dollars in operting and 

capital costs.  

We also indicated to you that we, and others in the DOE Complex. beliave 

there appears .to bea strong bias on the part of DOE Readquarters' staff 

to locate all aspects of plutonium disposition facilities at the 

Savannah River Site. We have drawn this conclusion for eany reasons.  

Last year, the Departat completed a programmatic Environmental Impact 

Statement (t} ) addressin astorgeg and disposition options for weapons 

useable fisaile materials. The local Advisory Committee we appointed to 

analyze that PERS, cmes to the conclosion that decision making criteria 

were heavily biased to achieve a Saveanah River outcome. For your 

information, we have en-losed the critiques submitted by our communities 

and omments provided by DOE-Richland regarding the PIRS and the 

supporting technical sunmary documents. While antensive analysis is 

included in the technical do•uments regarding Savannah River facilitias, 

virtually no coneideration is given to facilities at Hanford. We are 

...aix this e bins surface in the ourrentE nvironmental Impact 

Statement process.  

NOTICE OF nlTfNT 

In March, several of our local elected official. attended en Energy 

Cosunoities Alliance eesting in Washington, D.C. While therewe 

discovered that the Dopaertn was about to issue a Notice of Intent to 

proceed with an Enviroumxntal Impact Statement designating Savannah 

River as the prefereed alternative sits for both plutonium 

immobilization and aixed oxide fuel fabricacion. When we inquired why 

snuh a decision bad been made prior to a full enviroenantal impact 

asseesment, we were given the following ars' 

1. -it will be easier and cheaper to license a new building with the 

Nuclear Regulatory Commission as opposed to an existing 

facility. The NRC has not provided such advice to the 

Department of Energy.  

"2. Thexe will he strong opposition on the part of environmentalists 

in the Northwest to plutoium disposition functions occurring at 

aenford. oWe encourage Department staff to look at a letter they 

reoeived from the Military Production Network in Deoeber opposing 

any consideration of mixed oxide fuel for plutonium disposition 

anywhere in the country. Most of the organizations are located in 

the Easters United States.

3 
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WAD04-3 Alternatives 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's support for collocating pit disassembly 

and conversion and MOX fuel fabrication in FMEF at Hanford. Although 

cost will be a factor in the decisionmaking process, this SPD EIS contains 

environmental impact data and does not address the costs associated with 

the various alternatives. A separate cost report, Cost Analysis in Support of 

Site Selection for Surplus Weapons-Usable Plutonium Disposition 

(DOE/MD-0009, July 1998), which analyzes the site-specific cost estimates 

for each alternative, was made available around the same time as the 

SPD Draft EIS. This report and the Plutonium Disposition Life-Cycle Costs 

and Cost-Related Comment Resolution Document (DOE/MD-0013, 

November 1999), which covers recent life-cycle cost analyses associated 

with the preferred alternative, are available on the MD Web site at 

http://www.doe-md.com and in the public reading rooms at the following 

locations: Hanford, INEEL, Pantex, SRS, and Washington, D.C.  

WAD04-4 General SPD EIS and NEPA Process 

For this SPD EIS, DOE carefully obtained comparable data on all of the 

alternatives, analyzed the data in a consistent manner using well-recognized 

and accepted procedures, and presented the results in a full and open manner.  

To properly address this comment, DOE again reviewed the subject critique 

together with the source material on the Hanford and SRS sites. The review 

indicated that all information from Hanford and SRS had been evaluated and 

used in a consistent, unbiased manner.  

WAD04-5 NRC Licensing 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's support for siting the proposed surplus 

plutonium disposition facilities at Hanford. An NOI statement on a preferred 

alternative is not a decision. The DOE statement regarding the potential 

difficulty of NRC licensing one of a number of facilities collocated in one 

building was based on DOE's understanding of NRC's regulatory 

requirements at the time of the Richland scoping hearing. Because a number 

of attendees at the Richland hearing indicated that there were precedents for 

NRC licensing collocated facilities, DOE met with NRC to discuss the issue, 

and included several alternatives (4B, 6B, and 6D) in the SPD Draft EIS that
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Additionally, at the EIS ScOping heating held in Richland on July 

1, 197. epohesmen for two of the mo st vocal Hanford stakeholder 

snvironmtntal oogenioatiot offered testimony indicating that any 

plutonium disposition function at Hanford must not have a negative impact on the Hanford cleanup. They did not reject a plutoniuo 
disposition role. The combined attandance at the afternoon and 

evening eeting wea over 150 people. The Department received overo.heming testimony in support of plutonium disposition 

functions being located at Hanford.  

COST COMPARIISONS 

During the summer v learned that the Department was not intending to 

include cost considerations in identifying plutonium disposition sites.  

We do not kuov if this decision has been reocnsidered. However, the 

evaluation of capital costs and the operational eost savings of cc

lo.ating plutonium disposintion tasks would be favorable only no Sanford.  

By rejecting this increasingly iporuantrcriteria, advantages of using 

the Hanford Site are diminished if not eliminated.  

N.C LICENSING 

At the Richland sooping meeting cn July 1. 1997, the public we also 

informed that there could be an M1aC licensing problem with co-locoting 
plutonium pit disassembly, plutonium conversion, and HOX fuel asnembly 
in one building. We asked who. in the Nuclea, Regulatory Cosmissicn. had 
provideda uCh advice to the Department of Energy aed received n 
response. Our own conversetions with 0RC0 indicate that ant only has such 

a d.cison not been made, hut thath p scitic discussions had not begun at 
that time.  

SIZE OF FrTE - CO-LOCATIO2 COST AVAHTA=tS 

We wesr advised at the seeping meeting that FhZF is not large enough to 
a. ccmodate these various functions based on an analysis that wae doma 

by the Hational Laboratories. We inddiated that nuclear fuel 

manufacturere, firms who have actually made ,mimnaed lds fuel, have 
caefully analysed the layout of the faillty and have drew the 

conclusion that there is adequate space to accommodate the various 

functions. This .se affirmed as recently a. August 199 when a study 
teen s ent by DOt Headquarters visited the facility. A letter submitted 

by Siemens oewer Corporation in July ll.o affirming that the facility 

has adequate space is -closed ot -your information. We are encloing 

other documentation ahout the capabilities cf the facility. This 

mater.al has previously been provided to the Materials Disposition (MD) 

Offics in DOE Headquaxtear. We keep providing documentation and MV 

staff keep coming up with new end creative reasons not to accept it.  

Frenkly, this has d ACO extramely frustrating.  

We reco•icze that the seniority and political clout oft he members of 

Congress form tha Stats of Washington is not equal to that of members of 

Congress from the vicinity of the Savannah River Site. However, Congress 

and the Adminiatr"tion appear fully committed to balancing the budget in 

the next several years. . ased on our coeversations with staff at the 
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collocate the MOX facility with one of the other proposed facilities in FMEF 
at Hanford. The decision that all three facilities would not be collocated in 

FMEF was made not because of potential NRC licensing issues, but rather 

because there is not enough space in FMEF to accommodate all three facilities.  

While no specific issues were identified for FMEF, NRC indicated that overall 

regulation of a collocated facility may be complicated and burdensome, 

depending on the degree of integration of the MOX facility and other nuclear 
facilities that would not be regulated by NRC.

WAD04-6 
This comment is addressed in response WAD04-3.  

WAD04-7 
This comment is addressed in response WAD04-5.

cost

NRC Licensing

WAD04-8 NRL Licensing 

Collocation alternatives continue to be considered that involve the use of 

FMEF at Hanford. Alternatives 2 and 1lA include collocating the 

immobilization and pit conversion facilities; Alternative 4B, the immobilization 

and MOX facilities; and Alternative 6B, the MOX and pit conversion facilities.  

The only alternative eliminated for consideration in this SPD EIS was 

collocating all three proposed surplus plutonium disposition facilities in FMEF 

based on space requirements. The most current data available shows the 

size required for each of the three proposed facilities preclude the use of 

FME.  

WAD04-9 Cost 

This comment is addressed in response WAD04-3.
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Office of Management and Budget, we don't anticipate that any new money 

will be provided to the Department for plutonium disposition or tritium 

production. Therefore, the merits of using existing facilities that will 

save the Department hundreds of millions of dollars in capital and 

operating costs should not be ignored.  

LACK 0F LOBBYING EFFORTS 

Most recently we have been informed tnhat we will not be chosen for a 

plutonium disposition role at Hanford because we have not been lobbying 

the Departmet of Energy as aggressively as Savannah Rivec. I do not 

belaive that conclusions should be drawn in an Environmental Imap•t 

Statement based on political clout or lobbying efforts in Washington 

D.C.  

CONCLOSrON 

We are simply asking for a fair, balanced evaeluation of plutonium 

disposition alternatives using relevant criteria. Based on what has 

happened in the last year and our current observations, this is not 

happening. We believe that a document is being constructed to justify a 

previously drawn conclusion. If this in the case, it opens the Record of 

Decision up to legal challenges end accompanying programmatic delays.  

We stand ready to appeal if it becomes necessary, but hope that such a 

legal challenge is not required.  

We have been informed that last December you indicated to your future 

staff that you were not happy about the lack of consideration that was 

given to the role FFTF can play in plutonium-disposition and that you 

would require full, fair evaluation of alternatives in the future. We 

believe that your personal involvement will be required to be sure that 

this EfS process involves a full and complete analysis of options. Many 

studies and reports have been written asout the Capabilities of 1H-F.  

Jim Mecca and his staff from the Richland Operations Office can easily 

enswer any questions you may have about the facility.  

We appreciate your attention to this issue and the opportunity to 

provide information directly to you saout the advantages of using 

Eanford facilities for plutonium disposition.  

Sincerely, 

Larry Haler 
Mayor 

Enclosures
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WAD04-10 General SPD EIS and NEPA Process 

As discussed in response WAD04-1, DOE believes that Hanford's efforts 
should remain focused on its current high-priority cleanup mission. Decisions 

on the surplus plutonium disposition program will be based on environmental 
analyses, technical and cost reports, national policy and nonproliferation 
considerations, and public input.

WAD04-11 General SPD EIS and NEPA Process

Close coordination with the Richland Operations Office was maintained 
during the preparation of this SPD EIS to ensure that the best possible 

information was used. Furthermore, personnel from that office participated 

in detailed reviews and revision of the EIS prior to its approval and release.  

Liaison with the Richland Operations Office on the disposition of surplus 

plutonium would continue until such time as all of the surplus plutonium at 

Hanford had been dispositioned.
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WADO2-1 General SPD EIS and NEPA Process

TESTIMONY OF 
LARRY HALER, CHAIRMAN, 

HANFORD COMMUNITIES GOVERNING BOARD 

Regarding the Surplus Plutonium Disposition 

Draft Environmental Impact statement 

I am Richland Mayor Larry Haler, speaking on behalf of the Hanford 

Communities regarding the draft surplus Plutonium Disposition 

Environmental Impact Statement.  

The "Hanford Communities" is an intergovernmental organization formed 

by the cities ofRichland, Kennewick, Pasco, West Riehland, Benton City 

and Benton County to deal with Hanford related issues that affect our 

commutity.  

Before I begin, please allow me to express our appreciation to the 

Department of Energy for holding a Public Hearing in our community.  

However, I must say that we were very disappointed that the new Director 

of the Office of Material Disposition did not choose to attend this hearing 

and hear the views of the people who live in this region.  

"Hanford Communities Position 

The five cities and county that comprise the Hanford Communities have 

done a careful evaluation of the possibility of Hanford playing a role in the 

disposition of this nation's excess plutonium. We formed an advisory 

group over two years ago, comprised of 30 people with diverse backgrounds 

and interests, to study this issue. They divided up into subcommittees to 

carefully study such topics as transportation, health & safety, MOX fuel & 

plutonium conversion, reactor bum options, vitrification, socioeconomic 

issues and national security issues. As a result of their efforts and 

recommendations, the Hanford Communities collectively and through the 

unanimous votes of the five city councils and the Benton County Board of 

Commissioners, have taken the following positions: 

* We strongly support the reactor bum option as the preferred 

plutonium disposition alternative.

2 

WAD02

Because of scheduling conflicts, it was not possible for the Director to attend 
all public hearings. Please be assured, however, that MD will review and 

consider all public comments made on the SPD Draft EIS regardless of how 

they were submitted: public hearings, mail, a toll-free telephone or fax line, or 
the MD Web site.

WAD02-2 Alternatives

DOE acknowledges the commentor's support for the surplus plutonium 
disposition program at Hanford. DOE believes that Hanford's efforts should 

remain focused on its current high-priority cleanup mission. The importance 

of cleanup at Hanford was taken into consideration in identifying preferred 

sites for surplus plutonium disposition activities. However, no decision has 

been made, and DOE will continue to consider Hanford for surplus plutonium 

disposition or other programs that are compatible with the Hanford mission.
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* We believe Hanford offers the best and most compelling cost and 
schedule advantage with the least environmental, health and safety and 
proliferation risks for plutonium processing and mixed oxide fuel assembly.  

* Not only can mixed oxide fuel be manufactured here at Hanford, it 
can also be used in our Fast Flux Test Facility and in the reactor owned by 
the Washington Public Power Supply System.

2 

3

EIS Process

A year ago at the scoping meeting that you held in our city, we asked you to 
conduct a fair analysis of the facts to determine the best location for 
plutonium disposition facilities.  

We were aware that the Department had a strong bias to locate all of these 
functions at Savannah River.  

We presented strong testimony supported by factual information pointing 
out the significant cost savings of using the only facility in the country 
designed and built to manufacture mixed oxide fuel.  

We pointed out the cost savings of locating two or three Pu disposition 
functions in one facility. We discussed the fact that MOX fuel has been 
produced here before and that our workforce has the skills and experience to 
produce fuel again.  

We defined for you the schedule savings of using an existing facility verses 
designing, permitting and building a new greenfield facility.  

Our arguments fell on deaf ears.  

The arguments you used to discredit Hanford evolved as they were proven 
wrong. First you said the Nuclear Regulatory Commission would never 

license more than one function in one facility. They disagreed.  

Then you interpreted a letter from our Governor stressing his concern about 
progress on the Hanford cleanup to say that he would not accept new

4
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DOE acknowledges the commentor's support for using MOX fuel in FFrF at 
Hanford and in the Washington Public Power Supply System reactor. As 

discussed in Section 1.7.4, Appendix D was deleted because none of the 
proposals to restart FFTF currently consider the use of surplus plutonium as 

a fuel source. DOE conducted a procurement process to acquire MOX fuel 
fabrication and irradiation services. As a result of this procurement process, 
DOE identified Catawba, McGuire, and North Anna as the reactors proposed 

to irradiate MOX fuel as part of the proposed action in this SPD EIS.  
Section 4.28 was revised to provide reactor-specific analyses and discuss 

the potential environmental impacts of using a partial MOX core during 
routine operations and reactor accidents.

WAD02-4 General SPD EIS and NEPA Process

The purpose of this SPD EIS is to evaluate the environmental impacts of 
siting and operating the proposed surplus plutonium disposition facilities at 

the candidate sites. Although cost will be a factor in the decisionmaking 
process, this EIS contains environmental impact data and does not address 
the costs associated with the various alternatives. Because cost issues are 

beyond the scope of this EIS, this comment has been forwarded to the cost 

analysis team for consideration. The CostAnalysis in Support ofSite Selection 
for Surplus Weapons-Usable Plutonium Disposition (DOEIMD-0009, 
July 1998) report and the Plutonium Disposition Life-Cycle Costs and 

Cost-Related Comment Resolution Document (DOE/MD-0013, 
November 1999), which covers recent life-cycle cost analyses associated 
with the preferred alternative, are available on the MD Web site at http:/l 

www.doe-md.com and in the public reading rooms at the following locations: 
Hanford, INEEL, Pantex, SRS, and Washington, D.C.

WAD02-5 NRC Licensing

This DOE statement regarding thepotential difficulty of NRC licensing facilities 
collocated in one building was based on DOE's understanding of NRC's 
regulatory requirements at the time of the Richland scoping hearing. Because 
a number of attendees at the Richland hearing indicated that there were 

precedents for NRC licensing collocated facilities, DOE met with NRC to
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discuss the issue. As a result, DOE included several alternatives (4B, 6B, and 

6D) in the SPD Draft EIS that collocated the MOX facility with one of the 

other proposed surplus plutonium disposition facilities in FMEF at Hanford.  

The decision that all three facilities would not be collocated in FMEF was 

made not because of potential NRC licensing issues, but rather because 

there is not enough space inFMEF to accommodate all three facilities. While 

no specific issues were identified for FMEF, NRC indicated that overall 

regulation of a collocated facility may be complicated and burdensome, 

depending on the degree of integration of the MOX facility and other nuclear 

facilities that would not be regulated by NRC.  

WAD02-6 Alternatives 

This comment is addressed in response WAD02-2.  

iz 
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missions. This spring he wrote a new letter to the Secretary of Energy to 
clarify what was clearly his intent in the first letter.  

You said FMEF was not large enough to accommodate multiple functions.  
Documents prepared by nuclear fuel manufacturers disagreed.  

While understating Hanford's capabilities and refusing to acknowledge 
documentation paid for by your own Department, some believe that you 
have clearly overstated capabilities of other sites.  

Meeting with Secretary Pena 

Last September our community officials met with Secretary Pena to discuss 
several issues of concern to us. At that time we notified him that he could 
anticipate that tfiis draft EIS would fail to acknowledge the cost and 
schedule savings that Hanford offers. We told him that there was a clear 
bias towards Savannah River that could be identified in the technical 
documents supporting this EIS process. He asked us to document these 
concerns and provide the information directly to him. We did.  

We provided him with a notebook of information: Much of the material we 
cited was prepared by the Department of Energy. We never received the 
courtesy of a response. I am now submitting this information for the record 
and I want a response.  

Conclusion 

The preferred alternatives you have identified will cost U.S. taxpayers 
hundreds of millions of dollars more than the Hanford alternative. Where 
do you plan to get this money? Do you plan to take these dollars out of the 
funds required for environmental cleanup? We are already anticipating a 
significant shortfall in funding needed in FY 2000 to meet compliance 
agreements around the country.  

We will take our arguments to the new Secretary of Energy and the new 
Director of the Office ofFissile Materials Disposition. Perhaps they will 
bring reason and common sense to this process.
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WAD02-11 DOE Policy

Funds for the surplus plutonium disposition program and the environmental 
cleanup program come from different appropriation accounts allocated by 
the U.S. Congress that cannot be used interchangeably.

WAD02-7 Alternatives 

Based on all available data, DOE determined that the proposed surplus 
plutonium disposition facilities can not be located in FMEF because there is 
not enough space, even if common support functions were shared. See 
Sections 2.4.1.1, 2.4.2.1, and 2.4.3.1 for design layouts and the amount of 

space required for each facility is discussed in Section 2.6. Because of space 
limitations, two facilities would be located in FMEF-in the case of Alternative 
2, pit conversion and immobilization. The MOX facility would be located in 

a new building.  

WAD02-8 Alternatives 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's concern regarding DOE's assessment 

of Hanford's capabilities relative to the other candidate sites.  

WAD02-9 General SPD EIS and NEPA Process 

For this SPD EIS, DOE carefully obtained comparable data on all of the 
alternatives, analyzed the data in a consistent manner using well-recognized 
and accepted procedures, and presented the results in a full and open manner.  
To properly address this comment, DOE again reviewed the subject notebook 
together with the source materials provided by the Richland Operations 

Office. The review indicated that all information from Hanford and SRS had 

been evaluated and used in a consistent, unbiased manner.  

WAD02-10 Cost 
This comment is addressed in response WAD02-4.
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My name is Barry Haus. I am a resident of Richland, WA. I 

am calling and commenting on your plans for processing 

spent fuel, specifically the plutonium and processing it into 

commercial fuel. My comment is that Hanford, the Hanford 

Site would be more suited for one of the missions which 

should be, although it is probably not currently planned to 

reprocess the N Reactor fuel. As I understand, it is probably 

1600 tons of spent fuel in the K Reactor basins that needs to 

be processed, at least handled. I believe if you check into it 

you will find that approximately 2% of the weight of the fuel 

is fissile material which would just as well be used for 

commercial spent fuel, excuse me, new spent, new commercial 

fuel elements. Anyway you might factor in your thinking 

that particular problem the 1600 tons of N Reactor fuel that 

has to be dealt with somehow. Thank you very much.

PD011

DOE acknowledges the commentor's support of reprocessing N Reactor 
spent fuel. However, the U.S. policy dating back to the Ford Administration 

has prohibited the commercial, chemical reprocessing and separation of 

plutonium from spent nuclear fuel. Therefore, reprocessing would not be an 

option for disposing of the N Reactor spent fuel.

PDOll-1 DOE Policy
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Hello. My name is Ted Holtz and I live along the Columbia 
River. I built a house there and I would like to express my 
concerns about (being) directly affected by Hanford not 
being cleaned up. Express my concerns about how the issue 
seems to be confounded by corporate interests in creating 
this MOX uranium or MOX fuel. I think the focus should be 
on clean up and just cleanup, and proper storage and 
disposal of the waste and not trying to make a corporate kind 
of welfare system that will support the failing nuclear 
industry by creating a sort of taxed corporate welfare system 
for that industry. So I just want to express that and a 
household of five and everybody in my household agrees 
with this statement. Thank you very much. My phone 
number is (360) 837-3022 if there is any response or 
questions directed towards me. Thank you very much. Bye.

1

PD035

PD035-1 Alternatives 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's opposition to the MOX approach and 

to siting the MOX facility at Hanford. Use of MOX fuel in domestic, 
commercial reactors is not proposed in order to subsidize the commercial 
nuclear power industry. Rather, the purpose of this proposed action is to 
safely and securely disposition surplus plutonium by meeting the Spent Fuel 

Standard. The Spent Fuel Standard, as identified by NAS and modified by 
DOE, is to make the surplus weapons-usable plutonium as inaccessible and 

unattractive for weapons use as the much larger and growing quantity of 

plutonium that exists in spent nuclear fuel from commercial power reactors.  

DOE believes that Hanford's efforts should remain focused on its current 

high-priority cleanup mission. The importance of cleanup at Hanford was 

taken into consideration in identifying preferred sites for surplus plutonium 
disposition activities. However, no decision has been made, and DOE will 

continue to consider Hanford for surplus plutonium disposition or other 
programs that are compatible with the Hanford mission.
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DOE acknowledges the commentor's support for the MOX approach. The 
use of MOX fuel in domestic, commercial reactors is not proposed in order to 

produce electricity. Rather, the purpose of this proposed action is to safely 

and securely disposition surplus plutonium by meeting the Spent Fuel 

Standard. The Spent Fuel Standard, as identified by NAS and modified by 
DOE, is to make the surplus weapons-usable plutonium as inaccessible and 

unattractive for weapons use as the much larger and growing quantity of 

plutonium that exists in spent nuclear fuel from commercial power reactors.

WAD01-2 Alternatives

DOE evaluated the use of existing facilities and identified potential facilities 
at Hanford (MvEF) and INEEL. Of the altematives considered, only Hanford 

had existing facilities suitable for MOX fuel fabrication. After further 

evaluation of space requirements, DOE concluded that there is not enough 

space in FMEF to accommodate all three of the proposed surplus plutonium 

disposition facilities. Therefore, the alternatives include siting one or two of 

the three proposed facilities in existing facilities at Hanford, and the pit 

conversion facility in an existing facility at INEEL.

WADO0-3 General SPD EIS and NEPA Process

Siting of the proposed surplus plutonium disposition facilities is not a political 
decision. Decisions on the surplus plutonium disposition program will be 

based on technical and cost reports, environmental analyses, national policy 
and nonproliferation considerations, and public input.

WADO1-1
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Good afternoon, ladies and gentlemen: 

I am Charles D. Kilbury. mayor of the city of Pasco. but I am speaking for 

myself only: 

It is hard to justify action taken In the Draft Plutonium Disposition 

Environmental Inpact statement. The Record of Decision for the storage and disposition 

of Weapons - Usable Fissile Mlaterials Programmatic EIS included the Hanford Project 

for both plutonium disposition options. And certainly the Fuels and Materials 

Examination Fac-lity is :the best and most efficient production of the "burn" as 

mixed oxide fueljand the presence of considerable Plutonium on the Hanford Project 

makes it much more expedient than transporting in all directions over the far reaches 

of the United Stateo.  

The FHEF is anienisting. unused tacility that has been evaluated for performing 

a comblnation of the disposition activities.  

The FT.IEF is operationally complete with 120,000 square feet of prcs space.  

Designed and constructed to HiR reactor standards and is deemed capable of 

ltRC licensing.  

Hiazardous or radioactive materials have never been used in the fiEF making 

it easy to install a plutoni um disposition mission.  

An FFTF nOX fuel fabrication lineewas installed, but has never been used.  

The evaluation by the Office of Fissile Materials Dispostino indicates that 

FIEF has sufficient space within the exisiting structure to perform both of the 

disposition functions (e.g." pit disassembly and MOX Fuel fabrication).  

All this can be done cheaper than anywhere else; there is a supply of surplus 

Plutoniam on the Hanford Project, and even reactors to accomplish the burn. It will 

certainly be difficult to Justify not using this magnificunt facility built just 

for this purpose.

I

WAD05

DOE acknowledges the commentor's support for siting the proposed surplus 
plutonium disposition facilities at Hanford. DOE believes that Hanford's 

efforts should remain focused on its current high-priority cleanup mission.  

The importance of cleanup at Hanford was taken into consideration in 

identifying preferred sites for surplus plutonium disposition activities.  

However, no decision has been made, and DOE will continue to consider 

Hanford for surplus plutonium disposition or other programs that are 

compatible with the Hanford mission, especially in regard to the use of 

existing facilities.  

Although cost will be a factor in the decisionmaking process, this SPD EIS 

contains environmental impact data and does not address the costs 

associated with the various alternatives. A separate cost report, CostAnalysis 

in Support of Site Selection for Surplus Weapons-Usable Plutonium 

Disposition (DOE/MD-0009, July 1998), which analyzes the site-specific cost 

estimates for each alternative, was made available around the same time as 

the SPD Draft EIS. This report and the Plutonium Disposition Life-Cycle 

Costs and Cost-Related Comment Resolution Document (DOE/MD-0013, 

November 1999), which covers recent life-cycle cost analyses associated 

with the preferred alternative, are available on the MD Web site at 

http://www.doe-md.com and in the public reading rooms at the following 

locations: Hanford, INEEL, Pantex, SRS, and Washington, D.C.

WADO5-1 Alternatives
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US DOE needs to hear your voice NOW! 

1. Sh~d Clean Up be the sole mission at Hanford? 
t) NO 

2. Should the United States Governorent maintain its longstanding policy agans the ue 
•Lftapons Plutoniunm so fuel civilian nuclear reactors? 

(yes)No ____ ___ 

3. Which alterrnative would you prefer to see the US Deparonent of Energ pursue: 
Immnobilization (encasemnent ofplutonium in glass-like tombs) 

The MOX plan (burning plutonium to fabricate futl for use in a civilian nuclear 
reattor)? 

4. Should Plutonium. to be used for processing ana fabrication ofMOX fuel, be 

impomed to the Hanford site alongehq Columbia River? 
Yes 

5. How concerned are you about they tans potation of PIorthwest 
Not concerned slightly conerned ver' concerned ,completely oppoed 
B. How concerned are you about the transport through the 
contanting weapons Plutonium? 
Not concerned Slightly concerned Very con r C e v 

6. Should commercial nuclear power lants be allowed to run on MOX fuel containing 
weapons Plutonium? 
Yeso 
B. Should they be subsidized 3 dollars to do so? 

Yes 

7. Should MOX fuel contenin g w t ,,lutoalum be used to restart the FTM reactor 
at Hanford to produce Tritiumd or nu,1¶ bombs? 
Yes 

Nae AN& AIKO LOW 
Name

Please retuim this to: 

Hanford Action 
25-6 NW 23' Place #406 
Portland, OR 97214 
(503) 235-2531

-•- l - ,.,.€?/
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MD288

DOE believes that Hanford's efforts should remain focused on its current 
high-priority cleanup mission. The importance of cleanup at Hanford was 

taken into consideration in identifying preferred sites for surplus plutonium 

disposition activities. However, no decision has been made, and DOE will 

continue to consider Hanford for surplus plutonium disposition or other 

programs that are compatible with the Hanford mission.

MD288-2 Nonproliferation

U.S. policy dating back to the Ford Administration has prohibited the 
commercial, chemical reprocessing and separation of plutonium from spent 

nuclearfuel. The use of U.S. surplus plutonium in existing domestic, commercial 

reactors does not involve reprocessing (reprocessing is a chemical separation 

of uranium, transuranic elements [including plutonium], and fission products 

from spent reactor fuel and the reuse of the plutonium and uranium to produce 

new fresh fuel). The proposed use of MOX fuel is consistent with the 

U.S. nonproliferation policy and would ensure that plutonium which was 

produced for nuclear weapons and subsequently declared excess to national 

security needs is never again used for nuclear weapons. Consistent with the 

U.S. policy of discouraging the civilian use of plutonium, a MOX facility 

would be built and operated subject to the following strict conditions: 

construction would take place at a secure DOE site, it would be owned by the 

U.S. Government, operations would be limited exclusively to the disposition 

of surplus plutonium, and the MOX facility would be shut down at the 

completion of the surplus plutonium disposition program.

MD288-3 Alternatives

DOE has identified as its preferred alternative the hybrid approach. Pursuing 
both immobilization and MOX fuel fabrication provides the United States 
important insurance against potential disadvantages of implementing either 

approach by itself. The hybrid approach also provides the best opportunity 
for U.S. leadership in working with Russia to implement similar options for 
reducing Russia's excess plutonium in parallel. Further, it sends the strongest

MD288-1 DOE Policy
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possible signal to the world of U.S. determination to reduce stockpiles of 

surplus plutonium as quickly as possible and in a manner that would make it 

technically difficult to use the plutonium in nuclear weapons again.  

Under the hybrid approach, approximately 33 t (36 tons) of clean plutonium t" 

metal and oxides would be used to fabricate MOX fuel, which would be 

irradiated in domestic, commercial reactors. DOE has determined that 17 t 

(19 tons) of the surplus plutoniumwould be immobilized due to the complexity, 

timing, and cost that would be involved in purifying those plutonium materials 

to make them suitable for use in MOX fuel. Therefore, fabricating all 50 t 

(55 tons) of surplus plutonium into MOX fuel is not considered a reasonable 
alternative at this time and is not analyzed; however, immobilizing all of the Z.  

surplus plutonium is analyzed. Given the variability in purity of the surplus 

plutonium to be dispositioned, some of the plutonium currently considered 

for MOX fuel fabrication may also need to be immobilized. The incremental 

impacts that would be associated with a small shift in materials throughput 

are discussed in Section 4.30.  

MD288-4 Transportation 

The shipment of nuclear material (e.g., depleted uranium) using commercial 

carriers would be the subject of detailed transportation plans in which routes 

and specific processing locations would be discussed. These plans are 

coordinated with State, tribal, and local officials. The shipment of waste 

would be in accordance with the decisions reached on the Final Waste 

Management Programmatic Environmental Impact Statementfor Managing 

Treatment, Storage, and Disposal of Radioactive and Hazardous Waste 

(DOE/EIS-0200-F, May 1997) and the WIPP Disposal Phase Final 

Supplemental EIS (DOE/EIS-0026-S-2, September 1997). The transportation 

of special nuclear materials is the subject of detailed planning with DOE's 

Transportation Safeguards Division. The dates and times that specific 

transportation routes would be used for special nuclear materials are classified 

information; however, the number of shipments that would be required, by 

location, has been included in this SPD EIS. Additional details are provided 

in Fissile Materials Disposition Program SST/SGT Transportation 

Estimation (SAND98-8244, June 1998), which is available on the MD Web 

site at http://www.doe-md.com.
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MD288-5 MOXApproach 

Use of MOX fuel in domestic, commercial reactors is not proposed in order to 

subsidize the commercial nuclear power industry. Rather, the purpose of this 

proposed action is to safely and securely disposition surplus plutonium by 

meeting the Spent Fuel Standard. The Spent Fuel Standard, as identified by 

NAS and modified by DOE, is to make the surplus weapons-usable plutonium 

as inaccessible and unattractive for weapons use as the much larger and 

growing quantity of plutonium that exists in spent nuclear fuel from commercial 

power reactors. The MOX facility would produce nuclear fuel that would 

displace LEU fuel that utilities would have otherwise purchased. If the effective 

value of the MOX fuel exceeds the cost of the LEU fuel that it displaced, then 

the contract provides that money would be paid back to the U.S. Government 

by DCS based on a formula included in the DCS contract. The commercial 

reactors selected for the MOX approach include only those reactors whose 

operational life is expected to last beyond the life of the surplus plutonium 

disposition program.  

MD288-6 DOE Policy 

As discussed in Section 1.7.4, Appendix D was deleted because none of the 

proposals to restart FFTF currently consider the use of surplus plutonium as 

afuel source. In December 1998, the Secretary of Energy decided that FFrF 

would not play a role in producing tritium.  

MD288-7 DOE Policy 

As described in Section 4.26.1.2, surface water would not be used in 

construction and operation of proposed surplus plutonium disposition 

facilities at Hanford Due to the dilution capability of the Columbia River, as 

well as FMEF's location relative to the Columbia River, there would be no 

discernible contamination of aquatic biota (fish) or drinking water resulting 

from the proposed facilities at Hanford, either from minute quantities of air 

deposition into the river or from any other potential wastewater releases.  

Therefore, no discernible impacts on the Columbia River would be expected.  

The remainder of this comment is addressed in response MD288-1.  
0
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Yakimt. 1a 98908 
PIh(509)965-8707

August 18,1998 

To Whom it may concern; 

.After reviewing the S.P.D.E.[.$, It is my belieftlhat the decisions to not name Hanford au the primary site 

for either or both the sites for the MOX Fuels and Inmobilization is based solely on POLITICS! It is my 

opinion that the politicians and D.O.s department heads that reside in Washington D.C.. have once again 

failed to recognize the true assets of the Hanford Woeks Are, these being the people and the contributions 

that they have nade to our country over the last fig y yearsm! It is my contention that the bureaucrats in D.a .  
are afraid to take on the State of Washington. And the Washington Departeentof Ecology. Since the 

Honorable Henry , l Jackson passed away. thier have been no new projects at the Hanford Works area 

related to defense. and all the environmental projects have been delayed or refered to other D.O.E. sites, this 

political envienearoent has allowed numerous technically advanced projects and facilities to decay to their 

ruin. F.F.T.F. and F.M.L.F. etc..  

To the maser at hand, since F.F.T.F., F.M.EF. and an already exiuting D&D work force are already in 

existence and the vitrification plant slated to ha builthand on linebytheyear 2003. I cant undervand 

economically why the Hanford Works wouldn't be the preferred choice site for the MOX Fuels and 

Immobilization preojects It amazes me that acrw the river in Oregon a project is on going that poses more 
danger to the environment and health ofpeople, ( tImatilla Army Depot Incinerator Project) than the 

Hanford weeks projects now poses, or any future projects will Pose! 

I would like to -pot out that since 1987. the Hanford works Project hats changed its mission from 1 
Department of Defense cosaplexto an Envierome•tal clean-p project, thin I believe makes us the leaders in 

nvtenmental issues and Hanford baws abeter working knowledge and understanding about environmental 

issues, I believe that we matr or exceedthe other sites in the tepics analyzed criteria for the SPD EIS (S.5) 

pg.S-21 of the sunmatry and should be reconsidered for thee projects.

ThIt*you 

Charles L Lumpkin

FDl14

FD114-1 Alternatives 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's support for siting the proposed surplus 

plutonium disposition facilities at Hanford. DOE believes that Hanford's 
efforts should remain focused on its current high-priority cleanup mission.  

The importance of cleanup at Hanford was taken into consideration in 

identifying preferred sites for surplus plutonium disposition activities.  

However, no decision has been made, and DOE will continue to consider 
Hanford for surplus plutonium disposition or other programs that are 

compatible with the Hanford mission, especially in regard to the use of 
existing facilities.
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Hello, this is Jim Madison from West Pasco. Of course, I 
grew up as a kid in Richland and stuff like that and spent 

most of my life there. I personally see no problem with 

bringing the material back here to dispose of it or whatever.  

I don't see any problems with transportation and stuff like 
this, that some of the worry warts are really concerned about 

because after all the majority of that material originated here.  
The biggest majority of it got shipped out OK to wherever it 
went. And I would assume it could be shipped back here 

the same way with the same care and accident free manner.  
So I know that some of the hand wringers are going to be all 

fluttered and everything else, but I hope you really don't 
pay too much attention to them because most of them really 

don't know anything about anything anyway except they do 

make noises on the media. But practically speaking, its the 
only place to take it. And you will be foolish to take it 
somewhere else and then have to stockpile it somewhere and 

build, reduplicate the money for building a building like in 

the 400 Area that is equipped to do that plus the lead time to 

wait for the building to be designed and built. So that would 
push any disposal process several years down the road.  
And that I think is probably not the best process, not the 

best procedure either. So all in all, the only thing that makes 
any sense is to use what you got where it is, which is here.  
Thank you.

1

PDO08

I PDO08-1 Alternatives 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's support for siting the proposed surplus 
plutonium disposition facilities at Hanford. DOE believes that Hanford's 
efforts should remain focused on its current high-priority cleanup mission.  
The importance of cleanup at Hanford was taken into consideration in 
identifying preferred sites for surplus plutonium disposition activities.  
However, no decision has been made, and DOE will continue to consider 
Hanford for surplus plutonium disposition or other programs that are 
compatible with the Hanford mission, especially in regard to the use of 
existing facilities.  

Although cost will be a factor in the decisionmaking process, this SPD EIS 
contains environmental impact data and does not address the costs 
associated with the various alternatives. A separate cost report, CostAnalysis 
in Support of Site Selection for Surplus Weapons-Usable Plutonium 

Disposition (DOE/MD-0009, July 1998), which analyzes the site-specific cost 
estimates for each alternative, was made available around the same time as 
the SPD Draft EIS. This report and the Plutonium Disposition Life-Cycle 
Costs and Cost-Related Comment Resolution Document (DOEMD-0013, 
November 1999), which covers recent life-cycle cost analyses associated 
with the preferred alternative, are available on the MD Web site at 
http://www.doe-md.com and in the public reading rooms at the following 
locations: Hanford, INEEL, Pantex, SRS, and Washington, D.C.
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I believe that it would be a travesty to bury this very valuable fuel 

source. DOE would spend billions to prepare it for storage when it 

could be processed into fuel for commerical nuclear reactors, 

benefiting all Americans. Various MOX projects are ready to go 

and should be used to turn weapons materials into electricity. In 

concept, this is no different than the demobilization of ships, tanks, 

and planes into commercial materials after WW2.

WD004

WD004-1 MOX Approach 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's support of the MOX approach. The 
use of MOX fuel in domestic, commercial reactors is not proposed in order to 

produce electricity. Rather, the purpose of this proposed action is to safely 
and securely disposition surplus plutonium by meeting the Spent Fuel 
Standard. The Spent Fuel Standard, as identified by NAS and modified by 
DOE, is to make the surplus weapons-usable plutonium as inaccessible and 
unattractive for weapons use as the much larger and growing quantity of 
plutonium that exists in spent nuclear fuel from commercial power reactors.  

Pursuing both immobilization and MOX fuel fabrication provides the 

United States important insurance against potential disadvantages of 
implementing either approach by itself. The hybrid approach also provides 

the best opportunity for U.S. leadership in working with Russia to implement 
similar options for reducing Russia's excess plutonium in parallel. Further, it 
sends the strongest possible signal to the world of U.S. determination to 
reduce stockpiles of surplus plutonium as quickly as possible and in a manner 

that would make it technically difficult to use the plutonium in nuclear weapons 
again. Decisions on the surplus plutonium disposition program will be based 
on environmental analyses, technical and cost reports, national policy and 
nonproliferation considerations, and public input.
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David M. Merrill 
513 Wagon Court 
Richland, WA 99352 
phone: 509 375-8408 
E-mail: davidmerrill@nfuel.com 
4- August 1998 

Dear Sirs 

I feel the Plutonium Mixed Oxide Fuel fabrication facility should be located on or near the 
Hanford site, for the following reasons.  

First as a chemist and member of the American Chemical Society I am familiar with the talent 
and skills of many of my colleges who live in this area. Many of these chemists have had 
experience working with plutonium, and know the safety and handling procedures for both the 
chemical hazards and criticality safety issues.  

Please consider the talent base from which to draw employees when considering where to 
locate the MOX facility.  

Second as Co-president of the 'Citizens Advisory Committee to the Richland School Board' I 
am familiar with the educational concerns and desires of many of the Richland parents. I have 
worked with parent volunteers to assure our children are given a good education. In this 
association I have noticed that many of the parents are very interested in providing their 
children with mathematical, engineering and scientific skills. We would like to see challenging 
jobs provided for them here. I see the MOX facility as an opportunity for our children to work in 
an industry we believe in.  

Please consider the education base of the future employees when considering where to locate 
the MOX facility.  

Third as a quality control chemist I know how important a dry climate is when working with 
various hygroscopic materials. I realize all facilities handling plutonium use extensive air 
conditioning systems, but a dry climate provides a much better starting point for facilities which 
require large amounts of conditioned air. It makes physical sense to locate the MOX facility in 
this dry climate area where power is inexpensive. As an Example the Siemen's Power 
Corporation - Nuclear Division facility requires over $1,000,000/year in electricity to operate. A 
similar MOX facility here would require close to that same amount, but in the south where 
electricity is more expensive and air conditioning more severe I would guess you are looking at 
more than 3 times the cost in electricity.  

Please consider these types of technical and cost details as you review the location forea new 
MOX facility.  

Sincerely 

David M. Merrill
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WAD22

DOE acknowledges the commentor's support for siting the MOX facility at 
Hanford. DOE believes that Hanford's efforts should remain focused on its 
current high-priority cleanup mission. The importance of cleanup at Hanford 
was taken into consideration in identifying preferred sites for surplus 
plutonium disposition activities. However, no decision has been made, and 
DOE will continue to consider Hanford for surplus plutonium disposition or 
other programs that are compatible with the Hanford mission.  

Although the education base of the community is not a factor in facility 
siting selection, site workforce expertise and the existence of complementary 
activities and missions are considered. Decisions on the surplus plutonium 
disposition program at Hanford will be based on environmental analyses, 
technical and cost reports, national policy and nonproliferation 
considerations, and public input.

WAD22-2 Cost

Power requirements at each of the candidate sites were taken into 

consideration, and it was determined that the sites under consideration had 

sufficient available capacity to cover the needs of the proposed MOX facility.  

Because cost issues are beyond the scope of this SPD EIS, this comment has 

been forwarded to the cost analysis team for consideration. The CostAnalysis 

in Support of Site Selection for Surplus Weapons-Usable Plutonium 

Disposition (DOE/MD-0009, July 1998) report and the Plutonium Disposition 
Life-Cycle Costs and Cost-Related Comment Resolution Document 
(DOE/MD-0013, November 1999), which covers recent life-cycle cost analyses 

associated with the preferred alternative, are available on the MD Web site at 
http://www.doe-md.com and in the public reading rooms at the following 
locations: Hanford, INEEL, Pantex, SRS, and Washington, D.C.

WAD22-1 Alternatives
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Hello my name is David M. Merrill. I live at 513 Wagon 
Court, Richland WA 99352. I'm interested in the MOX 
facility and in the documentation of that MOX facility. I 
would like to attend the meeting scheduled for tomorrow 
evening at the Hotel here in Richland. I have some opinions 
about the plutonium mixed oxide fuel fabrication facility and 
feel it should be located on or near the Hanford Site for the 
following reasons: First, as a chemist and member of the 
American Chemical Society, ACS, I am familiar with the talent 
and skills of many of my colleagues who live in this area.  
Many of these chemist have had experience working with 
plutonium and know the safety in handling procedures for 
both the chemical hazards and criticality safety issues.  
Please consider the talent base from which to draw 
employees when considering where to locate the MOX 
facility. Second, as co-president of the Citizens Advisory 
Committee to the Richland School Board, I am familiar with 
the educational concerns and desires of many of the Richland 
parents. We love this area and would like to see our children 
given a broad base education, however, we have a large 
percentage of parents very interested in providing their 
children with mathematical, engineering, and scientific skills.  
We would like to see challenging jobs provided for them 
here and we see the MOX facility as an opportunity for our 
children to work in an industry we believe in. Please consider 
the education base of the future employees when considering 
where to locate the MOX facility. Third, as a quality control 
chemist, I know how important a dry climate is when working 
with various hygroscopic materials. I realize all facilities 
handling plutonium use extensive air conditioning systems.

PD006

DOE acknowledges the commentor's support for siting the MOX facility at 
Hanford. DOE believes that Hanford's efforts should remain focused on its 

current high-priority cleanup mission. The importance of cleanup at Hanford 
was taken into consideration in identifying preferred sites for surplus 

plutonium disposition activities. However, no decision has been made, and 
DOE will continue to consider Hanford for surplus plutonium disposition or 

other programs that are compatible with the Hanford mission.  

Although the education base of the community is not a factor in facility 
siting selection, site workforce expertise and the existence of complementary 
activities and missions are considered. Decisions on the surplus plutonium 
disposition program at Hanford will be based on environmental analyses, 
technical and cost reports, national policy and nonproliferation 
considerations, and public input.

PDO06-2 Cost

Power requirements at each of the candidate sites were taken into 

consideration, and it was determined that the sites under consideration had 

sufficient available capacity to cover the needs of the proposed MOX facility.  

Because cost issues are beyond the scope of this SPD EIS, this comment has 

been forwarded to the cost analysis team for consideration. The CostAnalysis 
in Support of Site Selection for Surplus Weapons-Usable Plutonium 
Disposition (DOE/MD-0009, July 1998) report and the Plutonium Disposition 

Life-Cycle Costs and Cost-Related Comment Resolution Document 
(DOE/MD-0013, November 1999), which covers recent life-cycle cost analyses 

associated with the preferred alternative, are available on the MD Web site at 
http://www.doe-md.com and in the public reading rooms at the following 
locations: Hanford, INEEL, Pantex, SRS, and Washington, D.C.

PDO06-1 Alternatives
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But a dry climate provides a much better starting point for 

which, for facilities which require large amounts of 

conditioned air. It makes physical sense to locate MOX 

facility in this dry climate area where power is less expensive 

than say down south. As an example, the Seiman's Facility 

requires over a million dollars per year in electricity to 

operate. A similar MOX facility here would require close to 

that same amount. But in the south where electricity is more 

expensive and air conditioning more severe, I would guess 

you are looking at three times the cost in electricity. Please 

consider these types of technical details as a review for 

location for a new MOX facility.  
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United States 
Department 

of Energy
Comment Form

The range of reasonable alternatives analyzed in this SPD EIS were developed 
using criteria listed in Section 2.3.1. The alternative suggested by the 
commentor was considered and eliminated because it involves placing the 
three proposed surplus plutonium disposition facilities at three 
different sites.

WAD09-2 DOE Policy
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The end of the Cold War has resulted in unprecedented reductions in nuclear 
arms in both the United States and Russia. During the first week of 

September 1998, Presidents Clinton and Yeltsin held a Moscow summit and 

signed a statement of principles with the intention of removing approximately 
50 t (55 tons) of plutonium from each country's stockpile. Further agreements 

on disarmament between the two nations may increase the amount of surplus 
plutonium in the future.  

Understanding the economic dilemma in Russia, the U.S. Congress has 
appropriated funding for a series of small-scale tests and demonstrations of 
plutonium disposition technologies jointly conducted by the United States 
and Russia. For fiscal year 1999 (starting October 1998), Congress further 

appropriated funding to assist Russia in design and construction of a 
plutonium conversion facility and aMOX fuel fabrication facility. This funding 

would not be expended until the presidents of both countries signed a new 

agreement. Although the amount appropriated by Congress is not sufficient 
to fund the entire Russian surplus plutonium disposition program, the 
United States is working with Russia and other nations to resolve this issue.

WAD09-1

NAME: (Optional) 

ADDRESS:
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WAD06

DOE acknowledges the commentor's opposition to the surplus plutonium 
disposition program at Hanford. DOE believes that Hanford's efforts should 

remain focused on its current high-priority cleanup mission. The importance 

of cleanup at Hanford was taken into consideration in identifying preferred 

sites for surplus plutonium disposition activities. However, no decision has 

been made, and DOE will continue to consider Hanford for surplus plutonium 

disposition or other programs that are compatible with the Hanford mission.

WAD06-1
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August 4, 1998 Public Meeting Comments on 
Surplus Plutonium Disposition Draft Environmental Impact Statement 

Good Evening. My name is Walt Apley and I am the Deputy Director for Operatiom at the 
Pacific Northwest National Laboratory. One of the Laboratory's primary nissions is to help 
apply Hanford Site assets to emerging national and international needs as well as new science
based sissions. Given that role, I would like to offer three specific comments on the Surplus 
Plutonium Disposition Draft Environmental Impact Statement: 

(1) Importance of Plutonium Disposition 

There are few issues today in the world as important as safely and securely withdrawing 
plutonium from nuclear military programs and taking steps to ensure that such material 

can never again be used to build a nuclear weapon. To that end, Pacific Northwest 
National Laboratory staff are working in a wide range of technical arms, including 
detectionM safe handling, and disposition - both in the United States and internationally.  
The EIS for Surplus Plutonium Disposition is an extremely important document that we 
all want to see completed as a sound, technically-deftntible basis for moving forward for 
the timely disposition of this material.  

(2) Role of Hanrord 

Currently the Draft EIS states a preference for using the Savannah River Site. Hatnford 
was not selected, with one of the arguments being that DOE prefers that the cleanup 

mission rnmain Hanford's top priority. The clanup mission is and will remain this site's 
#1 and overriding priority. But Hanford does have major assets (both physical and 

personnel) which are capable of making major contributions to the surplus plutonium 
disposition mission. The DOE budget will continue to face significant pressure and since 
existing facilities such as the Fuels and Materials Examination Facility may be able to do 

the job sooner and at a lower cost, we must retain the ability to use those resources.  

(3) Fast Flux Test Facility 

Currently the draft EIS states that DOE's preference is to produce MOX fuel and 

"irradiate in existing, commercial reactors". However, the U.S. - Russian Agreement on 

Management ofUsed Plutonium announced at the Gore-Kiriyenko working meeting on 
July 23-24, 1998 called for using'"MOX focl for nuclear power reactors of various type?".  

Studies have shown that the Fast Flux Test Facility, if dedicated to the mission. could 
disposition the 33 t of surplus weapons plutonium well within the 25 year Storage and 

Disposition Firmal PEJS criterion using traditional eaichisents and a standard core 
configuration, as well as produce valuable and needed medical isotopes. The FT 
disposition option should be given strong consideration.  

I'd like to thank the people putting together this draft EIS: I know that itris both a challenge and 
an ordeal. But it is also critically important to a safeand secure fisture for all ofus. Thank you.
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WAD21-1 General SPD EIS and NEPA Process 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's reviews on the importance of this 

SPD EIS.  

WAD21-2 Alternatives 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's support for the surplus plutonium 

disposition program at Hanford. DOE believes that Hanford's efforts should 

remain focused on its current high-priority cleanup mission. The importance 

of cleanup at Hanford was taken into consideration in identifying preferred 

sites for surplus plutonium disposition activities. However, no decision has 

been made, and DOE will continue to consider Hanford for surplus plutonium 

disposition or other programs that are compatible with the Hanford mission, 

especially in regard to the use of existing facilities.  

WAD21-3 Alternatives 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's support of using MOX fuel to restart 

FFIF at Hanford. As discussed in Appendix D of the SPD Draft EIS, DOE 

did consider FFIT in the Storage and Disposition PEIS, but it was eliminated 

from further study because it was in a standby status and it could not satisfy 
the criterion of completing the disposition mission within 25 years using the 

historic FFTF plutonium enrichment specifications. Further, compared with 

the 2-3 percent plutonium content of spent fuel from commercial reactors, the 

spent fuel from FFIF would contain approximately 35 percent plutonium by 

weight. It is questionable whether this greater concentration of plutonium in 

the FFTF MOX spent fuel would meet repository acceptance criteria. Also, 

the FFIT liquid-metal reactor would not produce electricity, whereas using 

commercial light water reactors to dispose of surplus plutonium would 
generate revenues from the sale of electricity, which in turn would help defray 

the overall cost of using the MOX approach. As discussed in Section 1.7.4, 

Appendix D was deleted because none of the proposals to restart FFTF 

currently consider the use of surplus plutonium as a fuel source.
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US DOE needs to hear your voice NOW! 

1. Shpuld Clemn Up be dthesole mission at Hanford? 

n U o NO 

2- Should the United States Government maintain its longstanding policy against the use 

of weapons Plutonium to fuel civilian nuclear reactors? 
No 

3. Which alternative would you prefer to see the US Department of Energy pursue: 
Immobilization (encasement of plutonium in glass-like tombs) / // 

Or 

4. Should Plutonium, to be used for processing anra fabrication of MOX fuel. be 

imported to the Hanford site alonule Columbia River? 
Yest) 

5. How concerned are you about the nansportation of PlutoaNorthwest? 
Not concerned slightly concerned very concerned l a. ey PMos 
B. How concerned are you about the transportthrough the No- o Il 
containing weapons Plutonium? 
Not concerned Slightly concerned Very concerned 

6. Should commercial nuclear power plants be allowed to run on MOX fuel containing 
weapons Plutonium? 

Yesadze No 
B. Should they be subsidized w dollars to do so? 

Yes No9 

7. Should MOX fuel containing weapons Plutonium be used to restart the FflE reactr 
YesHanford to produce Tritium forbear bombs? 

Name 64zn orre 
Address; . 59•'•-/ ? 2r9 
Phone kmt7-Z 

Please return this to: 
Hartford Action 
25-6 NW 23"' Place #406 
Portland, OR 97214 
(503) 235-2531
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MD296

DOE believes that Hanford's efforts should remain focused on its current 
high-priority cleanup mission. The importance of cleanup at Hanford was 

taken into consideration in identifying preferred sites for surplus plutonium 

disposition activities. However, no decision has been made, and DOE will 
continue to consider Hanford for surplus plutonium disposition or other 

programs that are compatible with the Hanford mission.  

MD296-2 Nonproliferation 

U.S. policy dating back to the Ford Administration has prohibited the 

commercial, chemical reprocessing and separation of plutonium from spent 

nuclear fuel. The use of U.S. surplus plutonium in existing domestic, 

commercial reactors does not involve reprocessing (reprocessing is a chemical 
separation of uranium, transuranic elements [including plutonium], and fission 
products from spent reactor fuel and the reuse of the plutonium and uranium 

to produce new fresh fuel). The proposed use of MOX fuel is consistent with 
the U.S. nonproliferation policy and would ensure that plutonium which was 

produced for nuclear weapons and subsequently declared excess to national 
security needs is never again used for nuclear weapons. Consistent with the 

U.S. policy of discouraging the civilian use of plutonium, a MOX facility 

would be built and operated subject to the following strict conditions: 
construction would take place at a secure DOE site, it would be owned by the 

U.S. Government, operations would be limited exclusively to the disposition 

of surplus plutonium, and the MOX facility would be shut down at the 

completion of the surplus plutonium disposition program.  

MD296-3 Alternatives 

DOE has identified as its preferred alternative the hybrid approach. Pursuing 
both immobilization and MOX fuel fabrication provides the United States 

important insurance against potential disadvantages of implementing either 

approach by itself. The hybrid approach also provides the best opportunity 

for U.S. leadership in working with Russia to implement similar options for 
reducing Russia's excess plutonium in parallel. Further, it sends the strongest 

possible signal to the world of U.S. determination to reduce stockpiles of 
surplus plutonium as quickly as possible and in a manner that would make it 
technically difficult to use the plutonium in nuclear weapons again.

MD296-1 DOE Policy
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Under the hybrid approach, approximately 33 t (36 tons) of clean plutonium 

metal and oxides would be used to fabricate MOX fuel, which would be 

irradiated in domestic, commercial reactors. DOE has determined that 17 t 

(19 tons) of the surplus plutonium would be immobilized due to the complexity, 

timing, and cost that would be involved in purifying those plutonium materials 

to make them suitable for use in MOX fuel. Therefore, fabricating all 50 t 

(55 tons) of surplus plutonium into MOX fuel is not considered a reasonable 

alternative at this time and is not analyzed; however, immobilizing all of the 

surplus plutonium is analyzed. Given the variability in purity of the surplus 

plutonium to be dispositioned, some of the plutonium currently considered 

for MOX fuel fabrication may also need to be immobilized. The incremental 

impacts that would be associated with a small shift in materials throughput 

are discussed in Section 4.30.  

MD296-4 Transportation 

The shipment of nuclear material (e.g., depleted uranium) using commercial 

carriers would be the subject of detailed transportation plans in which routes 

and specific processing locations would be discussed. These plans are 

coordinated with State, tribal, and local officials. The shipment of waste 

would be in accordance with the decisions reached on the Final Waste 

Management Programmatic Environmental Impact Statementfor Managing 

Treatment, Storage, and Disposal of Radioactive and Hazardous Waste 

(DOE/EIS-0200-F, May 1997) and the WIPP Disposal Phase Final 

Supplemental EIS (DOE/EIS-0026-S-2, September 1997). The transportation 

of special nuclear materials is the subject of detailed planning with DOE's 

Transportation Safeguards Division. The dates and times that specific 

transportation routes would be used for special nuclear materials are classified 

information; however, the number of shipments that would be required, by 

location, has been included in this SPD EIS. Additional details are provided 

in Fissile Materials Disposition Program SST/SGT Transportation 

Estimation (SAND98-8244, June 1998), which is available on the MD Web 

site at http://www.doe-md.comr 
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MD296-5 MOX Approach 

Use of MOX fuel in domestic, commercial reactors is not proposed in order to 

subsidize the commercial nuclear power industry. Rather, the purpose of this 

proposed action is to safely and securely disposition surplus plutonium by 

meeting the Spent Fuel Standard. The Spent Fuel Standard, as identified by 

NAS and modified by DOE, is to make the surplus weapons-usable plutonium 
as inaccessible and unattractive for weapons use as the much larger and 

growing quantity of plutonium that exists in spent nuclear fuel from commercial 
power reactors. The MOX facility would produce nuclear fuel that would 

displaceLEU fuel that utilities would have otherwise purchased. Ifthe effective 
value of the MOX fuel exceeds the cost of the LEU fuel that it displaced, then Z 
the contract provides that money would be paid back to the U.S. Government 

by DCS based on a formula included in the DCS contract. The commercial 

reactors selected for the MOX approach include only those reactors whose 

operational life is expected to last beyond the life of the surplus plutonium 

disposition program.  

MD296-6 DOE Policy 

As discussed in Section 1.7.4, Appendix D was deleted because none of the 

proposals to restart FFTF currently consider the use of surplus plutonium as 

a fuel source. In December 1998, the Secretary of Energy decided thatFFTF 
would not play a role in producing tritium.
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MD296-7 DOE Policy 

DOE is implementing the President's nonproliferation policy by converting 

surplus plutonium to forms that cannot be reused in nuclear weapons again.  

Addifional Co ents: Cleanup of DOE's former weapons production sites including research and 

development has continued to receive substantial funding allocations from 
-- ,r .- ,e+7,2-0,6C7z the U.S. Congress every year. Funds for the surplus plutonium disposition 

program and the environmental cleanup program come from different 

appropriation accounts allocated by the U.S. Congress that cannot be 

used interchangeably.  

8,MD296-8 DOEPolicy 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's support for alternative energy sources.  

S•- ,--The purpose of the surplus plutonium disposition program is not to provide 

an alternative source of energy but to disposition plutonium in an 

environmentally safe and timely manner. Further, DOE acknowledges and 

supports the importance of public education. DOE has established reading 

rooms near DOE sites to provide easy access to information about DOE 

programs and encourages the use of this source of information. DOE has 

numerous Web sites, including one for MD (http://www.doe-md.com), that 

also provide up-to-date information aboutDOE programs. Likewise, a number 

of utilities also have their own Web sites with educational material.
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MEMORANDUM cnr- or RIc4N A 
Crty Manager's Office 

TO: Brook Anderson 

FROM: Pam Brown, Hanford Analyst 

SUBJECT: Response to an lnvitation From Secretary Pefi to Send Him Information 
about Cost & Schedule Savings of Locating Plutonium Disosition Functions 
at Hanford and Documentation ofa DOE-HQ Bias Towards Savannah River 
in the Previous Fisile Material EIS 

DATE: October 17.1997 

When Secretary Pe l visited Hanford, the local elected officials discussed our strong interest 

in seeing existing Hanford facilities used for plutonium disposition functions. We pointed 
out the significant dmae and schedule savings of using exisitng Hanford facilities that were 
built to house mixed oxide fuel fabrication, rather that build new facilities at another site.  

We explained that in observing the process followed in developing the Fissile Material 

Environmental Impact Statceent (EIS) last jear, we believe that there was a clear bias on 

the part of Materials Disposition Staff towards placing these func-tions at the Savannah River 

Site. In the curoent EIS process, MD staff are discrediting the usefulness of our Fuels & 

Matcrials Examination Facility (FMEF) by ignoring and even denying the existence of 

reports that explain in detail the capabilities of FMEF.  

Secretary Pein invited us to send him & package of material documenting the capabilitdes 

of our Hanford facilities. He also asked that we provide docmtnentation of what we believe 

is a clear bias by DOE-HQ staff in favor of the Savannah River Site. He asked tht we 

send this package to you so that it would actually get to him.  

The documents encIosed have been subtaitted by our commtnities. DOE-Richland and the 

Siemens Power Corporation to the Office of Fissile Materials Disposition over the last year 

and a half. Due to the large volume of material we are sending, I have Wtied to highlight 

the information that is ofnmost concern. If you have any questions about our position or the 

documents enclosed please call me at 509-943-7348.

WAD16
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WAD16-1 Alternatives 

DOE acknowledges and appreciates the commentor's continued interest in 
the surplus plutonium disposition program, and support for siting the 

proposed surplus plutonium disposition facilities at Hanford. DOE believes 
that Hanford's efforts should remain focused on its current high-priority 
cleanup mission. The importance of cleanup at Hanford was taken into 
consideration in identifying preferred sites for surplus plutonium disposition 

activities. However, no decision has been made, and DOE will continue to 
consider Hanford for surplus plutonium disposition or other programs that 
are compatible with the Hanford mission, especially in regard to the use of 
existing facilities.  

DOE has prepared this SPD EIS in accordance with the provisions of NEPA 
(42 U.S.C. 4321 et seq.) and the related CEQ and DOE implementation 
regulations (40OCFR 1500 through 1508 and 10OCFR 1021, respectively). The 
primary objective of the EIS is a comprehensive description of proposed 
surplus plutonium disposition actions and alternatives and their potential 
environmental impacts. DOE has analyzed each environmental resource area 
in a consistent manner across all the alternatives to allow for a fair comparison 
among the alternatives and among the candidate sites for surplus plutonium 
disposition facilities. The use of FMEF in the surplus plutonium disposition 
program is considered in this EIS under Alternatives 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, and 11.  
Decisions on the surplus plutonium disposition program will be based on 

environmental analyses, technical and cost reports, national policy and 
nonproliferation considerations, and public input.  

The attachments to the commentor's letter represent comments previously 

submitted and reviewed by MD, and thus addressed in separate responses 
at that time.

1
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Gordon J. Rogers 
1I t8 N Road 36 

Pasco, WA 99301 
Phone/Faa 509 S47-74031 

September 16,1998 

Mr. iloward K Canter 
Acting Director 
Office of rIssile Materials Dlsposilion 
US. Department of Energy 
P.O. Box 23786 
Washington, DC 20026-3786 

Dear Mr. Canter 

I submit the foilowing comments on the Surplus Plutonium Disposition 
Draft Environmental Impact Statement.  

I find the preferred alternatives for the subject EIS to be fatally flawed 
and compietely unacceptahle for the following reason& 

"* Cost savings from the use of the FM, E.at Hanford are not considered.  
"* The cleanup mission Is critical at all the candidate sites. No evidence 

Ns given to support the dismissal of Hanford, and the Implication Is 
that cleanup at SRS is not equally vital. New missions at a site are 
accommodated by management actions, and are notan 
environmental Issue.  

" There is essentially no difference between the sites In terms of 
environmental lmpactM Therefore, we taxpayers demand that least 
Lost to the government should be the deciding factor.  

"* The transportation impacts are essentially the same if the pit 
disassembly and conversion and the MOX fuel fabrication are located 
at the same site The statement that the FMEF cannot house both 
function without new construction Is not supported by available 
studies.  

The draft EIS is not a balanced and objective assessment and does not 
provide a legitimate basis for a decision. Instead, It omits comparative 
costs and makes unj ustifled assumptions favoring the SRS site. An 
oblective emaluation of comparative costs must be made; and the document

1
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MD241-1 Alternatives 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's opposition to the announced preference 

for siting immobilization and MOX facilities at SRS rather than at Hanford.  

The preferred alternative was chosen based on the best information and 

analyses available; all sites were equally considered based on this information.  

DOE believes that Hanford's efforts should remain focused on its current 

high-priority cleanup mission. The importance of cleanup at Hanford was 

taken into consideration in identifying preferred sites for surplus plutonium 

disposition activities. However, no decision has been made, and DOE will 

continue to consider Hanford for surplus plutonium disposition or other 

programs that are compatible with the Hanford mission, especially in regard 

to the use of existing facilities.  

Because cost issues are beyond the scope of this SPD EIS, this comment has 

been forwarded to the cost analysis team for consideration. The CostAnalysis 

in Support of Site Selection for Surplus Weapons- Usable Plutonium 

Disposition (DOE/IMD-0009, July 1998) report and the Plutonium Disposition 

Life-Cycle Costs and Cost-Related Comment Resolution Document 

(DOE/MD-0013, November 1999), which covers recent life-cycle costanalyses 

associated with the preferred alternative, are available on the MD Web site at 

http://www.doe-md.com and in the public reading rooms at the following 

locations: Hanford, INEEL, Pantex, SRS, and Washington, D.C.  

MD241-2 General SPD EIS and NEPA Process 

DOE has prepared this SPD EIS in accordance with the provisions of NEPA 

(42 U.S.C. 4321 et seq.) and the related CEQ and DOE implementation 
regulations (40 CFR 1500 through 1508 and 10 CFR 1021,respectively). The 

primary objective of the EIS is a comprehensive description of proposed 

surplus plutonium disposition actions and alternatives and their potential 

environmental impacts. DOE has analyzed each environmental resource area 

in a consistent manner across all the alternatives to allow for a fair comparison 

among the alternatives and among the candidate sites for proposed surplus 
plutonium disposition facilities.
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12must be extensively revised to have a credible basis for site selection.  

I will appreciate receiving a copy of the response to comments and any 
future docunents on this SubjecL 

Strcerely,

MD241

Although cost will be a factor in the decisionmaking process, this SPD EIS 
contains environmental impact data and does not address the costs 
associated with the various alternatives. Cost impacts are addressed in the 
reports identified in response MD241-1.
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FD143

DOE acknowledges the commentor's opposition to nuclear material 

management. The goal of the surplus plutonium disposition program is to 

reduce the threat of nuclear weapons proliferation worldwide by conducting 
disposition of surplus plutonium in the United States in an environmentally 

safe and timely manner. This would require the handling and transportation 

of the surplus plutonium. Transportation of special nuclear materials would 

use DOE's SST/SGT system. Since the establishment of the DOE 

Transportation Safeguards Division in 1975, the SST/SGT system has 

transported DOE-owned cargo over more than 151 million km (94 million mi) 
with no accidents causing a fatality or release of radioactive material.

,United States 
Department 
of Energy

FD143-1 DOE Policy
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I FD330-1 Alternatives 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's opposition to the MOX approach. Use 

of MOX fuel in domestic, commercial reactors is not proposed in order to 
produce electricity. Rather, the purpose of this proposed action is to safely 
and securely disposition surplus plutonium by meeting the Spent Fuel 
Standard. The Spent Fuel Standard, as identified by NAS and modified by 

DOE, is to make the surplus weapons-usable plutonium as inaccessible and 
unattractive for weapons use as the much larger and growing quantity of 
plutonium that exists in spent nuclear fuel from commercial power reactors.  
With immobilization or MOX, the material would be disposed of in the same 
potential geologic repository.  

DOE believes that Hanford's efforts should remain focused on its current 
high-priority cleanup mission. The importance of cleanup at Hanford was 

taken into consideration in identifying preferred sites for surplus plutonium 
disposition activities. However, no decision has been made, and DOE will 

continue to consider Hanford for surplus plutonium disposition or other 
programs that are compatible with the Hanford mission.
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My three prinlclal concerns about the draft EIS are 1) the alternatves selected 
for evaluation. 2) omission of a cost-Igetef analysis, and 3) the justification for 
ocating the MOX fuel fabrication factty at SR$.  

1) The aternatives evaluated onmt what pears to me to be a reasonable 
alternatve, namely: 

"* Pu Disassembly and Conversion at Pantes; 
"* MOX Fuel Fabdcation it othe FMEF at Hanford; 
"* Pu Conversion and Immobillatlon at SRS.  

Section 1502.14 o0f40 CFR Chapter V states, 'agencies shall rigorously excplore 
and obijetively evaluale all reasonable alterntives, and for alternative s whlch 
Aere eliminated from detailed study, briefly disOuss the reasons for their being 

eliminated., 

The reason why I believe It Is reastable Is because it takes advantage of 
existlng infraslrucbre (1.e., Pit storage at Pentex, the FMEF at Hanford,.and 
capabitftiels at SRS for storing and convei•ing nonpl plutonium materials Into 
plutonmiu dioxide suiltable for Immoiliz8aW coupled along v.th the 
Immob.llzaioncapabilitie at SRS. Completion of the existing FMEF for 
fabricating MOX fuel should cost les than building a now fuel fabrication facility 
at any of ft DOE aites.  

2) A coat-benefit andlysis ws rnot included in te *draft EIS. I question whether 
the omission of such anlysIs Is In kesplng with t•he leoter/splrit of N EPA.  

I refer you to the Fitlul Generic Environmental Statement on Use of Recycle 
Plutoium in Mixed Oxide Fuel In Ught Water Cocoed Reactors issued by the 
NRC In August 1976.  

In a January 20, 1975 letter to the NRC, the Presidents Council on 
Environmental Quality exoressed the view that, the draft EIS was incrompl ata 
becauSe it falled to present a detailed and comprehensive analysis of the 
anvkonmantal impect of potentialdiversion of special nuce materials and of 
alternative Safeguards iprograMs to protect the public from such a throat. The 
Council believed that Isuch a presentation should be made by the NRQ before its 
" dedions on pjdorioum recycl. Reflecting on this, the NRC took the position 
tha a cost-•enefit analysis of alternatlve safeguards prograns utiould be 
prepared and set forth In draft and %hal tverwonfental impact statements before 
any Commission Is rea'ved in draft and final environmental impact statemente.

2

FD320

FD320-1 General SPD EIS and NEPA Process 

DOE has prepared this SPD EIS in accordance with the provisions of NEPA 

(42 U.S.C. 4321 et seq.) and the related CEQ and DOE implementation 

regulations (40 CFR 1500 through 1508 and 10 CFR 1021, respectively). The 

primary objective of the EIS is a comprehensive description of proposed 

surplus plutonium disposition actions and alternatives and their potential 

environmental impacts. DOE has analyzed each environmental resource area 

in a consistent manner across all the alternatives to allow for a fair comparison 

among the alternatives and among the candidate sites for surplus plutonium 

disposition facilities.  

As discussed in Section 2.3.1 of the SPD Draft EIS, the range of reasonable 

alternatives analyzed was developed using equally weighted screening 
criteria. Over 64 options were evaluated, yielding a range of 23 reasonable 

alternatives that met all the criteria. Options that involved siting the proposed 

surplus plutonium disposition facilities at three different sites were eliminated 
because the goals of minimizing worker and public exposure to radiation, 

minimizing proliferation concerns associated with transportation, and reducing 

infrastructure costs would not be met.  

FD320-2 Cost 

Although cost will be a factor in the decisionmaking process, this SPD EIS 
contains environmental impact data and does not address the costs 

associated with the various alternatives. A separate cost report, CostAnalysis 

in Support of Site Selection for Surplus Weapons-Usable Plutonium 

Disposition (DOE/MD-0009, July 1998), which analyzes the site-specific cost 

estimates for each alternative, was made available around the same time as 

the SPD Draft EIS. This report and the Plutonium Disposition Life-Cycle 

Costs and Cost-Related Comment Resolution Document (DOE/MD-0013, 
November 1999), which covers recent life-cycle cost analyses associated 

with the preferred alternative, are available on the MD Web site at 

http://www.doe-md.com and in the public reading rooms at the following 

locations: Hanford, INEEL, Pantex, SRS, and Washington, D.C.
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I believe that the draft EIS is incomplete vdtthout induding the alternative Cn. Pit 
Disasembly and Conversion at Pantax, MOX fabricaton in FMEF at Hanford 
and Pu Conversion and Immobilization at SIRS and by not Inmuding a cost
bufrt analysis of alternatives.  

3) The drafi EIS makes mention SRS is referred for the MOX facility because 
thil activity comp ets" esting missions a 9 takes advaritage or existing 
Intsatnfrufcle and tff pertlse. Them evas no delineation of in .he draft EIS 
how it comnpliments existing niioilns or takes advantage of existing 
inftaituicare and staff expertist. Since the MOX facility'Will be leesed to the 
ointacto and the convector is rasponsible for obtaining a license front the 
NuclearwReglatory Comnwir*on (NRC), I am wondering about whyy DOE 
fees its fieldW offce and current lato oitractcrs will have a significant role in 
the constrnction and operational the MOX facility. For exarnple, hero al 
Hainford. •tWaahingtoin Power Supply System (WPPSS) leases the site for 
its plants from DOE and the rola of the field operations office is basically 
aidled to st-wide emergency plaining. Safety, safeguards and security at 

Mie W1PSS sitS at Hanford are the under the purview 6f NRC.  

F

2 

FD320

FD320-3 Alternatives 

DOE does not plan for facility site contractors to have a significant role in the 
construction and operation of the MOX facility. The MOX facility would be 
built and operated subject to the following strict conditions: construction 
would take place at a secure DOE site, it would be owned by the 
U.S. Government, operations would be limited exclusively to the disposition 
of surplus plutonium, and the MOX facility would be shut down at the 
completion of the surplus plutonium disposition program. For reactor 
irradiation, the NRC license would authorize only the participating reactors 
to use MOX fuel fabricated from surplus plutonium, and the irradiation would 
be a once-through cycle with no reprocessing.  

DOE entered into a contract with DCS to construct and operate the MOX 
facility at one of the four candidate sites evaluated in this SPD EIS. This 
contract was awarded through a competitive procurement process. Since 
the MOX facility would use existing site services and infrastructure, the site 
contractor would be responsible for supporting the construction and operation 
of the facility to the extent required to ensure availability of those services.  
The DOE field office would also be involved to a limited extent, in its oversight 
role for the entire DOE site, and for services such as those identified by 
the commentor.
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FD301

DOE acknowledges the commentor's support for involving existing facilities 
such as FMEF at Hanford to disposition surplus plutonium. However, 

according to a technical review of available facilities and an independent 

cost study, constructing new facilities is the option involving the least risk 

and the best use of DOE's limited resources. Frequently it is more expensive 

to try to retrofit for a particular mission a building that was originally designed 

for another mission. While it is true that FMEF was originally designed to 

produce MOX fuel for FFTF, it was not designed to accommodate a pit 

conversion facility as well. Space requirements would make it extremely 

difficult to use the facility for two missions.  

Location of the MOX facility in FMEF by itself was never considered because 

locating a single proposed facility at three different sites would not meet the 

screening criteria of minimizing worker and public exposure to radiation, 

minimizing proliferation concerns associated with transportation, and reducing 
infrastructure costs.  

Although cost will be a factor in the decisionmaking process, this SPD EIS 

contains environmental impact data and does not address the costs 

associated with the various alternatives. A separate cost report, CostAnalysis 

in Support of Site Selection for Surplus Weapons- Usable Plutonium 

Disposition (DOE/MD-0009, July 1998), which analyzes the site-specific cost 

estimates for each alternative, was made available around the same time as 

the SPD Draft EIS. This report and the Plutonium Disposition Life-Cycle 

Costs and Cost-Related Comment Resolution Document (DOE/MD-0013, 

November 1999), which covers recent life-cycle cost analyses associated 

with the preferred alternative, are available on the MD Web site at 

http://www.doe-md.com and in the public reading rooms at the following 

locations: Hanford, INEEL, Pantex, SRS, and Washington, D.C. Decisions on 

the surplus plutonium disposition program at Pantex will be based on 

environmental analyses, technical and cost reports, national policy and 

nonproliferation considerations, and public input. DOE will announce its 

decisions regarding facility siting and approach to surplus plutonium 

disposition in the SPD EIS ROD.

FD301-1 Cost
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- United States 
Department 

of Energy
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DOE believes that Hanford's efforts should remain focused on its current 
high-priority cleanup mission. The importance of cleanup at Hanford was 

taken into consideration in identifying preferred sites for surplus plutonium 

disposition activities. However, no decision has been made, and DOE will 

continue to consider Hanford for surplus plutonium disposition or other 

programs that are compatible with the Hanford mission, especially in regard 

to the use of existing facilities.
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t ~ TRl CITY INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPIMENT COUNCIL 

%I NC (vlCdo, Kt ewlk.WA 9530-76•05 •L3,4 IWIN 7IO 593-1000 50-735-09-r- x otidestos e -wvr,'net¢e[tfd& 

STATEMENT REGARDING THE 
DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY'S DRAFT 

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT 
FOR 

SURPLUS PLUTONIUM DISPOSITION 
RICHLAND, WASHINGTON 

AUGUST 4, 1998 

Thank you for the oportuoity to present the views of our organization on this issue, which is of 

great importance to the Tri-City area The Tri-City Industrial Development Council (IRIDEC) 
is a Local non-profit organization whose interests are in the economic development and vitality of 
this are. Our membership is composed of over 500 local business firms, individuals and 

organizations having a commitment to the Tri-City area 

As we have indicated in previous statements and testimony on this subject, we .stport the plans 

tovitrify and dispose of the scrap plutonium containing materials in a national repository. We 

also support the Department's plans to dispose of the excess plutonium by irradiation in a 
commercial power reactor through the use of a mixed oxide fuel (MOX).  

However, we have substantial and significant concerns with the adequacy, objectivity, and 
balance evident in the Draft EIS that we are commenting on tonight. This document as written is 

so faulted that it should be withdrawn aid extenively revised to reflect a conprehensive and 

balanced assessment of the siting alternatives for the plutonium disposal program in accordance 

with NEPA program requirements. The document as written does not provide such an 
assessment I will illustrate some of our conceras in this regard.  

*Scra Plutonium Immobilization Facility 

The draft EIS states that a selection of Savannah River as the site for this facility was made in 

1997 in the NOI for this EIS. This selection decision was made in effect without the 

performance of EIS evaluations. A review of the site impacts contained in this Draft EIS 
does not show any significant difference between the sit horfnom the construction of new 

immobilization facilities. Consideration was not given in this Draft EIS to the construction 

ofnew plutonium storage facilities at Savannah River to support the scrap disposal program.  

It is recognized that Savannah River corrently has a waste vitrification facility, the DWPF, in 

operation, which would be utilized to encase the solidified plutonium disposal capsules.

1 

2 

4

WAD18

DOE acknowledges commentors' support for the hybrid approach. Pursuing 

both immobilization and MOX fuel fabrication provides the United States 

important insurance against potential disadvantages of implementing either 

approach by itself.  

WAD18-2 General SPD EIS and NEPA Process 

DOE has prepared this SPD EIS in accordance with the provisions of NEPA 

(42 U.S.C. 4321 et seq.) and the related CEQ and DOE implementation 

regulations (40 CFR 1500 through 1508 and 10 CFR 1021, respectively). The 

primary objective of the EIS is a comprehensive description of proposed 

surplus plutonium disposition actions and alternatives and their potential 

environmental impacts. DOE has analyzed each environmental resource area 

in a consistent manner across all the alternatives to allow for a fair comparison 

among the alternatives and among the candidate sites for surplus plutonium 

disposition facilities.

WAD18-3 General SPD EIS and NEPA Process

DOE has prepared this SPD EIS in accordance with the provisions of NEPA 
(42 U.S.C. 4321 et seq.) and the related CEQ and DOE implementation 

regulations (40 CFR 1500 through 1508 and 10 CFR 1021, respectively). In 

accordance with CEQ Section 1502.14(e), DOE identified its preferred 

alternative in the SPD Draft EIS so the public could understand DOE's 

orientation and provide comment. Prior to the SPD Draft EIS being published, 

DOE indicated using the can-in-canister technology at SRS would be part of 

DOE's preferred alternative for immobilization. Although SRS has been 

identified as the preferred site for the immobilization facility, this is only 

DOE's preference; it is not a decision. Decisions on the surplus plutonium 

disposition program at INEEL will be based on public input, environmental 

analyses, technical and cost reports, and national policy and nonproliferation 

considerations. DOE will announce its decisions regarding facility siting and 

approach to surplus plutonium disposition in the SPD EIS ROD.

WAD18-1 Alternatives
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Hanford is in the process of awarding contracts for the construction of a waste vitrification 
facility for the processing of its tank wastes, which could perform this same futction.  

The comparative environmental impacts at the two sites for the new facilities were 

essentlally equal. The additional cost for new plutonium storage facilities at Savannah River 

were apparently not a factor in this evaluation.  

MOX Fuel Fabrication Facility 

"The decision to locate this facility at Savannah River in preference to Hantford is based upon 

the administrative decision that this progran would complement other Savannah River site 

missions and utilize existing site infeastructure and site expertise. Since DOE is currently 

soliciting proposals from vendors for the installation and operation of the MOX process in 

DOE provided facilities, this logic is questionable to say the least since Savannah River has 

not had previous experience with either MOX fuels or commercial reactor fuel development 

or manufacturing.  

Another examplý of the lack of objectivity in this report is the utilization of a commercial 

Up,- UOý commercial facilities locased in North Carolina in the evaluations of Hanford.  

Commercial facilities, which are located in Richland, should have been utilized in the 
Hanford evaluations to provide a balanced perspective.  

The most significant issue; however, is the lack of a cost comparison between utilization of 

the existing Fuels and Materials Examination Facility (FMEF) at Hanford and the 

construction of a new MOX manufacturing facility at Savannah River. In a time of limited 

DOE budget the added costs for new unnecessary facilities can only reduce the already 

constrained Enviaonmental Management cleanup program funding. We understand that DOE 

has studies available, which identify the potential cost savings available from the siting of 

this facility in the FMEF. These studies should be available for public review, rather than not 

addressing this issue in the Draft EIS.  

A final issue is the rationale that the Hanford cleanup program is critical and should not be 

distracted by new programs at Hanford. Savannah River has a critical cleanup program 

underway which is of approximately the same yearly size as the Hanford progran. What we 

are really addressing in this case is management effectiveness and available EM program 
funding.  

The Governor of the State of Washington, Gary Locke, has stated in a letter to Secretary 

Pefia that he would accept a MOX program at Hanford so long as DOE cleanup program 

commitments under the TPA are met. (Copy attached for entry into hearing record.)

5

WAD18-5 Cost

Because cost issues are beyond the scope of this SPD EIS, this comment has 
been forwarded to the cost analysis team for consideration. The CostAnalysis 

in Support of Site Selection for Surplus Weapons-Usable Plutonium 

Disposition (DOE/MD-0009, July 1998) report and the Plutonium Disposition 

Life-Cycle Costs and Cost-Related Comment Resolution Document 

(DOE/MD-0013, November 1999), which covers recent life-cycle cost analyses 

associated with the preferred alternative, are available on the MN Web site at 

http://www.doe-md.com and in the public reading rooms at the following 

locations: Hanford, INEEL, Pantex, SRS, and Washington, D.C.

WAD18-6 Alternatives

The preferred alternative for siting the MOX facility at SRS was chosen 
based on the best information and analyses available; all sites were equally 
considered based on this infonnation.

WAD18-4 Alternatives 

For immobilization alternatives, modification of FMEF at Hanford was 

considered, with construction of new immobilization facilities considered 

only at SRS. In addition, this SPD EIS analyses assume that either the 

SRS DWPF or the Hanford HLWVF would be available to support 

canister-filling immobilization operations associated with the surplus 

plutonium disposition program. DOE is presently considering a replacement 

process for the in-tank precipitation (LTP) process at SRS. The ITP process 

was intended to separate soluble high-activity radionuclides (i.e., cesium, 

strontium, uranium, and plutonium) from liquid HLW before vitrifying the 

high-activity fraction of the waste in DWPF. The ITP process as presently 

configured cannot achieve production goals and safety requirements for 

processing HLW. Three alternative processes are being evaluated by DOE: 

ion exchange, small tank precipitation, and direct grout. DOE's preferred 

immobilization technology (can-in-canister) and immobilization site (SRS) are 

dependent upon DWPF providing vitrified HLW with sufficient radioactivity.  

DOE is confident that the technical solution will be available at SRS by using 

radioactive cesium from the ion exchange or small tank precipitation process.  

A supplemental EIS (DOE/EIS-0082-S2) on the operation of DWPF and 

associated 1TP alternatives is being prepared.

WAD18
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WAD18-7 MOXApproach 

Depleted uranium dioxide is required for the ceramic immobilization of 

plutonium, and can be used for the fabrication of MOX fuel. It could be 

produced at a commercial site by the conversion of uranium hexafluoride 

shipped from one of DOE's storage areas at a gaseous diffusion plant in 

Kentucky, Ohio, or Tennessee. The GE Nuclear facility in Wilmington, North 

Carolina was used for the purpose of determining the potential environmental 

impacts of the conversion of uranium hexafluoride to uranium dioxide as part 

of the surplus plutonium disposition program (see Section 1.5). Results of 

the environmental analysis indicate that the radiological risks of shipping 

either depleted uraniumhexafluoride or depleted uranium dioxide would likely 

be minor, and would contribute little to the total risk of any alternative. The 

decision on the source of uranium dioxide will depend on DCS, the team 

selected by DOE to provide the MOX fuel fabrication and irradiation services.  

WAD18-8 Cost 

Funds for the surplus plutonium disposition program and the environmental 

cleanup program come from different appropriation accounts allocated by 

the U.S. Congress that cannot be used interchangeably.  

Although cost will be a factor in the decisionmaking process, this SPD EIS 
contains environmental impact data and does not address the costs 

associated with the various alternatives. The remainder of this comment is 

addressed in response WAD18-5.  

WAD18-9 Alternatives 

DOE believes that Hanford's efforts should remain focused on its current 

high-priority cleanup mission. The importance of cleanup at Hanford was 

taken into consideration in identifying preferred sites for surplus plutonium 

disposition activities. However, no decision has been made, and DOE will 

continue to consider Hanford for surplus plutonium disposition or other 

programs that are compatible with the Hanford mission, especially in regard 
to the use of existing facilities.  
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* Pit Disassembly and Conversion 

Hanford was again not considered for this portion ofthe plutonium disposition program on 
the bases of site cleanup and transportation issues. We have addrmscd the site cleanup 
program issue above.  

in regards to iransportation, the Draft EIS displays an unusual display of creative but 
fallacious logic in regards to transportation. By making the decision to site the MOX facility 
at Savannah River, the location of the Pit facility at tHanford would entail an extra 
transportation step to move the pits from storage at Pantex to Hanford for disassembly and 
conversion and then to Savannah River for MOX fuel manufacturing. This ignores tbo more 
logical and economical approach of co-locating both the MOX fuel manufacttrmig and pit 
conversion facilities in the FMEF at Hanford. This dual utilization of both processes at 
Hanford would provide capital cost savings of over $500M. This potential cost savings 
cannot bo ignored. The currentDraft EIS doesenot address the cost issue. Weunderstand 
that there is adequate space available in the FMBF for both of these process facilities with 
appropriate scparation to meet anticipated security and safeguards requiremoant.  

We wish to make the foliowing general statements in regards to this Draft EIS.

"The draft EtS statement does not address the comparative costs of the preferred alternatives.  
By eliminating this analysis the capital cost savings, which could be realized by use of the 
Fuels and Materials Examination Facility (FMEF) at Hanford for the pit conversion and 
MOX fuel manufacturing operations, have been ignored. Previous studies have identified 
these savings at over $500 M in capital cost alone.  

"inaconsidering inter-site transportation issues the EIS identifies an additional 2300 sncuk 
shipments which would be required over the 15 year estimated life of the program for 
location of the plutonium disposition facilities at Hanford. The comparable number of 
shipments to the Savannah River site is estimated at 2500 over the same 15-year program 
life. This leads to the conclusion that with both the new MOX and pit conversion facilities 
located atone site there are no differences between the sites.  

"The draft EIS analyses a number of environmuntal issues for each of the four sites, Hanford, 
Savannah River, tNEEL, and Panicx. Although thre m=some differeracs between the sites 
for the various environmental impacts considered, these differences are not significant and no 
site is clearly less or more acceptable than the others from an environmental standpoint 

"*in the case of Hanford, the report assurmes that a new spent MOX facility will be required to 
be constructed adjacent to the FMEF, with the pit conversion process installed in the FMEF.  
Previous Hauford studies have shown that both of these operations can be accommodated 
within the FMEF with an adequate degree of security and process isolation provided.  

" Based upon current congressional budget policies the total DOE budget will be held 
essenstially fiat or decreasing for the foreseeable future. In order to accommodate potentially 
expensive programs such as the plutonium disposition and titium production programs, it is

9 
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11 

12 

13 

14 
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DOE acknowledges the commentor's support for siting the pit conversion 
and MOX facilities using FMEF at Hanford. Of all the alternatives analyzed 
in this SPD EIS, none include siting the pit conversion facility at Hanford and 
the MOX facility at SRS.  

The remainder of this comment is addressed in response WAD 18-5.

CostWAD18-11 

This comment is addressed in response WADI18-5.

WAD18-12 Transportation

DOE recognizes that there is not a significant difference in the number of 
intersite truck shipments if all of the proposed surplus plutonium disposition 
facilities were located at one site, either Hanford or SRS. However, there are 
larger differences, but still not significant, between some of the other 
alternatives analyzed in this SPD EIS.

WAD18-13 General SPD EIS and NEPA Process

DOE acknowledges the commentor's position on the lack of significant 
differences in the environmental impacts of the alternatives reflected in this 
SPD EIS. A separate report, Cost Analysis in Support of Site Selection for 
Surplus Weapons-Usable Plutonium Disposition (DOE/MD-0009, July 1998), 
analyzes the cost and schedule estimates for each alternative, and the 
Plutonium Disposition Life-Cycle Costs and Cost-Related Comment 
Resolution Document (DOE/MD-0013, November 1999), covers recent life
cycle cost analyses associated with the preferred alternative. These reports, 
along with the SPD EIS and other relevant documents, will be available to the 
decisionmaker and the public. Decisions on the surplus plutonium disposition 
program will be based on environmental analyses, technical and cost reports, 
national policy and nonproliferation considerations, and public input.

WAD18-14 Alternatives

DOE agrees that both the pit conversion and MOX facilities could be 
collocated in FMEF at Hanford, and has analyzed this scenario as 
Alternative 6B (see Sections 2.10.2 and 4.11). Also analyzed, as 
Alternative 6A, is a scenario that involves siting the pit conversion facility in 
FMEF and the MOX facility in new construction adjacent to FMEF.

WAD18-10 Alternatives

WAD18
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expected that the Environmental Management budget, which is a major portion of the total 
DOE budget will be utilized in part for the required funding for these programs. Reductions 
in the EM budget will impact Hanford cleanup programs, which are already underfunded. 8 
Therefore, we do not see how the issue added program costs for the plutonium disposition 
program can be ignored in an environmental assessment of the plutonium disposition 
program.  

""heeare a number of other issues in the Draft EIS where assumptions have been made 
which are clearly prejudicial toea balanced and objective evaluation ofthe alternatives. In the 
case of the supporting depleted uranium UF6 to U02 conversion process it would be located 
in North Carolina at an existing commercial facility due to its proximity to Savannah River.  

A similar facility located at the Siemens plant in Richland was not considered in the Hanford 
or INEEL evaluations.  

"*The rationale for focusing on Savannah River or Pantee for the proposed facilities was based 
upon the need for DOE management to focus on cleanup program issues at Hartford mad 
INEEL. This is an issue of requiring effective site management performance at these sites,.9 
which should nrotbe an issue in selecting a site based upon the EIS process. Governor Locke 
supports Hanford for this mission.  

This Draft EIS must be revised to give balanced consideration to the following issues: 

"* Potential cost savings resulting from the use of the FMEF at Hanford must be considered. 1 
The EIS is not credible without consideration of this issue. I 

"* The avoidance of new program assignments to Hanford in order to avoid the diversion of 
effort from the cleanup program is a management issue - not an environmental assessment 9 issue:.  

"*There is no essential difference between the environmental impacts between the sites; 

therefore, the least cost for the program is an environmental issue. 13 

"*oThesdata in the draft EIS clearly shows that actual transportation impacts between sites are 12 
not signifieant. 12 

"a The document as written clearly does not provide a basis for a selection decision between 

sites. Only by omitting comparative costs and making assumptions favoring a specific site I 11 
can the preferred site conclusion contained in the draft assessment be supported. I 

"* The draft EIS is not a balanced and objective assessment. It must be extensively revised to 
reflect an objective evaluation for it to be acceptable and without challenge. 2 

" An objective evaluation of comparative plutonium disposal program costs including facility 
comparisons must be made. Current DOE studies and documentation regarding these costs 8 
must be made available for public review.  

- WAD18 
CD
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The Draft EIS as written does not comply with the legal requirements of the National 
Environmental Policy Act for a balanced evaluation of all feasible alternatives. This document 
could be the subject of litigation if it is not withd. wn anod aeslav to comply in all respects 2 
with the National Environmental Policy Act.  

'.5

WAD18
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September 15.1998 

Mr. Howard Canter, Acting Director 
Office of FPssle Materials Disposition 
U.S. Depsatment of FEerg 
PO Box 23796 
Wasthngton. D.C. 20026-3786 

SurplusPloAtaaum Disposition 
Draft Environmental Impact Statement 

During the August 4,1991C public meeting insRichland, Washingtonmwe submitted artaterst 
regardingte subject EIS. in this atatementwe identified a namber of issues with the HIS related 
to sitiog this program atlHanford which resulted fOm erroneousacosting data fa•lty logic and 

n edassumptions contained in the dmft EIS. Specifically we were astonished at the cot 
estimatesacontained in the EIS, which did not identify the savings which would reslt from use of 
the FMff at Hanford for the plutoniai disposition program.  

The purpose of the Environmental Impact Statement peocess is to provide an obJeciv. balancexi, 
and defensible evaluation of all viable altenatives to the proposed governmental action,.  

Environmental Impact Statemens that are severely flawed and which do not meet the criteria for 
the evaluadtn of feasible altcmarives are subject to legal challenges and significant 
programanatic delays. This EIS and its supporting documnetation such as DOEIMO-0009 Rev.O 
tost Analysis is Support of Site Selection fre Surplus Weapons Usable Plutonium Disposition" 
doesr not meet any criteria fortan objective evaluation of reasonable program alternative•.  

This documen has a apblation date of July 22,1998, yet it was not made available for public 
review and comment prior to the August 4 hearing in Ricbland. It has not been widely made 

available to the pablic since that date. Perhaps doe to the eroneous and faulty analysis 
coatained in this document your office has been reluctant to have it reviewed and commented on 
by the public.  

We have worked with local finns and individuals who are knowledgeable regarding the FMEF in 

the review of the ceat data contained in your documentation. These reviews indicated that the 

cost etstinate for surplus plutonium disposition altemtives are biased against the Fuels and 
Materials Examination Facilityat Hanford. Because ofthi. -estimates are oflimited value 
for comparing costs of diffeent alternatives.

1 
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MD326-1 Cost Report 

Neither the SPD Draft EIS nor the SPD Final EIS contain cost estimates. It is 

assumed the cost estimates referred to were observed in the associated cost 

analysis report, Cost Analysis in Support of Site Selection for Surplus 

Weapons-Usable Plutonium Disposition (DOEIMD-0009, July 1998). This 

comment has been forwarded to the cost analysis team for consideration.  

The Plutonium Disposition Life-Cycle Costs and Cost-Related Comment 

Resolution Document (DOEMD-0013, November 1999), which covers recent 

life-cycle cost analyses associated with the preferred alternative, is available 

on the MD Web site at http:/fwww.doe-md.com and in the public reading 

rooms at the following locations: Hanford, INEEL, Pantex, SRS, and 

Washington, D.C. The information presented in the cost report was based 

on the best information available from the candidate sites at the time it was 

published. DOE continues to gather information on the costs associated 

with constructing the proposed surplus plutonium disposition facilities and 

has prepared the life-cycle costs document to address changes in the expected 

costs as well as respond to public comment.  

Responses to the issues identified in the August 4, 1998, statement can be 

found under the comment identification code WAD 18.  

MD326-2 General SPD EIS and NEPA Process 

DOE has prepared this SPD EIS in accordance with the provisions of NEPA 

(42 U.S.C. 4321 et seq.) and the related CEQ and DOE implementation 

regulations (40 CFR 1500 through 1508 and 10OCFR 1021, respectively). The 

primary objective of the EIS is a comprehensive description of proposed 

surplus plutonium disposition actions and alternatives and their potential 

environmental impacts. DOE has analyzed each environmental resource area 

in a consistent manner across all the alternatives to allow for a fair comparison 

among the alternatives and among the candidate sites for surplus plutonium 

disposition facilities. Use of FMEF in the surplus plutonium disposition 

program is considered in this SPD EIS under Alternatives 2,4,6, 8,10, and 11.  

Decisions on the surplus plutonium disposition program will be based on 

environmental analyses, technical and cost reports, national policy and 

nonproliferation considerations, and public input.
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Our analysis of your documentation indicates that installing a MOX line in the FMEF would 
savejust $40 million compared to building a new, stand-alone facility. Itsis not reasonable that 
wuing an eisting Ihelity would save less tshn 10% of total Design snd Con•truction Costs 
(estimated at $530 million for a new, stand-alone facility).  

Examination of the engineering documseans from which these figures were derived indicates that 
Total Estimated Cost (TEC) for Design and Coantruction of MOX at Hanford is $410 M for a 
new foitity and $340 M for the FMEF. This is less than a20% reduction for avoiding the 
construction ofa 140,000 S.F. earthquake and teenado resistant, Category I facility.  

Demild anaysis of the estimates reveals thathey ar based uponesronobus asmmptious. For 
example both estimates assume a completely tew HVAC system is required for the FMEF sea 
ot of $36 M. This may be reasonable for anew facility idt is not applicable to FMEF, wsich 
already hasacompleteRHVACsystem fraMOXeline. - " 

The cost of upgrading the FMEF is estimated to be 65% of the cost ofa new facility. This is not 
reasonable with the FMEP costs significantly overstated. Previo•s detailed cost estimates 
prepared at Hanford indicate that $24 M isrequired to modnfty The PFEF to acsormodate MOX 
program including $9 Mi scurity upgead

The cost estimate forthe FMEF atesmative also includes $38 M for suppoet equipment and 
faclities thati =not needed. All of the required capabilities already saint forthe FMEF 
altesnative. Subtractiag the mcosts from the FNEEF estimate and substitutiag in the Hanford 
estimate forhbuilding modifications reduces the TEC for the FMEF alternative to about $2500M 
or about 60% of tee r ol of a now facility.  

However, an independent estimate done at Hanford shows that the MOX process can be installed 
in the iMEP foar about $160 M. This represents savings of$210 M compared toathe estimates 
for a new, stand-atone facility. This estimate was prepared by staff hsowledgeable oftbe facility 
and au bosed on detailed equipmet tlists and glovw box layouts. It was prepared ane reviewed 
by mepriencd stimators.  

It is clear that using the FMEF would be suabtantally cheaper than building arnew facility.  
There are also lechrical and programmatic risks involved wit stastag a new major systems 
acqsiaitiuon SA) m the curret fodesal budges situation. Theco-ingeacy will behigher fora 
new facilityhtan for an esisting facility. The configuration ofth fFlMF. is well defined and the 
available space is more than adequate.  

The FMEF 'alteative can be implemented on abshorter schedude than the constarucion of a new 

facility. Tha design and construction of a new facility increases the risk of scheduie delays and 
budge ots tat slow progras and add to the overall life-cycle costs The FIsEF alternative has 
the uacognized benefit of being able to proceed immediately andithe possibility ufaccelemliug 
the schedule rather thn delaying it.  

Finally, in order to understand the best possible benefit to DOE and the taxpayers, it would he 
appropriate to allow the commercial fuel fabricators to provide their input regarding the

4
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MD326-3 Cost Report 

The cost analysis report and the life-cycle cost document are available on the 
MD Web site at http://www.doe-md.com and in the public reading rooms at 
the following locations: Hanford, INEEL, Pantex, SRS, and Washington, D.C.  
The cost analysis report was posted on the Internet for public review shortly 
after its release.  

MD326-4 Cost Report 

Because this comment relates directly to the cost analysis report, it has been 
forwarded to the cost analysis team.
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preferred option for a MOX fuel fabrication facilityoraed by DOE, but operated by the private 
secnor. Economic fators clearly favor utilizing and existing facility and the private sector is best 
equipped to advise DOE on the relaive cost advantages of tusig th•e FNEF.  

Based notue idenatiied defickeies and erronesos concamiusis in the EIS and its supporting 
docu•n•tation we recommend that the documents be withdrawn and reutittenito provide a 
factual, balanced, and objective evaluation of the program altetnatives including utiizaion ofthe 
MFforhboth the pit dirassembly and conversionparocess and the MOX fuel fabrication.  

These actions on your past will amid the potential programmatic delays resulting from potential 
stakeholder legal action and congressional inquiries.  

Thank you for your consideration of these comments.  

Very tuly yours, 

Execative Vice President 

C: Sec•tary Richardson 
Senator Slade Gorton 
Senator Patty Murray 
Congressta Doe Hastings 
CogreastrausNort Dicku 

I MD326 
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Public Comment to DOE's Materials Disposition EIS 
Richland Public Meeting, August 4, 1998 

I disagree with the statement that siting the MOX fuel fabrication facility at Hanford would 
interfere with the cleanup mission. I believe it would in fact complement iL For example: 

A continuing federal interest in the site, such as future site use for material 
Disposition Activities, is a definitive way to ensure a continued commitment to site 
cleanup.  

A new Materials Disposition mission would share some of the overhead and 
infrastructure costs for the site, freeing more of the site cleanup budget and resources 
for actual cleanup work.  

Use of the Hanford site FMEF facility would save hundred of millions of taxpayer 
dollars over the altematives that involve construction of new facilities. As Congress 
appears unwilling to increase the overall DOE budget, this money would likely come 
out of existinsg budget at the expense of cleanup programs, including those at 
Harnford.

1

Ted Venelt 
1101 So rby 
KIenewick. WA

WAD23

DOE acknowledges the commentor's support for siting the MOX facility at 
Hanford. DOE believes that Hanford's efforts should remain focused on its 
current high-priority cleanup mission. The importance of cleanup at Hanford 
was taken into consideration in identifying preferred sites for surplus 
plutonium disposition activities. However, no decision has been made, and 
DOE will continue to consider Hanford for surplus plutonium disposition or 
other programs that are compatible with the Hanford mission.

WAD23-2 Cost

Funds for the surplus plutonium disposition program and the environmental 
cleanup program come from different appropriation accounts allocated by 

the U.S. Congress that cannot be used interchangeably.  

Because cost issues are beyond the scope of this SPD EIS, this comment has 

been forwarded to the cost analysis team for consideration. The CostAnalysis 

in Support of Site Selection for Surplus Weapons-Usable Plutonium 
Disposition (DOFIMD-0009, July 1998) report and the Plutonium Disposition 

Life-Cycle Costs and Cost-Related Comment Resolution Document 

(DOE/MD-0013, November 1999), which covers recent life-cycle cost analyses 
associated with the preferred alternative, are available on the MD Web site at 

http://www.doe-md.com and in the public reading rooms at the following 
locations: Hanford, INEEL, Pantex, SRS, and Washington, D.C.

WAD23-1 AlternativesI

I =ME===="
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I oppose the MOX facility at the Hanford Site for the 
folowing reasons: 

1. Politically impossible to get approval in PacNW, the delays 
& ill-will would threaten the DOE itself.  

2.Other than WPPSS who would bum the fuel? Transport out 

of here would be impossible 

3. Other states (TX or SC) actually want the project, and have 
powerplants close by to bum it.  

4. This dilutes the basic mission at the Hanford Site, which 
should be to "clean it up and shut it down", period.

1
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WD005-1 Alternatives 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's opposition to siting the MOX facility at 
Hanford. DOE believes that Hanford's efforts should remain focused on its 
current high-priority cleanup mission. The importance of cleanup at Hanford 
was taken into consideration in identifying preferred sites for surplus 
plutonium disposition activities. However, no decision has been made, and 
DOE will continue to consider Hanford for surplus plutonium disposition or 
other programs that are compatible with the Hanford mission.

C
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STATE OF WAS ONGTOM 

OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR 
S3 .,19984000 4l,;p4. Wthgro s mo 7S34780 - Ow 0 7m OE 

April 30, 1998

WAD19-1 DOE Policy 

DOE acknowledges the Governor's concern that Tri-Party Agreement 
commitments be met before new programs at Hanford be initiated. As stated 
in Chapter 5, it is DOE's policy to conduct its operations in an environmentally 
safe manner in compliance with all applicable statutes, regulations, and 
standards, which include the Tri-Party Agreement.

WAD19-2 DOE Policy

The Honoable Federico Pea, Secretary 
US. Depattmen of Ear"y 
1000 Indpedene Avenuc SW 
Washingto.) D.C. 20585 

Dear Secretary Ntio 

This leattris a follo..up to our di ons earlier this year regarding Hanford.  

DeM E oEnergy eportmet complianeewlth the lea1up program n commitmentscontaineditn 
the Ti-PmtyAgreesnemetMPA) is of overidhng eonernto the itzes ofWashington state. Mt 
hewe preiuly atated, the DPa tmeoetutdeonootrata a eoeomiarerr dsoh adri-oaseet of thae 

TPA mile== and eleanup goals befre we can s•pport new programs at Hanford. In partcular, 
effectiveprogress most be made In the removal of spout fie! frotet the K-Reactorbasitas and Deatoet 
ofdrctankwastaeL. Wadash ,gto Stateneedele Deartmesnt o advocate *aoogly forbudgea whrlh 
wil move us ahead in these areas and we need to soe eha tstin w pgreos in hotese arsethis year.  

I reoognize Hanford is potentially a vslaluahlaset fa theADepartment of Ene, y. Thec Hafords lte 
can comoinueto make aecontribution, providing that nawprograos not hrfore:with ba Departtenes 
atan•:n.apesspa lttiioo Seat so Stnf falitti n dad aest la otfrt eatto daeteg Wod War ro 

and the Cold War, we know itcould contrihbtre toward intematonal disaerasment regarding 
plheebaiodiospition. Ihawve also Indicatedmy support orithe medical isotope mission fort PhFast 

Flh= Test Facility, rteoghinitg ntltum pr• rtionworld serve as aninterim hbidge to twot this goal.  

In lioteng ahead at tese lssues. It would be veeyhelryW l to see howthe Departmesupropoaes o, 
lloalenew missions aess its facilities ationawide. Washing hn as erved as or of the n•tion's 

principal fialitics for production of nurrweapr• ns, anactiviy thathas left swith two-thtird of 
the Dpatmtnexs highk ve'oedioactlvo waste and oncoty--filv pcrc of ts spewrt nuelar •ol.  
Washington it willing o do its share, bin there must be a ftdly shared responsibily in this regard 
with other facIlites cr•ls the country.  

I lo" forward to working with the Depatsent ofEner eoa these ossues in the fiure.

2
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DOE acknowledges the Governor's support for siting the proposed surplus 
plutonium disposition facilities at Hanford. DOE believes that Hanford's 
efforts should remain focused on its current high-priority cleanup mission.  
The importance of cleanup at Hanford was taken into consideration in 
identifying preferred sites for surplus plutonium disposition activities.  
However, no decision has been made, and DOE will continue to consider 
Hanford for surplus plutonium disposition or other programs that are 
compatible with the Hanford mission, especially in regard to the use of 
existing facilities.

WAD19-3 DOE Policy

Section 4.32.1 takes into consideration existing missions (e.g., cleanup at 
Hanford) at candidate sites, as well as analyzes the potential cumulative 
impacts of surplus plutonium disposition activities and other programs' current 
(as well as past and reasonably foreseeable future) activities at the sites.  

DOE's various program offices individually develop strategic planning 
documents for their programs. For example, the Office of Environmental 
Management, whose mission is to manage the HLW and spent nuclear fuel, 
recently issued Accelerating Cleanup: Paths to Closure (DOE/EM-0362, 
June 1998).

1-1
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Pu Disposition EIS Public Hearing in Richland WA 

I am Ken Dobbin, Councilman from the City of West Richland.

8-4-98

I represent a public fed up with government tax and squander policies.  

DOE, what part of NO don't you understand? 

The public says NO to ignoring Hanford facilities just to rebuild them in another state.  

The Fuels and Materials Examination Facility (FMEF) here at Hanford is well suited to 
the MOX mission and represents at least $500M of the taxpayers'resources that they 
want you to utilize.  

Those of us who have spent the last 4 years working on restarting the Fast Flux Test 
Facility (FFTF) in the battle on cancer continue to hear that the DOE funding is a zero
sum game.  

If so, where will the funds come from you plan to squander onfthe MOX mission? 

Will you eventually tell us cancer fighters that there is no money to restart the FFTF? 

The resources saved by using Hanford facilities for plutonium disposition could operate 
the FFT'F in the fight on cancer for a decade. That takes us past the 8-year breakeven 
point on medical isotope revenues for the FFTF.  

DOE, are you telling us cancer fighters that you have additional money to restart the 
FFTF, or are you telling us that you will let those with cancer continue to suffer and die? 

I represent a public that wants answers!

WAD24

DOE acknowledges the commentor's support for siting the MOX facility in 
FMEF at Hanford. DOE believes that Hanford's efforts should remain focused 

on its current high-priority cleanup mission. The importance of cleanup at 

Hanford was taken into consideration in identifying preferred sites for surplus 

plutonium disposition activities. However, no decision has been made, and 

DOE will continue to consider Hanford for surplus plutonium disposition or 

other programs that are compatible with the Hanford mission, especially in 

regard to the use of existing facilities.  

As discussed in Section 1.7.4, Appendix D was deleted because none of the 

proposals to restart FFIF currently consider the use of surplus plutonium as 

a fuel source. In December 1998, the Secretary of Energy decided that FFTF 

would not play a role in producing tritium.  

Because cost issues are beyond the scope of this SPD EIS, this comment has 
been forwarded to the cost analysis team for consideration. The CostAnalysis 

in Support of Site Selection for Surplus Weapons- Usable Plutonium 

Disposition (DOE/MD-0009, July 1998) report and the Plutonium Disposition 

Life-Cycle Costs and Cost-Related Comment Resolution Document 

(DOE/MD-0013, November 1999), which covers recent life-cycle cost analyses 

associated with the preferred alternative, are available on the MD Web site at 

http://www.doe-md.com and in the public reading rooms at the following 

locations: Hanford, INEEL, Pantex, SRS, and Washington, D.C.

WAD24-1 Alternatives
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CITY OF WEST RICHLAND 
3801 Van Gesn SLO WestRkanad, WA 99353 4 TfI¢ 15091)%7-3431+4FAX (50)9067-2251 

TESTIMONY OF JERRY A. PELTIER, MAYOR 
CITY OF WEST RICHLAND, WASHINGTON 

Regarding the Draft Environmental Impact Statement for Plutonium Disposition 

One year ago the Department of Energy held scoping meetings on the Surplus 
Plutonium Disposition Environmental Impact Statement. At those meetings in 
Richland, a clear message was delivered to the Department. 'We want an 
objective. unbiased assessment of all of the Plutonium disposition challenges 
and opportunities. Pre-determned outcomes must not drive the EIS and Record 
of Decision process.* The Draft EIS in front of us today is an excellent 
example of a technical justification of a pre-determined outcome. I would 
think, with the Department of Energy's current standings with the Congress of 
the United States, that every effort possible would have been made to write a 
balance and unbiased document. This draft EIS should be withdrawn and revised 
to give a fair evaluation of each of the alternatives.  

* The EIS does NOT address comparable costs, especially the Fuels 
and Materials Examination Facility (FMEF) at Hanford.  

* The EIS is clearly not a balanced and objective assessment.  
An objective evaluation of comparable disposal programs must be made.  

Misrepresents Hanford by a claim that an additional facility would 
be required, when in fact both the Pit Dissembly and MOX fuel 
could be performed in the same facility.  
Ignores the potential cost savings of co-locating the Pit 
Dissembly and Mox in the same facility.  
Does not address, with the current flat and/or declining budgets, 
how the additional costs of Plutonium disposition will be 
programed.  

Let me conclude by saying once again I am very disappointed in the Department 
of Energy's process for developing this EIS. We pre-determined a year ago, 
based on the political climate, what this EIS was going to say. Believe me the 
Department has not let us down. this draft EIS is political statement that 
ignores the tax payers best interest. Hanford is a proud community and we have 
paid an enormous price in the name of National Defense. We feel that we 
deserve a fair and unbiased evaluaticn in regard to Platinmt Disposition.

1

WAD17

WAD17-1 General SPD EIS and NEPA Process

DOE acknowledges the commentor's support for siting the proposed surplus 
plutonium disposition facilities at Hanford. DOE has prepared this SPD EIS 
in accordance with the provisions of NEPA (42 U.S.C. 4321 et seq.) and the 
related CEQ andDOE implementation regulations (40 CFR 1500 through 1508 
and 10 CFR 1021, respectively). The primary objective of the EIS is a 
comprehensive description of proposed surplus plutonium disposition actions 
and alternatives and their potential environmental impacts. DOE has analyzed 
each environmental resource area in a consistent manner across all the 
alternatives to allow for a fair comparison among the alternatives and among 
the candidate sites for surplus plutonium disposition facilities. Section 2.10.2 
describes Alternative 6B which involves collocating the pit conversion and 
MOX facilities in FMEF and Section 4.11 presents the potential environmental 
impacts.  

DOE believes that Hanford's efforts should remain focused on its current 
high-priority cleanup mission. The importance of cleanup at Hanford was 
taken into consideration in identifying preferred sites for surplus plutonium 
disposition activities. However, no decision has been made, and DOE will 
continue to consider Hanford for surplus plutonium disposition or other 
programs that are compatible with the Hanford mission, especially in regard 
to the use of existing facilities.  

Because cost issues are beyond the scope of this SPD EIS, this comment has 
been forwarded to the cost analysis team for response. The CostAnalysis in 
Support of Site Selection for Surplus Weapons-Usable Plutonium Disposition 
(DOE/MD-0009, July 1998) report and the Plutonium Disposition Life-Cycle 
Costs and Cost-Related Comment Resolution Document (DOE/MD-0013, 
November 1999), which covers recent life-cycle cost analyses associated 
with the preferred alternative, are available on the MD Web site at 
http://www.doe-md.com and in the public reading rooms at the following 
locations: Hanford, INEEL, Pantex, SRS, and Washington, D.C.

WEST RICHLAND 
SHONORABLE JERRY A. PELTIER 
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T USI- OE,CJ(Xfice of Fissile Materials Disposition.  
MD-4 Forrestal Building 
1IiOU Independence Ave., Washington, DC. 20585 

FROM: Tim Young and MB Conidon 

380 lUsa WayGoldendale, WA 96620 

RR Surplus PlutOnium Draft EIS 

Enclosed is a written text of our comments regarding the SPDEIS.  
These comments were left by voice on the answering machine at 1-800-820
5156 on Sept. 16.1998 after we were unable to transmit them by fax to your 
office. learer instructions for sending a fax in your message would be 
helpful.  

Tim Young 

- MD246
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Pit Disassembly and Conversion

FOR THE PUBLIC RECORD 

SEPT16,1998 

"TO: USDOtOffice of Fissile Materials DispositLon, 
MD-4 Forrestal Building 
1J130 Independence Ave-, Washington, D.C. 20585 

FROM: Tim Young and MB Condon 

380 lisa WayGoidendale, WA 98620 

RE. Surplus Plutonium Draft EIS 

We want the following questions concerns, and assumptions 
addressed in the SPD EIS: 

1. What classified toxi celements are contained in nuclear warhead pits 
and how much toxtc pollution is going to be created by the separation of those 
elements from plutonium? Where asethe toxdc waste products gotMgto be 
stored and how are they going to be handled? 

2. Which specific reactors in the US are going tobe licensed to .urn= 

plutonium? How am reactors that were never designed for this fuel going to 
be tested and certified before allowing plutonium radiation to be generated by 
them? How are the safely records of commnercial reactor operators going to be 
factored into the decisions to allow them to use plutonium as a reactor fuel? 
Why should reactors that are s.heduled for de-commissIonIng be allowed to 
continue operating beycrd their scheduled life span and then be allowed to 
utilite a fuel they were never designed to burn? 

SSpecifically, how much radioactive waste will be created by each step 
of plutonium reprocessing, from the remowal of plutonium oxide from bomb 
cores, the creation of MOX fuels, the transportation of all radioactive 
materials includin• the waste pmroucts, to the generation of electricity and 
possibly the production of tiitium? How much more radioactive waste will 
be generated by each reactr that would be allowed to operate beyond its de
commlssioning date compared to the amount of radioactive waste created if 
the reactors were retired on schedule? 

4. How are DOE and the commercial reactor operators going to protect 
the public and the environment from the radioactive hazards posed by the 
generation of more nuclear waste from the burning of MOX fuels, when both 
the DOE and commercial operators have no idea of how to protect the public 
and the environment from the radiation hazards presently posed by the 
burning of uranium in reactors? 

5. What specific transportation means and routes will be used to 
transport the weapons grade plutonium, MOX fuels, and the resulting 
nuclear and toxic waste? How will the public be notified, so their ejected 
officials can participate in the creation of disaster plans In the case of a

2 

3 

4 

5 
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A pit is made of plutonium, which consists mainly of the isotope 
plutonium 239. Pit plutonium can contain trace amounts of a variety of 

hazardous impurities such as beryllium and lead. These contaminants are 

expected to remain entrained in the plutonium dioxide material. The very low 

levels of contaminants do not adversely affect the immobilization and MOX 

approaches, and inclusion of the polishing step in the MOX facility would 
remove much of the contaminants. Some pits may also be contaminated with 

tritium, a radioisotope of hydrogen which can be removed by heating the pit 

material in a vacuum furnace to drive off the tritium gas. Another element 

which may be present in pit plutonium at low levels, but above trace amounts, 

is gallium, which is added as an alloying agent. Because high levels of 

gallium may adversely affect MOX fuel performance, it is largely removed 

during the pit conversion process, as discussed in Section 2.4.3.2. The pit 

conversion process would generate some LLW and TRU waste and a very 

small amount of mixed LLW and hazardous waste. These wastes include 
spent filters, used containers and equipment, paper and cloth wipes, protective 

clothing, shielding, solvents, and cleaning solutions. In general, these wastes 

contribute to less than 4 percent of the existing wastes at all the candidate 
sites and would be handled as part of the site waste management practice.  

A description of waste generation and management is provided in 

Appendix H.

MD246-2 MOX Approach

Although no U.S. commercial reactors are licensed to use plutonium-based 
fuel, several are designed to use MOX fuel, and others can easily accommodate 

a partial MOX core. Therefore, DOE conducted a procurement process to 

acquire MOX fuel fabrication and irradiation services. As a result of this 

procurement, DOE identified Catawba, McGuire, and North Anna as the 
reactors proposed to irradiate MOX fuel as part of the proposed action in this 

SPD EIS. In accordance with a stipulation of its RFP for MOX Fuel Fabrication 

and Reactor Irradiation Services, these are new reactors, that is, reactors 

whose operational life is expected to last beyond the life of the surplus 
plutonium disposition program. The selected team, DCS, would have to 

apply for a reactor operating license amendment for each individual reactor

MD246-1
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before it can use MOX fuel. For this amendment, the licensee would have to 
demonstrate that all safety, testing, and environmental impacts have been 

addressed as well as complete the public hearing process. In addition, NRC 
would evaluate license applications and monitor the operations of both the 

MOX facility and the commercial reactors selected to use MOX fuel to ensure 

adequate margins of safety. Section 4.28 was revised to provide 
reactor-specific analyses and discuss the potential environmental impacts of 

using a partial MOX core during routine operations and reactor accidents.  

MD246-3 Waste Management 

DOE acknowledges the commentors' concerns regarding waste generation 

and management. Waste streams that would be generated by the pit 

conversion, immobilization, and MOX facilities are detailed in the Waste 

Management sections in Chapter 4 of Volume I and Appendix H. As described 

in Sections 2.18.3 and 4.28.2.8, additional spent fuel would be produced by 

using MOX fuel instead of LEU fuel in domestic, commercial reactors. Spent 

fuel management at the proposed reactor sites is not expected to change 
dramatically due to the substitution of MOX assemblies for some of the LEU 

assemblies. Likewise, the additional spent fuel would be a very small fraction 

of the total that would be managed at the potential geologic repository.  

The transportation requirements for the surplus plutonium disposition 

program are also evaluated in this SPD EIS. The shipment of waste will be 

done in accordance with the decisions reached on the Final Waste 
Management Programmatic Environmental Impact StatementforManaging 

Treatment, Storage, and Disposal of Radioactive and Hazardous Waste 

(DOE/EIS-0200-F, May 1997) and the WIPP Disposal Phase Final 

SupplementalEIS (DOE/EIS-0026-S-2, September 1997).  

The production of tritium in a commercial light waterreactor is being evaluated 

in a separate DOE EIS, FindI EISfor the Production of Tritium in a Commercial 

Light Water Reactor (DOEFEIS-0288, March 1999).  

In choosing reactors to use the MOX fuel fabricated under the surplus 

plutonium disposition program, DOE looked at the criteria of reactor age.  
DOE chose only reactors whose planned operating life extended through the 

full life cycle of the surplus plutonium disposition program.
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MD246-4 Human Health Risk 

DOE and NRC are committed to protecting the health and safety of the 
public. This includes designing, constructing, and operating DOE- and 
NRC-regulated facilities (e.g., domestic, commercial reactors) in such a way 
as to continually provide a level of safety and reliability that meets or exceeds 
established standards. DOE and commercial reactors also have plans and 
programs for the safe management and ultimate disposal of their nuclear 
waste. Section 4.28 addresses the issue of waste generation by those 
domestic, commercial reactors designated to irradiate MOX fuel.  

The remainder of this comment is addressed in the spent fuel portion of 
response MD246-3.  

MD246-5 Transportation 
DOE anticipates that transportation of plutonium pits, nonpit plutonium, 
MOX fuel, and HEU (i.e., special nuclear materials) required to disposition 
surplus plutonium would be done through the DOE Transportation 
Safeguards Division using SST/SGTs as described in Appendix L.3.2. The 
shipment of nuclear material (e.g., depleted uranium) using commercial carriers 
would be the subject of detailed transportation plans in which routes and 
specific processing locations would be discussed. These plans are 
coordinated with State, tribal, and local officials. For emergency response 
planning, all shipments are coordinated with appropriate law enforcement 
and public safety agencies. If requested, DOE will assist these officials with 
response plans, and, if necessary, with resources in accordance with DOE 
Order 5530.3. DOE has developed and implemented a Radiological Assistance 
Program to provide assistance in all types of radiological accidents. Through 
this coordination and liaison program, DOE offers in-depth briefing at the 
State level.  

The transportation of depleted uranium oxide and waste (i.e., non-special 
nuclear materials) would be done using commercial carriers. Nuclear material 
shipments must comply with both NRC and DOT regulatory requirements.  
Appendix L.3.3 provides details on the transportation of this type of materials 
and the transportation route selection process. DOT routing regulations 
require that shipments of radioactive material be transported over a preferred 
highway network including interstate highways, with preference toward 
bypasses around cities, and State-designated preferred routes.
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mishap? Whal specific plais are in place (or nuclear mishaps along the 
transportation routes and are they adequate to protect the public, crops, 
livestocl, and the environment from exposure in the case of an accident or 
intentional destructive act? 

We are totally opposed to the reprocessing of weapons-grade 
plutonium into MDX fuels to be burned in commercial nuclear reactors.  
Furthermore there should be no taxpayer subsidies to commercial operators 
to allow them to use MOX fuels in reactors that were never designed to do so 
and to allow the life of reactors to be extended beyond their scheduled de
cornnlssioning date.  

The DOE and the cormmercial nuclear industry should not be allowed 
to initiate any programs that will create more radioactive and toxic waste 
when the technology doesn't exist to deactivate and neutralize the waste 
created over the last fifty years by industry and the government.  

We support the Isolation and vitrification of weapons-grade 
phttontum. Although this is an inadequate solution to the radioactive waste 
problem, it at least, offers some assurance that these materials won't find 
their way into nuclear weapons In the future.  

Finally, we have no confidence In the DOE's ability to safely and 
securely transport weapons-grade plutonium and MOX fuels to reactor sites.  

1he public and their elected representatives are totally uninformed and 
unprepared for any nuclear mishaps that could result and we donl think that 
the DOE or the nuclear Industry has the will or the resources to adequately 
prepare the public forthe possible dangers that these materials represent to 
their comrnunities.  

We are also unwilling to give up any nf nur rights sor that these 
maferials on he. moved "securely" through our communities.  

Tnim Young and M B Cordon
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The dates and times that specific transportation routes would be used for 
special nuclear materials are classified information; however, the number of 

shipments that would be required, by location, has been included in this 

SPD EIS. Additional details are provided in Fissile Materials Disposition 
Program SST/SGT Transportation Estimation (SAND98-8244, June 1998), 

which is available on the MD Web site at http:\\www.doe-md.com.

MD246-6 Alternatives

DOE acknowledges the commentors' opposition to the MOX approach and 
support for the immobilization approach to surplus plutonium disposition.  

U.S. policy dating back to the Ford Administration has prohibited the 
commercial, chemical reprocessing and separation of plutonium from spent 
nuclear fuel. The use of U.S. surplus plutonium in existing domestic, 

commercial reactors does not involve reprocessing (reprocessing is a chemical 

separation of uranium, transuranic elements [including plutonium], and fission 
products from spent reactor fuel and the reuse of the plutonium and uranium 

to produce new fresh fuel). The proposed use of MOX fuel is consistent with 
the U.S. nonproliferation policy and would ensure that plutonium which was 
produced for nuclear weapons and subsequently declared excess to national 
security needs is never again used for nuclear weapons.  

Use of MOX fuel in domestic, commercial reactors is not proposed in order to 

subsidize the commercial nuclear power industry. Rather, the purpose of this 

proposed action is to safely and securely disposition surplus plutonium by 

meeting the Spent Fuel Standard. The Spent Fuel Standard, as identified by 

NAS and modified by DOE, is to make the surplus weapons-usable plutonium 

as inaccessible and unattractive for weapons use as the much larger and 
growing quantity of plutonium that exists in spent nuclear fuel from commercial 

power reactors. The MOX facility would produce nuclear fuel that would 
displace LEU fuel that utilities would have otherwise purchased. If the effective 
value of the MOX fuel exceeds the cost of the LEU fuel that it displaced, then 

the contract provides that money would be paid back to the U.S. Government 

by DCS based on a formula included in the DCS contract. The commercial 
reactors selected for the MOX approach include only those reactors whose
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operational life is expected to last beyond the life of the surplus plutonium 
disposition program.  

Although cost will be a factor in the decisionmaking process, this SPD EIS 
contains environmental impact data and does not address the costs 
associated with the various alternatives. A separate report, Cost Analysis in '" 

Support of Site Selectionfor Surplus Weapons- Usable Plutonium Disposition 
(DOE/MD-0009, July 1998), which analyzes the cost and schedule estimates 
for each alternative, was made available around the same time as the 

SPD Draft EIS. This report and the Plutonium Disposition Life-Cycle Costs 
and Cost-Related Comment Resolution Document (DOE/MD-0013, 
November 1999), which covers recent life-cycle cost analyses associated 

with the preferred alternative, are available on the MD Web site at 
http://www.doe-md.com and in the public reading rooms at the following 
locations: Hanford, INEEL, Pantex, SRS, and Washington, D.C.  

DOE has identified as its preferred alternative the hybrid approach. Pursuing 
both immobilization and MOX fuel fabrication provides the United States 
important insurance against potential disadvantages of implementing either 
approach by itself. The hybrid approach also provides the best opportunity 
for U.S. leadership in working with Russia to implement similar options for 
reducing Russia's excess plutonium in parallel. Further, it sends the strongest 
possible signal to the world of U.S. determination to reduce stockpiles of 
surplus plutonium as quickly as possible and in a manner that would make it 
technically difficult to use the plutonium in nuclear weapons again.  

MD246-7 DOE Policy 

It is DOE's policy that plutonium shipments must comply with applicable 
DOT and NRC regulatory requirements. The highway routing of nuclear 
material is systematically determined according to DOT regulations 49 CFR 171 
through 179 and 49 CFR 397 for commercial shipments. Transportation of 
special nuclear materials, including fresh MOX fuel, would use DOE's 
SST/SGT system. Since the establishment of the DOE Transportation 
Safeguards Division in 1975, the SST/SGT system has transported 
DOE-owned cargo over more than 151 million km (94 million mi) with no 
accidents causing a fatality or release of radioactive material. As indicated in
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Section 2.18, no traffic fatalities from nonradiological accidents orLCFs from 

radiological exposures or vehicle emissions would be expected for any of the 

surplus plutonium disposition alternatives proposed at the candidate sites.  

A description of the transportation activities is given in Section 2.4.4.  
Transportation risks and steps to mitigate the risks are analyzed in Chapter 4 
of Volume I and Appendix L.
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Dear Ms. Zepedl 

INTERNATION4 ATOMIC E•ERGY AGENCY (IAEA) ACTIVITIES AT HANFORD 

Thank you for participatiag in the MarcA 10, 1998, public meeting in Seattle,• fashington, rolating to 
Hanford's Pitcal Yer 2000 budget. I - rrespotdhtg to yotrreeuest for IAEA reports conerning 
Hated plutoniarn-bcastag h sveotiiori, whichohave be placed nuair the [ALA Safeguards regimt 
through titetxntiotalt agrertiant 

First, le me e=plain ttL IAEA' rolc at Hanford, since I believe it to be muc ore limitod than you 
perceive. ThcTAEA routinely visits Hanfordabout once amonth for aboutrtwo days Theyhetsly_ 
the Phmut•tn isujrinag Plnat(PFP) coM;ple and spe•ifically, Visit on.•ane afthe FFPbsildgs 
Their ayEIe at Hanford is to ertsura ti the quantity of pletonium-beaeing mtorinls. apptootmately 
on ienic ton, placed andr their safeguard regime by ntationa lagreement at thePFPis stored and 
monitoeed in a configuration which sacins posnibln divmsnon for wrapoas or other t n They 
esiploy a ries u'as.tam, peo-indicating seals, and othi eeltctronic monitoring iytern to ensure 
itan oana of eplhtownira m boo atmrpenrd wit taice thicr tase vislt. As port o fth IcA and United 

States Agccmnent NFCIRC 288), the [A.A has the option todo random selection and samplivg of this 
inventory t fianthr ensnre that the contaixc still have the reported plitonir,n qaantities.  

The IAEA arty veifis ahat the Hanford platosiutm inventory under1lA.A contuol is saf a efimdivession 
and is in the exact quantiti as declared by the i1. S. DrparnmeneofEa'ncirgy .(M 
lookAlattn ufty. They do nat voenne any wasl operattioas cýrolean op apstioý at H•aford an at ty 

o(her DOE site. Their chanterdoasjoteinclade"safetym.er• tbutris restricted by charttento 
internatioral safeguards mdn o oiIosf=ati 

To assist you fs tha, I reeorenarsd a review of the IAEA's nifermntic•tCircular Ici92 da1ted 
Deeamber 1991), entitled "TheT s of the A re n of No ember 18,1977. Bteomea thefUnited 
StatcsofA.tn dh A n r2EhA 0 0 tarn a sat Sten . ." 
This decuasent will assist yout in understanding thespeci fic toles and rneporaibilitica aofboth the [ABA 
and the OUnite Statas. Ifya hare intones access, yon may visit the tLIA wAbpage at 
wws iaoaaer.atA-Isrdatofor infornation in acquiting unclassified IABA repeats.  
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MD002-1 General SPD EIS and NEPA Process

LAEA serves as the world's intergovernmental forum for scientific and technical 
cooperation in the nuclear field, as well as the international inspector for the 
application of nuclear safeguards and the verification measures covering 
civilian nuclear programs. This includes verifying compliance with 
international nonproliferation policies. IAEA would monitor the surplus 
plutonium disposition program activities except those involving classified 
activities. Domestic, commercial reactors that would use MOX fuel are already 
subject to IAEA inspection.  

IAEA also has a Radioactive Waste Safety Standards Programme and an 
International Waste Management Advisory Committee. DOE's Office of 
Environmental Management represents the United States on this committee, 
which oversees and directs the activities of RADWASS. RADWASS has 
produced standards for construction, operation, and closure of disposal 
facilities; standards for decommissioning nuclear power plants and nuclear 
research facilities; and standards for deriving cleanup levels for contaminated 
land areas. IAEA also provides an international peer review service for 
radioactive waste management, the Waste Management Assessment 
and Technical Review Program. Information on these programs can be 
found on the IAEA Web site for radioactive waste management at 
http://www.iaea.or.at/worldatomninforesource/annual/anr9404.html.

MD002-2 General SPD EIS and NEPA Process

It is notpossible to have every potential source of information about plutonium 
disposition in each DOE reading room. Therefore, DOE strives to have, as a 
minimum, a copy of each of its environmental documents (e.g., this SPD EIS).  
For cases in which a document is not available, the DOE reading room staff 
will attempt to obtain a copy or provide information on how a copy can 
be obtained.

I
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Ofice of Fissile Mat•i Dispositon 

P.CI Box 237gm 
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The locations of the surplus plutonium were provided in the Storage and 
Disposition PEIS, and the information in that document has been summarized 

in Section 1.1 and incorporated by reference into this SPD EIS. The current 

locations, with the exception of the pits that were moved from RFETS to 

Pantex, are the same as those given in the Storage and Disposition PEIS.  

The future locations of the surplus plutonium are specified in the Storage 

and Disposition PEIS ROD and will be documented in the ROD for this EIS.  

The detailed chemical and physical forms, isotopic mix, purity, and related 

information on surplus plutonium exist in classified reports that were used as 

source material in preparing the Storage and Disposition PEIS and this SPD EIS.  

An unclassified version of this information was prepared and made available 

to the public in a report tifled Feed Materials Planning Basis for Surplus 

Weapons-Usable Plutonium Disposition (MD-0013, April 1997). The 

bounding isotopic composition of surplus plutonium is provided in Appendix J 
of this EIS.  

In order to support the early closure of RFETS and the early deactivation of 

plutonium storage facilities at Hanford, DOE modified some of the decisions 

made in its Storage and Disposition PEIS ROD. In the amended ROD for the 

Storage and Disposition PEIS, DOE announced the following actions: (1) the 

accelerated shipment of all nonpit, surplus weapons-usable plutonium (about 

7 t [7.7 tons]) from RFETS to SRS beginning in about 2000 if SRS is selected 

as the site for the immobilization facility, and (2) the relocation of all Hanford 

surplus weapons-usable plutonium (about 4.6 t [5.1 tons]) to SRS between 
about 2002 and 2005.

FD314-2 Nonproliferation

Pursuing both immobilization and MOX fuel fabrication provides the 
United States important insurance against potential disadvantages of 

implementing either approach by itself. The hybrid approach also provides 

the best opportunity for U.S. leadership in working with Russia to implement 

similar options for reducing Russia's excess plutonium in parallel. Further, it 

sends the strongest possible signal to the world of U.S. determination to 

reduce stockpiles of surplus plutonium as quickly as possible and in a manner 

that would make it technically difficult to use the plutonium in nuclear 

weapons again.

FD314-1 DOE Policy
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DOE reviewed the chemical and isotopic composition of the surplus plutonium 
and determined in the Storage and Disposition PEIS ROD that about 8 t 
(9 tons) of surplus plutonium were not suitable for use in making MOX fuel.  
Furthermore, DOE has identified an additional 9 t (10 tons) for a total of 17 t 
(19 tons) that have such a variety of chemical and isotopic compositions that 
it is more reasonable to immobilize these materials and avert the processing 
complexity that would be added if these materials were made into MOX fuel.  
The criteria used in this identification included the level of impurities, 
processing requirements, and the ability to meet the MOX fuel specifications.  
If at any time it were determined that any of the 33 t (36 tons) currently 
proposed for MOX fuel fabrication was unsuitable, that portion would be 
sent to the immobilization facility. The addition of this material would not 
require the immobilization facility to operate longerbecause it is being designed 
to handle a throughputof up to 50 t(55 tons) over a 10-yearperiod. Likewise, 
the MOX facility is being designed to handle up to 33 t (36 tons) of surplus 
plutonium, but would have the flexibility to operate at a lower throughput.  
Under either the immobilization-only approach or the hybrid approach, all 
50 t (55 tons) of surplus plutonium would be processed out of the proposed 
plutonium disposition facilities over a 10- to 15-year period beginning in 
about 2006.
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proposed MOX fabrication plant In addition, the DEIS fails to provide the information needed 
respond to the following important questions: 

1. Is the MOX option more or less expensive than the vitrification option? The SPD Final EIS 
should provide a comparative cost analysis of the vitrification and MOX methods that would 
clarify the relative costs of each to better inform fAture decisions on how much plutonium should 
be disposed of via each of these methods.  

2. Does DOE agree that disposing of a given quantity of plutonium using the MOX disposition 
option is more likely to take longer than disping of the same quantity of plutonium using the 
vitrification option? The SPD Final EIS should provide a comparison of the time required to 
dispose of a given quantity of plutonium by each option that would clarify the relative processing 
times of each to better inform future decisions on how much plutonium should be disposed of via 
each of these methods.  

3. Does DOE agree that the MOX option is inherently more dangerous than the vitrification 
option? The SPD Final EIS should provide a comparison of nuclear material security and 
proliferation risks associated with each option that would clarify the relative magnitude of the 
dangersof eadh to better inform decisions on how much plutonium should be disposed of via 
each of these methods.  

Ill. The current DOE policy makes construction of the U.S. MOX fabrication plant contingent on 
"significant progress with Russia on plans for plutonium disposition" by the eand-FY 2000 
[September 30, 2000].' There is no discussion in the SPD DEIS ofthis policy or its implications.  

1. Exactly what is meant by "significant progress?" 

2. What did the DOE have in mind when it adopted this policy? 

3. Where in DOE's submissions to Congress is this policy set forth? 

4. Will DOE move shead with vitrification of the 17 tof Pudthatis unsuitable for MOX even if 
there is no progress on the Russian side? 

IV. In 1996, the U.S. and Russia agreed that "...disposition of U.S. and Russian excess weapons 
plutonium should proceed in parallel, with the goal of reductions to equal levels of military 
plutonium stockpiles."

3 
However, she DEIS lacks the basic information needed to allow 

2 St•menfH-.dw Cans,, ActigDirescr, Oat, ofFiseS, MantiS Dtepseita, aft, C-diml a, Fsigs R"

Maleagannsatisps.ias o t Sas W.-M tesr iS,'; Mr9,199s.  

3 "Joi u.SJRs P luatsasiaa lnpetxieo Study," Septeber t1996, t sve Sune may, p. pExSum-2.
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As shown in the cost report, Cost Analysis in Support of Site Selection for 
Surplus Weapons-Usable Plutonium Disposition (DOE/MD-0009, July 1998), 
it is expected that the hybrid approach, which includes both immobilization 
and MOX fuel, would be more expensive than the immobilization-only 
approach. However, as discussed in response FD314-2, pursuing the hybrid 
approach provides the United States important insurance against potential 
disadvantages of implementing either approach by itself For an update of 
the cost of the preferred alternative, see the new report, Plutonium Disposition 
Life-Cycle Costs and Cost-Related Comment Resolution Document 
(DOE/MD-0013, October 1999). These reports are available on theMMD Web 
site at http://www.doe-md.com and in the public reading rooms at the following 
locations: Hanford, INEEL, Pantex, SRS and Washington, D.C. DOE will 
continue to refine the cost estimates for the proposed surplus plutonium 
disposition facilities as decisions are made in the ROD and design of the 
facilities progresses.

FD314-4 Alternatives

Operation of the proposed surplus plutonium disposition facilities is expected 
to take approximately the same amount of time for either approach. The 
difference in timing for the hybrid approach is associated with the amount of 
time that MOX fuel would be irradiated in domestic, commercial reactors.  
However, none of the proposed reactors are expected to operate longer 
under the hybrid approach than they would if they continued to use LEU fuel.

FD314-5 Nonproliferation

DOE does not agree that the MOX approach is inherently more dangerous 
than the immobilization approach. DOE and NAS have conducted studies to 
compare risks, including the nuclear material security and proliferation risks 
of alternatives analyzed in this SPD EIS. These studies include the 
Nonproliferation and Arms Control Assessment of Weapons-Usable Fissile 
Materials Storage and Excess Plutonium Disposition Alternatives 
(DOEFNN-0007, January 1997), Proliferation Vulnerability Red Team Report 
(SAND 97-8203, October 1996), Management and Disposition of Excess 
Weapons Plutonium (March, 1994), and Management and Disposition of

FD314-3 Cost
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Excess Weapons Plutonium, Reactor-Related Options (1995). As discussed 
in Section 4.28.2.5, studies by NAS have led it to the following conclusion: 

"no important overall adverse impact of MOX use on the accident 
probabilities of the LWRs involved will occur; if there are adequate reactivity 
and thermal margins in the fuel, as licensing review should ensure, the main 
remaining determinants of accident probabilities will involve factors not related 

to fuel composition and hence unaffected by the use of MOX rather than 
LEU fueL" 

FD314-6 Nonproliferation 

The term "significant progress" is not intended to be a singular formulaic 
benchmark. Rather, it is intended to be used in judging progress in the Z 
Russian program by a combination of political actions and commitments, 
practical steps, and concrete plans and timetables such that the U.S. and 
Russian programs can reasonably be said to be heading in the same general 
direction in the same overall timeframe. The United States would not 

construct new surplus plutonium disposition facilities until that expectation 
was satisfied. While joint U.S. and Russian efforts to disposition surplus 
plutonium are part of DOE's mission and while this SPD EIS notes the 
U.S. policies, the U.S. policies on this issue are beyond the scope of this 
SPD EIS. The Secretary of Energy has testified on numerous occasions 

regarding those policies. A recent testimony, to the House Committee on 
Science on May 20, 1999, can be found on the DOE Web site at 
http://www.doe.gov. Regardless of Russia's progress, DOE would begin 

immobilizing surplus plutonium in accordance with the decisions made in the 
SPD EIS ROD.  

FD314-7 Nonproliferation 

During the first week of September 1998, Presidents Clinton and Yeltsin held 
a Moscow summit and signed a statement of principles with the intention of 
removing approximately 50t (55 tons) of plutonium from each country's 
stockpile. This document was added to Appendix A of this SPD EIS. The 
quantities and location of Russian plutonium, military or civil, are beyond the 

scope of this SPD EIS and are the subject of sensitive negotiations between 
the United States and Russia. It has never been a requirement or expectation 
of the United States that Russia's plans and programs for surplus plutonium
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Congress, the public, and other government agencies to assess whether disposition is in fact 
"proceeding in parallel." 

1. Exactly what is required on the Russian side in this regard? 

2. What is the U.S. Government's best estimate oftse total inventory of plutonium in Russia, 
exclusive of that still in spent civil power reactor spent fuel? 

3. What is the U.S. Government's best estimate of Russia's weapon-grade plutonium inventory? 

4. What are the U.S. Government's best estimates of Russia's separated fuel-grade and reactor 
grade inventories? 

5. What are the U.S. Government's best estimates of Russia's "military and non-military 
plutonium stockpiles? 

6. Where are these materials located in Russia to the beat of the U.S. Government's knowledge? 

7. Is the plutonium recovered from Russian naval reactor fuel that is currently stored at Mayak 
(along with Pu separated from VVER-440 spent fuel) considered to be part of Russi's military 
or civil plutonium stockpile? 

8. Isthe plutonium currently being recovered from plutonium production reactor fuel at Tomsk
7 and Krasrioyarsk-26 considered to be part of Russia's military or civil plutonium stockpile? 

9. The terms "military plutonium' or "weapons plutonium" need to be more precisely defined; 
in particular, do these temas include plutonium derived from research or civil reactors and how 
do these term-s relate to U.S. and Russian plutonium stockpiles as they are currently defined.  

10. Please elaborate on the what is military and what is civil plutonium in the two countries.  

1I. For example, is plutonium in FFTF spent fuel military or civil? 

V. On September 2,1998, Presidents Clinton and Yeltsin signed an agreement that directs officials 
in both countries to draw up detailed plans and schedules for each country to dispose of 50 t of 
excess plutonium. The DEIS fails to provide information regarding the following questions: 

I. Has Russia identified the sources of its 50 t of excess plutonium? 

2. Whatfiactionis weapon-grade? 

3. What fraction is from pits removed from dismantled nuclear weapons, and what fraction, if any.  
is in other forms?

7 

8 
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disposition would proceed in lock-step with the U.S. program. The 
intermediate steps of the two programs and their precise timing do not have 
to be the same, provided the Russians are drawing down their stocks of 
surplus plutonium along agreed paths and in general consonance with the 
timing of the U.S. program. What is required of Russia is a combination of 
political actions and commitments, practical steps, and concrete plans and 
timetables such that the two programs can reasonably be said to be heading 
in the same general direction in the same overall timeframe.  

The terms "military plutonium" and "weapons plutonium" are not used in 
this EIS. Weapons-grade and weapons-usable material are defined in 
Chapter 6. All the plutonium that is the subject of this EIS is considered 
weapons usable. The vast majority of this material, with the exception of fuel 
for FFT, was associated with military use.  

FD314-8 Nonproliferation 

The sources, composition, form, and quantities of Russian surplus plutonium 
are the subject of sensitive negotiations between the United States and 
Russia and are beyond the scope of this SPD EIS.
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4. Assuming it is all from pits, which is NRDC's current understanding, if the U.S. and Russia 
each completed the disposition of their inspective 50t oflexcess plutonium in accordance with the 
above cited presidential agreement but disposed of no more plutonium, would the U.S. and Russia 
have achieved approximately equal levels of military plutonium stockpiles, and therefore be in 
accord with the 1996 agreement cited above? 

5. If the answer to VA. above is "no," how much additional plutonium would Russia and/or the 
U.S. have to dispose of to achieve approximately equal military plutonium stockpiles? 

VI. The SPD DEIS fails to discuss any of the important physical security, material accounting 
and control, or international safeguards isssues that concert the facilities used under the MOX and 
vitrification options. With regard to physical security, what are the design-basis external-assault 
threats and internal threats that will be used to judge the adequacy of the physical security at the 
proposed MOX fabrication facility? 

VII. For safeguards psrpose the IABA defines a"significant quantily" (SQ) of nuclear material as "the approximate quantity ofnuclear material in respect of which, taking into account any 
conversion process involved, the possibility of mans•tesuring a nuclear explosive device cannot be 
excluded." For direct-use material, the IAEA currently assumes an SQ of S kilograms (kg) of 
plutonium.  

The SQ values were recommended to the IAEA by a group of experts, namely, the IAEA's 
Standing Advisory Group for Safeguards Implermentation (SAGSI), and "relate to the potential 
acquisition of a first nuclear explosive by a non-nuclear weapon state."' The direct-use valucs-S 
kg ofplutunium, 8 kg of uranium-233, or 25kg of HEU--are also referred to by the IAEA as 
"threshold amounts," defined as "the approximate quantity of special fissionable material required 
for a single nuclear device."' The IAEA cites assa source for these threshold amounts a 1967 
United Nations document.z The IAEA states: 

"Thele threshold amounts include the material that will unavoidably 
be lost in manufactuing a nuclear explosive device. They should 
not be confiased with the minimum critical mass needed for an 
explosive chain reaction, which is smaller." 

4 IEAto &fiapad Gtsasay. 1987Edin[, IAEA, S tA 11 (Ree I t1997, P.23.  

5 Thoeas thea, "'0th- In ApptintnfaattEA E afetuvat ti P*eoi-ueW eat Highly tnrihedh Uthee), fre, Millay 
teveetaqiW,, IAFA, (Jet 199Z with Additios.: - e 1992).  

6 MF4-SafAtadGlroy. p. 23.  

7 ffa ofr'd, Pomsbe Um- fiuaIa Weapon .. , Unakd Narion-, A/595 6OGCna. 97.
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FD314-9 DOE Policy 

DOE has studied these issues in the Nonproliferation and Arms Control 
Assessment of Weapons-Usable Fissile Materials Storage and Excess 
Plutonium Disposition Alternatives (DOE/NN-0007, January 1997). As 
described in Chapter 2 (Volume I) of this SPD EIS, all of the proposed surplus 
plutonium disposition facilities would be built to DOE's highest security 
standards and are being proposed at sites where there is already a security 
force in place. Additional guards and security personnel would be hired to 
work at each of the facilities as needed and are included in the estimated 
workforce requirements evaluated in this EIS. Once it is determined where 
the proposed facilities would be located, a specific security plan would be 
developed and implemented, which considers all of the threats that could 
affect the facility. With regard to the MOX facility, physical security would 
be in accordance with NRC standards and be part of the NRC licensing 
process. The international safeguards associated with these facilities are the 
subject of ongoing sensitive negotiations between the United States and 
Russia. However, space has been allocated in each of the proposed facilities 
to accommodate such inspections.  

FD314-10 Nonproliferation 

As discussed in Section 2.4, it is likely that the United States would voluntarily 
offer to have the proposed surplus plutonium disposition facilities placed 
under international safeguards. However, the process of implementing 
international safeguards is not as yet fully defined. If these proposed facilities 
come under IAEA oversight, it is expected that the "significant quantity" as 
defined by IAEA in safeguarding the proposed facilities would be the same 
as that used by IAEA for safeguarding plutonium in other nations. Any 
discussion on the amount of plutonium needed to build a 1-kiloton weapon 
is classified and is beyond the scope of this SPD EIS.  

The remainder of this comment is addressed in response FD314-9.
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SUsing highly sophisticated techniques available to NW States, the 
critical mass and the corresponding threshold amount can also be 
significantly reduced, but these are special cases that need not be 
considered here." 

For decades the IAEAhas set invalid technical thresholds for the minimum quantity of nuclear 
material needed for a nuclear weapon, even for a low-4echnology first nuclear explosive by a non
nuclear weapon state, including consideration of unavoidable losses.  

First, the cutrent 8 kg SQ value for plutonium is consistent with assuming a 24 percent loss in 
fabricating a solid 6.1 kg plutonium core similarto the Trinity device or the Nagasaki 
bomb-eqnuivalentto losing the outerf0.4 cm of the 4.5 cut core during casting and machining.  
This degree ofimpreision seems exceptionally high for the numerically controlled techniques now 
available in the commercial marketplace.  

Second, ifone took the same Fat Man design, first tested at the Trnity site in New Mexico and 
dropped on Nagasaki in 1945, and simply substituted a three kg plutonium core for the 6.1 kg core 
that was used in 1945, the yield of thisrdevice would be on the order of one kiloton, still a very 
respectable atomic bomb that could create catastrophic losses in dense urban areas. Thus, based on 
this evidence alone, the IAEA is in error to assert that "highly sophisticated techniques available to 
NW States" are needed to make nuclear weapons with "significantly reduced" quantities of 
materials.  

Third, since the early 1950's, the nuclear-weapon states have been producing nuclear explosives 10 
with yields in the several kiloton range flom as little as 2 kg ofplutonium. The so-called "highly 
sophisticated techniques available to NW States" refarenced by theL IAEA were known to U.S.  
weapons designers in the late-1940s and early 195ts-and are now available to anyone with the 
patience and skills to search the open technical literature. Nuclear devices using very small 
quantities of plutonium and HEU-so-called "fractional crit" weapons-with yields anthe order of 
one Kt were tested during the Ranger series in 1951.  

Finally, a well advised safeguards program for a given country or group of countries would set the 
"significant quantity" levels at values less than the minimum amount needed for a weapon, to guard 
against the fact that materials can be diverted from more than one setuce. The practice of setting 
higher levels to account for manufacturing losses is likewise imprudent, particularly in view of the 
fact that a significant fraction ofthse "losses" are technically recoverable. In sum, safeguards 
app to all n-weapons, c-utries, irrespective afiheir technological sophistication and 

sajfguards effectiveness should be assessed with this fact in mind.  

Many IAEA-member countries, including Israel, India and Pakistan and several that are not 
declared nuclear weapon states, such as Japan, Germany, South Korea, have highly developed 
nuclear infrastructuees, and must be considered technologically sophisticated. Israel is presumed to 
have deployed boosted fission weapons, and possibly two stage thermonuclear weapons. India 
claims to have tested a two-stage thermonucleardevice this year. This claim is certainly credible 
giver that it has been 24 years since its first nuclear weapon test in 1974. Even for coretries that 
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are in general not sophisticated technologically, such as North Korea, the key technical information 
needed to establish a program for achieving substantial compression via implosion techniques is 
now accessible in the unclassified literature. The quantities defining safeguards significance, 
therefore, must be based on the assunmption that the prolifierator has access to "advanced" 
technology (Le., at least 195(Ys era). Whatever the nonproliferation "disinformation benefit" that 
may have flowed from the under-protective IAEA SQ values in the past, it is now far too late in the 
proliferation game to base the international nuclear control regime on flawed technical premises.  
Assa consequence, the IAEAs SQ value should be lowered to no more than one eighth of the 
current value.  

In 1994, NRDC released a report, "The Amomt of Plutonium and Highly-Enriched Uranium 
Needed for Pure Fission Nuclear Weapons" (NRDC, Revised April 1995). In this report and in 
accompanying letter to the IAEA, NRDC requested that the IAEA revise its SQ value dowrrwad by 
a factor of eiglt. At about the same time the NRDC also requested that the United States N' 
Goverunent, represented on the IAEA Board of Governors. take appropriate action to have IAEA 
make this revision.  

DOE never responded to NRDC's request. It is our understanding that DOE had drafted a letter to 10 
NRDC endorsing lowering the IAEA SQ value by a factor of two--to four kg of plutonium-but 
that the State Department objected to it and that it was never sent! 

I. Will the proposed MOX fabrication plant be subject to LAEA and/or bilateral safeguards? 
2. What in DOE's view is the technically indicated SQ value that the IAEA should be using? 

3. What in DOE's view is the technically indicated SQ value that DOE is, or should be, using? 

4. What constitutes a "significant quantity" of plutonium for purposes of judging the adequacy 
of the material control and accounting measures at the MOX fabrication plant? 

5. Is the SQ value for the MOX fabrication plant different froom that used by the IAEA? If so, 
explain why.  

6. Does DOE agree that a one-kiloton-yield fission weapon can be made with as little as one to 
three kilograms of weapon-grade plutonium? 

8 Th. kitt.•• pprard f.r k, aK. Lag.cqa Dirft orOff• Nospamtf*in a•M d - klsd by W. Rob Eiboma Kthe tSa ueDeSpm i
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Nonproliferation

VIIL NRDC does not believe the proposed MOX fabrication plant can be operated with adequate 
material control and accounting proceddures. In the parlance of nuclear material accounting, the 
inventory difference (ID) is defined as: 

ID = BI + I- R - El, 

where BI is the beginning inventory, El is the ending inventory, and Iland R are, respectively, the 
material added and removed during the inventory period-' For the minimum amount of diverted 
plutonium (assumed by the IAEA to be the SQ value-curretly 8 kg of plutoniutn) to be 
resolvable from measurement noise with detection and fhlse alarm probabilities of 95% and 5%, 
respectively, it can be shown that 33 a. must be less than the SQ value, where c 0 is the 
uncertainty in the inventory differnce.' ForcanSQ ofg8kg theacr, wouldbhave to be about 3 kg; 
and if the SQ value for plutonium were lowered to one kg, a0 should not exceed about 300 grans.  

At Japan's Tokal Plutonium Fuel Production Facility (PFPF), where MOX fuel has been fabricated 
for Japan's Joyo and Monju fast-breeder reactors since 1988, the production line consisted of 17 
interconnected glove boxes monitored by unattended, tamper-proof instauitnents, such as neutron 
coincidence counters. Following an April 1994 inspection conference with the IAEA, Japanese 
sotnces disclosed that on the order of 70 kg of plutonium was Ibeld up" in the remotely monitored 
process line, and that the uncertainty in the hold-up material exceeded the 8 kg SQ value used by 
iAEA.  

1. Identify the limit on a ,that DOE believes must be achieved in the MOX fabrication plant to 
provide technical detection with high confidence ofthe theft or diversion ofa technically valid SQ 
ofspecial nuclear material.  

2. Explain howtthis limit will be achieved? 

3. Please provide the historical ID data for other MOX and related facilities relevant to making an 
informed judgment as to whether technically adequate material control and accounting standards 
can be achieved at the proposed MOX plant 

4. What is the basis, if any, for believing that the proposed MOX plant would achieve inventory 
differences significantly less than those experienced at Japan's PFPF.  

IX. To improve material control, large facilities that process or store nuclear weapon-usable 
materials are subdivided into numerous "material balance areas." The inventories and inventory 
differences within individual balance areas can be significantly smaller than those for the entire

11 

12

NRC material control and accountability requirements would apply to the 
MOX facility, or potentially a combination of NRC and DOE requirements. If 
the decision is made in the SPD EIS ROD to go forward with the MOX facility, 
a limit oni cr would be established based on discussions with NRC and the 
approved NRC facility design. Any material control and accountability 
requirements would have to also satisfy international safeguards requirements 
agreed to between the United States and Russia. Existing IAEA standards, 
which would likely be similar to those implemented at the proposed MOX 
facility, are in place at MOX fuel fabrication facilities in Europe. These facilities 
have been able to meet the IAEA standards supporting DOE's belief that the 
proposed MOX facility would be able to meet similar standards. DOE is 
aware of the issues surrounding the problems referred to by the commentor 
in the Japanese facility and would work to avoid similar problems at the 
MOX facility.  

FD314-12 Nonproliferation 

The specific arrangements for applying international safeguards (including 
significant quality limits) at the MOX facility have not been fully detenmined.  
As discussed in response FD314-9, international safeguards are part of the 
sensitive negotiations between the United States and Russia. Final 
arrangements would be made during design and construction of the facility.  
Safeguards and security requirements, as well as material control and 
accountability requirements, would take into consideration internal and 
external threats involving the theft and diversion of nuclear materials and 
limits would be set accordingly.
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Nonproliferation

a

facility. The SQ imits are ofte applied o the sepate marial balance area. It munstbe 
recognizdhowe-e, ot ldos approach does not affrd Adequate pceU-ectiooaguiatrolr-eponsored 
diversions o r a collusion ofimlivdumas emo-ig materials fo• mepate material balancea••m 
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maxin = te that dg oudd elapse betwee dihersion mnd drewcion of aitgnifstquarmity) should 
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2. What is the basis for DOE's beliethm trhe timely detection criterion ran he mete?
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Specific domestic and international safeguards would be developed during 
design and construction of the MOX facility. Because the surplus plutonium 
is weapons usable, the safeguards would include physical inventories as 

well as several active and passive measures. A single, integrated system of 

material control measures and accountability measurements would be used 
to monitor storage, processing, and transfer of nuclear material in the MOX 
facility. The facility accountability program would include an accounting 
system, a measurement and measurement control program, physical inventory 
programs, a material transfer program, and a program to assess material 
control indicators.  

The accounting system would be a near real-time system that would require 

the prompt reporting of any change in the accountable quantity, location, 
user, or form of the nuclear material. This system would include measurement 

subsystems, and both destructive and nondestructive assay to ensure that 
quantities of nuclear materials were stated with the timeliness, accuracy, and 
precision required in DOE/NRC regulations and any international agreements.  
These material control and accountability measures would ensure that 

potential theft, loss, or diversion of material would be detected well before 
that material could be converted into a nuclear weapon.
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September 16, 1998 

Office of Fissile Materials Disposition 
c/o SPD EIS 
U.S. Department of Energy 
P.O. Box 23786 
Washington, DC 20026-3786 

Commemts of the Nudear Coatrol Institute 

an the Surplus Plutonium Disposition 
Draft Environmelmtal Imnact Statement 

The Nuclear Control Institute ("NCI") submits the following comments on the Department 
of Energy's Surplus Plutonium Disposition Draft Environmental lmo)act Statement (DOF_/EIS
0283-D, July 1998) ('draft EIS-). Bracketed page numbers in these comments refer to this 
document.  

1. The Department of Energy should utilize exclusively the immobilization approach to 
surplus plutonium disposition in the United Statoes The MOX approach under the "dual trock" 
disposition policy Is not just ied even if there is a need to proceed in parallel with Rutla.  

DOE's January 1997 Record of Decision on Plutonium Disposition outlined a"dual track" 
approach utilizing both immobilization and MOX. The Department has defended thin approach 
as a prerequisite to working in parallel with Russian counterparts who view plutonium as 
"national treasure' and are unwilling to dispose of it as waste. NCI remains unconvinced by this 
argument, for reasons explained in detail elsewhere.' 

However, DOE's rationale for the "dual track' was recently superseded by the plutonium 
disposition agreement signed by Presidents Clinton and Yeltsin at their Moscow summit meeting.  
This agreement marked Russia's first formal acknowledgement of the acceptability of the 
immobilization approach. The agreement specifies that "(tihe two governments will cooperate 
to pursue this goal [of each nation disposing of 50 metric tons of surplus weapons plutonium] 
through consumption of plutonium' fuel in existing nuclear reactors (or reactors which may enter

1

' Edwi. S. Lymu and Paul L-enthal, "Bwy the Stuff," Bulletin ofthe Atomic. tSin•d. M rlh/April 1997.  
pp. 45-48.  

FD327

FD327-1 Nonproliferation 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's opposition to the use of plutonium in 
MOX fuel. Russian cooperation is not the only reason DOE has identified as 
its preferred alternative the hybrid approach for the disposition of U.S. surplus 
plutonium. The environmental impacts associated with the immobilization
only alternatives-as well as the hybrid (MOX and immobilization) and the 
no action alternatives-are discussed in this SPD EIS. Costs are discussed 
in two reports prepared by DOE, Cost Analysis in Support of Site Selection 
for Surplus Weapons-Usable Plutonium Disposition (DOE/MD-0009, 
July 1998), which analyzes the site-specific cost estimates for each alternative, 
and Plutonium Disposition Life-Cycle Costs and Cost-Related Comment 
Resolution Document (DOE/MD-0013, November 1999), which covers recent 
life-cycle cost analyses associated with the preferred alternative. These 
reports are available on the MD Web site at http://www.doe-md.com and in 
the public reading rooms at the following locations: Hanford, INEEL, Pantex, 
SRS, and Washington, D.C.  

DOE believes the hybrid approach provides the best opportunity for 
U.S. leadership in working with Russia to implement similar options for 
reducing Russia's excess plutonium in parallel. Further, it sends the strongest 
possible signal to the world of U.S. determination to reduce stockpiles of 
surplus plutonium as quickly as possible and in a manner that would make it 
technically difficult to use the plutonium in nuclear weapons again. Pursuing 
both the immobilization and MOX approaches also provides important 
insurance against potential disadvantages of implementing either approach 
by itself. DOE reserves the option to immobilize all the surplus plutonium as 
discussed in Alternatives 11 and 12 and has evaluated the environmental 
impacts of these alternatives (including considering the number of facilities, 
the number of processing stages, and the transportation requirements).  

In regard to the MOX facility, DOE intends to design, construct, and operate 
it in such a fashion as to provide a level of safety that meets or exceeds 
applicable Federal, State, and local requirements. The MOX facility would be 
built and operated subject to the following strict conditions: construction 
would take place at a secure DOE site, it would be owned by the 
U.S. Government, operations would be limited exclusively to the disposition
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into service during the duration of our cooperation) or the immobilization of plutonium in glass 
or ceramic form mixed with high-level radioactive waste."' [emphasis added] 

In light of this agreement, and DOE's acknowledgement in both the ROD and draft EIS 
that it is technically feasible to immobilize all 50 tons of surplus U.S. weapons plutonium, there 
is no imperative to pursue a MOX approach in the United States at all DOE's own studies 
demonstrate that immobilization would he cheaper, faster and safer than the MOX approach,

3 

and is therefore the more desirable method now that it is clear MOX need not be pursued in the 
United States to satisfy Russian concerns.  

In the most straightforward sense, immobilization has clear-cut environmental and safety 
advantages. Fewer processing stages, fewer facilities, and less transportation are involved with 
immobilization than with MOX. The immobilization-only approach also offers great flexibility 
for the U.S. disposition program. If desired, the United States could promptly and unilaterally 
immobilize all 50 tons of its surplus plutonium, as a demonstration and incentive to Russian 
disposition. If parallelism and Russian reciprocity were deemed important but did not materialize, 
a U.S. immobilization-only approach could be put on hold with far less disruption than a 
MOX/reactor approach.  

2. The draft EIS comparison of MOX and immobilization is unfairly skewed in favor of 
MOX.  

The draft EIS assesses site-specific environmental impacts of the immobilization process 
all the way through to production of the final waste form. The MOX approach, on the other 
hand, is only analyzed on a generic basis after the point at which fresh MOX fuel is fabricated.  
Analysis of environmental and safety questions related to use of specific reactors and storage of 
spent MOX fuel is relegated to a separate "environmental critique" which will not he available 
until the final EIS is released. This provides an unbalanced comparison of the MOX and 
immobilization options. NO is preparing an in-depth technical analysis of safety issues related 
to the use of weapons-plutonitum MOX fuel in light-water reactors, and this analysis would be 
greatly enhanced by the availability of reactor-specific data. Envirormental impacts of MOX fuel 
use could vary widely from site to site (i.e., the North Anna plant vs. WNP-2). Therefore, 
issuance of the final EIS should be deferred until the public has a reasonable opportunity to 

I Joint Statemaent of Principles forManaagemeat and Disposition of Plutoaium Designated as No Longer Required 
fo Defense mrpoaes," September 2. 1998.  

1 Foresnmple, ceramic rae-in-e•ei.teri immbirtliationa ouid begin two year s$oeaertauma MOX-immobilintion 
"thybrid option," and be complcted six yeme sooer. US. DODE Office of Fissile Materials Disposition, Technicsa 
Stremmsr Renn for Sunests Weanons-UsablcPtlutunium Disoasitio. Rev. I, October 31.1996. Table ES-2, p. ES
Lt. DOE esirnates that an irmmobilization-oty althrnative eould cost ftroe t.sto $1.9 billion, whereas the hybrid 
altemnatiov would cost frem $1.8 billion to $2.1 billion (with fuel offte) or fhem $2.7 to $2.9 billion (withom fuel 
offset). U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Fissile Materials Dispositiont Cest Analysis and Supoort of Site 
SSelection for Surplus Weasons Usabte Plutonium Disositi. DOE/M12009, July 22,A1998, Table 3-2. p. 2-t7; 
Table 3-3. p. 3-1t.
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of surplus plutonium, and the MOX facility would be shut down at the 
completion of the surplus plutonium disposition program.  

The Joint Statement of Principles signed by Presidents Clinton and Yeltsin 
in September 1998 provides general guidance for achieving the objectives of 
a future bilateral agreement to disposition surplus plutonium in the United 
States and Russia. Sensitive negotiations between the two countries have 
indicated that the Russian government accepts the technology of 
immobilization for low-concentration, plutonium-bearing materials, but that 
the MOX approach would be considered for higher-purity feed materials.

FD327-2 MOXRFP

The SPD Final EIS was not issued until the proposed reactors had been 
identified and the public had an opportunity to comment on the reactor
specific information. As part of the procurement process, bidders were asked 
to provide environmental information to support their proposals. This 
information was analyzed in an Environmental Critique prepared for the DOE 
source selection board prior to award of the MOX fuel fabrication and 
irradiation services contract. DOE then prepared an Environmental Synopsis 
on the basis of the Environmental Critique, which was released to the public 
as Appendix P of the Supplement to the SPD Draft EIS in April 1999. This 
Supplement included a description of the affected environment around the 
three proposed reactor sites, and analyses of the potential environmental 
impacts of operating these reactors using MOX fuel (Sections 3.7 and 4.28 of 
this SPD EIS, respectively). During the 45-day period for public comment on 
the Supplement, DOE held a public hearing in Washington, D.C., on 
June 15, 1999, and invited comments. Responses to those comments are 
provided in Volume mI, Chapter 4.

I' 
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review and comment upon the reactor-specific environmental critique.  

3. Issues related to plutonium oxide "hold up " in the MOX fuel fabrication facility should 
be addressed 

In modern MOX fuel fabrication facilities, almost all operations ate carried out by remote 
handling in glove boxes. Significant portions of the plutonium oxide throughput of these plants 
can become "held up" in these glove boxes. Since opening in 1988, the small pilot PFPF MOX 
plant in Japan accumulated a hold-up of over 70 kilograms of plutonium, and the plant operator 
was eventually requirtd by the International Atomic Energy Agency to clean out and account for 
this material, at a cost of over Sl00 million.  

NCI has expressed concern about the hold-up issue in a non-proliferation and safeguards 
context.

4 
From a NEPA perspectivo, it should be noted that plutonium hold-up constitutes a 

safety and health risk, not only to MOX plant workers but to the general public by increasing the 
plant's source term in case of an accident. If required later because of excessive hold-up, a full 
facility clean-out would also pose significant risks of worker exposure to plutonium. The draft 
EIS does not address the hold-up issue. It is important that the final EIS do so.  

4. The "'lutoniura polishing" option should not be pursued 

DOE has offered respondents to its request for proposals for MOX disposition work the 
opportunity to propose aqueous processing, so-called "plutonium polishing," to remove gallium 
and other impurities from plutonium prior to its fabrication into MOX fuel. The detrimental 
effects of gallium on fuel cladding and reactor safety have not been fully documented and could 
prove significant. "Plutonium polishing" would significantly increase the environmental impact 
of the MOX option by creating large amounts of TRU and low-level waste, an increase of 10 to 
20 percent over non-polishing optionS& It would also contravene U.S. non-proliferation policy, 
in that it would be likely to provide strong support of Russia's plans for aqueous treatment of its 
own surplus weapons plutonium. Because trace amounts of gallium do not affect the 
immobilization process or final waste form, the plutonium polishing step could be avoided 
entirely if the U.S. were to pursue an immobitization-only approach.  

5. Lengthy storage offresh MOX fuel at reactor sites poses security risks and should be 
avoided 

The draft EIS foresees a 10-year operational life for the MOX fabrication plant, but 
considerable additional time, possibly years, would be required to cycle all this MOX fuel 
tlhrongh reactors. NCI objects to long-term storage of fresh MOX fuel at reactor sites on security 
grounds. Such fresh MOX fuel lacks a radiation barrier, and if stolen, weapons-grade plutonium 

'Steven Dolley. Nucleer Contol Institute Comments on the Draft PESl forPluaordnum Dispowitino, Jure7,1996.  

"Appendix N: Plutonium Polishing" draft E19, pp. N-8 - N-9.
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DOE is aware of a Japanese plutonium processing incident in which the 
holdup of a significant amount of MOX powder in the processing lines made 
it difficult to measure the exact quantity of materials from outside the sealed 
gloveboxes. The design and operation of the MOX facility would incorporate 
lessons learned (regarding procedures and equipment) to ensure a low net 
plutonium loss and would be compatible with NRC and international 
safeguards. Physical inventories, measurements, and inspections of material 
both in process and in storage would be used to verify records and ensure 
that there was no significant holdup of plutonium in the gloveboxes.  

FD327-4 Plutonium Polishing and Aqueous Processing 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's opposition to the MOX approach and 
plutonium polishing. On the basis of public comments received on the 
SPD Draft EIS, and the analysis performed as part of the MOX procurement, 
DOE has included plutonium polishing as a component of the MOX facility 
to ensure adequate impurity removal from the plutonium dioxide. While it is 
true that plutonium polishing would add to the amount of LLW and TRU 
waste generated, this amount should be a small fraction of the total amount 
of these waste types generated at the candidate sites. For example, at SRS, 
which is the preferred site for the MOX facility, the addition of the 
plutonium-polishing process would be expected to increase the site's projected 
generation of LLW and TRU waste by less than 1 percent and 2 percent, 
respectively. Section 4.32.4 discusses the cumulative impacts of the proposed 
action at SRS; Sections 4.32.1,4.32.2, and 4.32.3, the cumulative impacts of 
the proposed action at Hanford, INEEL, and Pantex, respectively.

FD327-5 MOX Approach

DOE acknowledges the commentor's concern about the storage of fresh 
MOX fuel at reactor sites. The proposed action does not involve lengthy 
storage of fresh fuel at reactor sites. Moreover, as discussed in Section 2.4.3.2, 
the MOX fuel would be managed in essentially the same way as fresh LEU 
fuel (with tighter security because of the plutonium), which is usually received 
at the reactor site shortly before it would be inserted into the reactor. The 
MOX facility includes space for storage of up to 2 years' worth of fresh fuel
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could be separated from this MOX by straightforward chemical means. EDF, the French nuclear 
utility, does not permit fresh MOX fuel to be stored at its reactor sites for more than two weeks, 
and does not allow any dry storage of such fresh fuel.' The same strict security requirement 
should be imposed on MOX fuel storage, and the additional costs of meeting this storage 
standard, and of additional security at reactor sites, should be included in the EIS.  

6. The "216 process" Is an Inappropriate approach to safety analysis of MOX candidate 
reactors.  

DOE proposes'to analyze environmental impacts of specific commercial reactors offered 
by consortia for MOX fuel irradiation by means of the process specified in 10 CFR 1021.216 (the 
"216 process"). This regulatory language is part of DOE'sNEPA Implementing Regulations, and 
provides for an "environmental critique," to be prepared by DOE, which "may contain proprietary 
information which will, therefore, not be made available to the public." [p. S-12] A synopsis will 
be published in the final EIS, but the full environmental critique would never be made public.  

The proposed implementation of the 216 process is entirely unacceptable. First, DOE has 
indicated that consortia bidders will have complete discretion to determinewhich information they 
submit to DOE should be considered "proprietary" and withheld from the public. Thus, any 
information bearing on the safety of reactors fueled with MOX that the industry does not want 
subjected to public scrutiny could be withheld. Second, the public synopsis would not be made 
available until the final EIS is released, i.e., alter the public input process under NEPA is 
completed. Public comments on the final EIS are unlikely to have any significant impact on 
DOE's record of decision.  

An example of the abuse that can arise from excessive discretion to withhold release of "proprietary" data in regulatory proceedings is the recent revelation in Great Britain that "a 
supposedly independent report by the accountancy firm Touche Ross - used to provide the 
economic justification for the Thorp reprocessing plant - had never been drawn 
up....Environmentalists, independent scientists and the Labour Party in opposition all called for 
the report to be published, but BNFL which runs Sellafield, refused to do so on the grounds that 
it was commercially confidential. Recently the Environment Minister, Mfichael Meacher, asked 
to see the report but was told, to his amazement, that it did not exist."' 

DOE has discretion to apply the standards of law in order to determine whether data that 
the consortia want to be withheld in fact meets these standards. DOE should review this material, 
with a presumption in favor of public release. The provisions of DOE NEPA regulations which 
require withholding of "commercially confidential" information should be narrowly interpreted 

I0D. L Willieas Jr, "Laoesing umes Associated with the Use of Mixed-Oxide Fuel in U.S. Comemeal 
Nucrear Rcactorsg Oak Ridge National Laboratory Repor, OftRNIITM-1342t, April 1997, p. 9.  

"7GeoffMry Lean, "R"par that Justified Thoap Nuclear Plastl•en Existed" Indeedent ss Seudey, Septcmbar 
13, 199&.
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assemblies, which was included in the cost estimates for the MOX facility.  
Any actual restrictions or requirements related to the storage of fresh MOX 
fuel at the proposed reactor sites would be imposed by NRC as part of the 
operating license amendment process.

FD327-6 MOXRFP

DOE has withheld no information regarding reactor-specific safety analyses 
conducted for this SPD EIS. Those analyses are discussed in Section 4.28.2.5.  

The remainder of this comment is addressed in response FD327-2.
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and applied, in order to assure that the maximum amount of data is made available to the public 
consistent with the requirements of law. The Department should err on the side of disclosing, 
rather than withholding, and this policy governing the 216 process should be stated clearly in the 
final EIS.  

7. Isses related to buretp levels of irradiated MOXfuel should be addressed 

The draft EIS merely refers to the 1996 PEIS's generic safety analysis of MOX fuel 
irradiation in LWRs. It does not incorporate new information on safety issues related to the 
bumup level of MOX fuel. In light of recent findings that "MOX fuel shows a higher failure 
potential than UO2 at comparable buai up." as revealed by a recent MOX fuel experiment at the 
Cabri test reactor in Francc,' significant consideration should be given to limiting average buanup 
of MOX fuel to the regulatory ceiling of 36,000 MW-D/MTHM now imposed in France.' This 
is the only way to avoid with assurance the risks associated with the propensity of high-burnup 
MOX fuel to catastrophically rupture in the event of reactivity transients or loss-of-coolant 
accidents (LOCAs).  

This problem may be more severe for weapons-grade MOX because the phenomenon 
believed to be responsible for the inferior behavior of MOX fuel (locally high burnups and fission 
gas release because of the inhomogenous distribution of plotonihn in MOX fuel) would be 
exacerbated by the higher fission rates that occur in weapons-grade plutonium.  

8. Additional NEPA analyses might be required 

A number of significant federal actions are mentioned in the draft EIS as potential options 
that might be pursued in the disposition program. These actions include the "plutonium 
polishing" option, irradiation of U.S. and Russian MOX in CANDU reactors in Canada, and 
fueling the Fast Flux Test Reactor (FFTF) with weapons-plutonium MOX to produce tritium for 
the U.S. nuclear arsenal. We note and concur with DOE's position in the draft EIS that, in each 
case, additional NEPA analysis beyond the SPD EIS would be required if any of these actions 
were to be pursued.
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* F. Scminta Intlitute de Peeteinon at de Surede Nucleaire (PSN), "The Status of the Cabri REP-Na Test "trogrenee: Present Understading and Still PendwgQuestior •presetationto the NRC/nndusmy Meeting nmHigh
Bamup Fuel Issues, Rockville, Maryland. Nvenbter 1-20, 1997.  

' Jean-LI Provost, Eleterieite de F-6ane• "Pautoium Recycling and Use of MOX Fuel in PWS. WEDF Operating 
E'peies-e," Industry Presennion to NRC on the Use of MOX Fuel, Roeekville, M rylnAnd February 21, 1997.  

FD327

FD327-7 MOXApproach 

Section 4.28 was revised to provide reactor-specific analyses and discuss 
the potential environmental impacts of using a partial MOX core during 
routine operations and reactor accidents. The referenced failure of the Cabri 
fuel in the French experiment was not related to the fact that the failure 
involved MOX fuel. Even if the test failure were actually related to MOX fuel, 
the significance would be questionable, for tests were conducted on a 
contrived set of conditions to explore regions of performance well outside 
the operating regime for commercial reactors. The tests were designed to test 
enthalpies of high bumup fuels, both LEU and MOX, under severe transient 
conditions. Although other factors would also invalidate the application of 
the Cabri test data to the U.S. MOX fuel case, the most important characteristic 
of the test fuel-high burnup-would not apply because the MOX fuel is 
planned for irradiation for only two cycles, resulting in a maximum bumup of 
only 45,000 MW-day/MTHM. The acceptability of bumups at this level has 
been aptly demonstrated in Belgian, French, and German reactors.

FD327-8 General SPD EIS and NEPA Process

DOE acknowledges the commentor's views that additional NEPA analysis 
beyond this SPD EIS would be required for the use of CANDU reactors and 
the restart of FFTF In the SPD Draft EIS, DOE retained the option to use 
some of the surplus plutonium as MOX fuel in CANDU reactors, which 
would have only been undertaken in the event that a multilateral agreement 
were negotiated among Russia, Canada, and the United States. Since the 
Draft was issued, DOE determined that adequate reactor capacity is available 
in the United States to disposition the portion of the U.S. surplus plutonium 
that is suitable for MOX fuel and, therefore, while still reserving the CANDU 
option, DOE is no longer actively pursuing it. However, DOE, in cooperation 
with Canada and Russia, proposes to participate in a test and demonstration 
program using U.S. and Russian MOX fuel in a Canadian test reactor. A 
separate environmental review, the Environmental Assessmentfor the Parallex 
Project Fuel Manufacture and Shipment (DOE/EA-1216, January 1999), 
analyzes the fabrication and proposed shipment of MOX fuel rods for research 
and development activities involving the use of limited amounts ofU.S. MOX 
fuel in a Canadian test reactor. A FONSI was signed on August 13, 1999.t-v) 
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Both of these documents can be viewed on the MD Web site at 
http://www.doe-md.com. If a decision is made to dispose of Russian surplus 
plutonium in Canadian CANDU reactors in order to augment Russian's 

disposition capability, shipments of the Russian MOX fuel would take place 
directly between Russia and Canada.  

As discussed in Section 1.7.4, Appendix D was deleted because none of the 
proposals to restart FFTF currently consider the use of surplus plutonium as 

a fuel source. DOE has included plutonium polishing as a component of 
the MOX facility. Section 2.18.3 and the hybrid alternatives analyses in 
Chapter 4 of Volume I were revised to include the impacts associated with 
plutonium polishing.  
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Ni1tt1i! ENERGY INITITUTE 

September 21, 1998 

Mr. G. Bert Stevenson 
NEPA Compliance Officer 
Office of Fissile Materials Disposition 
U.S. Department of Energy 
SPD EIS 
P.O. Box 23786 
Washington, DC 20026-3786 

Subject: Request for Comments on "Surplus Plutonium Disposition Draft 
Environmental Impact Statem-et'(SPD EIS) (DOE/IS.0283-D) 

Dear Mr. Stevenson: 

The Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI)' is pleased to provide comments on 
"
S
urplus Plutonium Disposition Draft Environmenl Impact Statement".  

The U.S. nuclear industry supports the disposition of weapons grade 
plutonium, in the United States and Russia as a very important national 
security and nonproliferation initiatives. We believe that consistent with the 
reoemmnendation of the National Academy of Science, both mixed oxide fuel 
and the imonbilization options must meet the spent fuel standard. As 
indicated in our attached comments we are concerned that the RIS and 
therefore the program may not be bringing the immobilization option to this 
standard.  

We look forward to your consideration of our comments and to effectively and 
expeditiously implement this critical non-proliferation initiative. The 
industry has a great deal of interest in the MOX program and you will 
certainly receive comments from individual companies as well as those 

'NEI a the org n respoa nibletforetstblis• -tg aaiOrdmalew im l y poslcy -n miW affltn g 
tl saaidec earewa idusty, ineludie•g erelaslaury aspetsoef geari operational ad technicalas in.  
NE]]'s mmbars bicldeal iublitliecs I~ odtoop¢o i coarol.• chdnarapcr planits othaeUnited 
StOes, eudear plaow dwesoasa, ajor s e, itesintifieleaOius, lad fabr'icani facilities, aewials 
lceases, ead other orgaizattons ad dindividi•al savoled In do nulear energy, inssy.
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MD283-1 DOE Policy 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's concern regarding the ability of the 
immobilization approach to meet the Spent Fuel Standard. In the 
Nonproliferation and Arms Control Assessment of Weapons-Usable Fissile 
Material Storage and Excess Plutonium Disposition Alternatives 
(DOE/NN-0007, January 1997), DOE identified two potential liabilities of the 
immobilization alternatives relative to the Spent Fuel Standard. These liabilities 
involve ensuring sufficient radiation levels and providing removal-resistant 
can-in-canister designs. Since that time, DOE has modified the can support 
structure inside the canisters and has focused its research on the ceramic 
form of immobilization. As part of the form evaluation process, an independent 
panel of experts determined (Letter Report of the Immobilization Technology 
Peer Review Panel, from Matthew Bunn to Stephen Cochran, LLNL, 
August 21, 1997) that the can-in-canister design would meet the Spent Fuel 
Standard. In terms of plutonium 240 content, it is not necessarily required 
that isotopic dilution be used to make the material as inaccessible and 
unattractive for weapons use as the plutonium that exists in highly radioactive 
spent nuclear fuel from commercial reactors. In addition, NAS is currently 
conducting studies to confirm the ability of the ceramic can-in-canister 
immobilization approach to meet the Spent Fuel Standard. DOE is confident 
that immobilization remains a viable alternative for meeting the nonproliferation 
goals of the surplus plutonium disposition program.
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Mr. G. Bert Stevenson 
U.S. Department of Energy 
Page 2 

submitted herein. If you have any questions concerning the information 
contained in this letter, please do not hesitate to contact me.  

Sincerely, 

Felix M. Kt 

Attachment 
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Coimnents on the Departesnt of Energys (DOEs) Suptlus Plutonium Disposition Draft Entironmental Impact Statement

Exctivw 
Summary 
p.

5 4

Specification of "can-in-canigser" immobilization assa preferred alternative.  
DOE is proposing cn-iw-anioter immobilization as its preferred alternative 
foimmobilioation. However, the DOE's own report*n 8indicate that"can-in.  
cmoiter" immoblbization does not currently meet the Spent Fuel Standard for 
long-term nonproliferation resietance. The United States must deploy an 
effective, accepted plutonium disposition technology or technologies if it 
wants to encourage international support for plutonium disponiton. NEI 
expects that concurrent actionon the part of Ruosia to dispose of its surplus 
plutonium will be predicated on the disposition of United States materialin a 
manner that provides high confidenoe in its resistanee to theft, diversion, or 

Recommendations.: 
DOE ahould consider only those alternatives that meet the Spent Fuel 
Standa [ie, mined oxide (MOX) fuel and homogeneous immohiiwrtion] as 
preferred alternatives.  
If the DOE pursues deployment of 'can-in-canister' immeoablisation, the DOE 
should explain how it will demonstrate, in an open, otuective, and peerý
reviewed process that the "can-in-canmster" plutonium disposition approach 
will meet this fundamental program requirement - the Spent Fuel Standard.  
DOE should also explain why immnobilizedrcan-in-caniter" does not have to 
meet the denatured aspect of the spent fuel standard i.e. the Plutonium 240 
content will net be greater than 20%.

Location Commit 
Executive Quantities of plutonium considered in the EIS for disposal using the two 
Summery approaches.  
p. S-14. The draft EISs tates, "Since the ROD weaissued, however, DOE has 

determined that an additional 9 tonne aoflow plutonium content materials 
would require additional processing snd would, therefore, be unsuitable for 
MOX fuel fabrication." DOE alternatives include disposing efa maximum of 
33 toenes of plutonium as MOX fuel, while the alternatives include 
immbilii•ng 50 tonnes of surplus plutonium.  

DOE has never provided justification that any surplus plutonium is not 
suitable for MOX use. The DOE has not explained what form this 
"unsuitable" plutonium is in. The technology descriptions in the draft 51 
make itedeor that various kinds of processing wilt be used in the Conversion 
and Immobilization Facility. It would appear to be possible that some of this 
processing would render material that is suitable for fabrication into MOX 
fuel. Finally, the DOE has specified no requirements that the plutonium 
destined for either MOX fuel or immobilization must -fisy. Therefore, it 
seemas very ualikely that there is any technical basis for any decision about 
quantities of pluteninm that are suitable or unsuitable for either option.  

S Sandia Nationalrt sbdeoi N1MD97-8203 - Proliferation Vulneability Red Team Report, October 

1996.  

'U. S. Department of Enegy. DOENN-0007 - Nonproliferation and Arms Control Ausessmnt of 
Weapem•-Doable hFisie Material Stoage and Excen Ptstoium Disposition Aternatives, Jtnuary 1997.
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DOE reviewed the chemical and isotopic composition of the surplus plutonium 
and determined in the Storage and Disposition PEIS ROD that about 8 t 
(9 tons) of surplus plutonium were not suitable for use in making MOX fuel.  
Furthermore, DOE has identified an additional 9 t (10 tons) for a total of 17 t 
(19 tons) that have such a variety of chemical and isotopic compositions that 
it is more reasonable to immobilize these materials and avert the processing 
complexity that would be added if these materials were made into MOX fuel.  
The criteria used in this identification included the level of impurities, 
processing requirements, and the ability to meet the MOX fuel specifications.  
Section 2.2 includes a description of the forms of plutonium that would be 
used for MOX feed and immobilization feed. None of the material planned for 
immobilization is in the form of spent fuel, and all of it is considered weapons 
usable. A further description of the types and amounts of plutonium currently 
planned for disposition can be found in Feed Materials Planning Basis for 
Surplus Weapons-Usable Plutonium Disposition (DOE/MD-0013, April 1997).

MD283-2 Feedstock
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Rroemadoiios 
Given the lack ofjustification for any decision about quantities of material for 
the two options, DOE should include the evaluation of a 100% (50 tonne) 
MOX fuel alternative in the SPD EIS. This is the only way to preserve all 
appropriate options until ttheime that the DOE can makesa technically 
defensible evaluation and deeinmon the allocation of material to the two 
plutonium disposition approaches. We have recently learn that the Russians 
do not believ the material that is planned f r immobilization is truly 
weapons grade plutonium. If it is already in the form of spent fuel or 
contains contaminants ends that it can't be used for weapons then it should 
not be considered as part of this program and additional pits should be 
ideutified.  SQ= Comment 

Appendix D, The appendix states "Ifit were determined that MOX fuel (rather than 
p. D-2 uraniam.osly fuel) were needed fic the FFTF operations, the MOX fuel 

fabrication alternatives may be eliminated, depending n the amount of 
surplus plutonium that would be required for triium production." However, 
itis our understanding that the capability to fabricate significant quantities 
of MOX fuel for the FM does not currently exist within the DOE complex 

Reco.undai/o.  
DOE should acknowledge that use of the FFTF with plotonium fuelin this 
manner would require the design and construction of a MOK fuel fabricatlon facility for theo TF fueler consider offalmre production of MOX fuel. Itris 
the light water rsector irradiation of MOX fuel that might be eliminated by 
such a come of action.  

Sections 2.17 Hot cell examiotioos of irradiated lead assembly faml 
and 2.18 The environmental impacts in the draft EIB doant appear to include those 

impacts associated with hot rall examinations. In particular, there is no 
acknowledgmsnt that the hot cell facilities would be responsible for the 
disposal of the spent nuclear fuel that results from destructive hot cell 
examinationr.  

Recoonwendoatiow 
DOE should revise the BIS to include these impacts, or note that such 
impacts are already included in other environmental evaluationa.
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MD283-3 DOE Policy 

As discussed in Section 1.7.4, Appendix D was deleted because none of the 
proposals to restart FFTF currently consider the use of surplus plutonium as 
a fuel source.

MD283-4 Lead Assemblies

Section 2.18 was revised to include a description of the impacts of 
postirradiation examination of lead assemblies.
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September 15,.1998 
Laza.lHgl , Diremia 
Office of Fissile Matria•l• D•sition 
US Dparcmne•e of~nergy 
PO Bot 23796 
Wasintr• DC 20026-3786 

Ms 4-olg-te: 

Thnnk yoa for tis opportui•ft to commentfa the Surplus Plorcaiun Deaft 
EnvirceenslImact Statemmen(F03S) of the U.S.Deparcmessof EnnI. Ibese 
cocoenta m• supplemental to comments already submitted by me an bealf of Nselear 
Informaiont and Rmurce Service in North A.ugasm. SC in August (xovidc again 
below to ime teiriinIcusim in& to reowe').

We remain midneltaly opposwd ct the use of phztnlum fuel in reaets ihei in to US, 
in Rtssss. Canada, anywteen 

I take this opportuqity to fatoroa protest the fact that a major federal action is being 
unidmfsken withoutnprovidhng side by aide paiall leles of infonnation on the various 
ophion.•. Plonium diaposition via imnobslizstion oty shoud be compared to a specific 
asalytis of lhe dual track putting MOlt inmedsin glsSIci water == M Lf) and 
unmobllizatlo It - tch-Depa of Enegy (DOE) is already completely 
eommiaed to following the dual dtack MOX optic -t to te issuance of the Record of 

Decision (ROD) on this HIS (which is onenibly to Wafrm tine decision) sat prior to any 
sub••ntiva amlysis of the-impacts tfat the MOX o.pton would have on sqeclif existing 
reactors.  

lie evidc for thileis •OE's immace of a Raeqst fo Proposal from MOXttricawts 
and hrtadi= e (rea-to) aMd the intnMto n 9 &orge a netact oa MOX work, possibly 
before the ROD is out 

I smultd seem that comsmstiese aromd the DOE sites uder cossidm-unifo r plutonium 
processing and MOX fuel f•bsication can look for puso nri•d•er s Nbaional 
Enavironmental Policy Act, bautote who wilt be direcly aff=cd by toe" iruOdsOne of 
espe-t•mutt*l, ncevr-been-trxed-befot m et in th• local tulearpowee reamtor. This isrnot 
acceptable. (European MOX does nothave galim added, not is it pure Pu-239.) 

It is also not acceptable the o9thrme s a. occasion members of yo Officestff 
have o5fed to me the adviAc that re-ator communities can imptact de federal decision-

I1 
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DOE acknowledges the commentor's opposition to the MOX approach.  
Currently, there is no domestic or international consensus on a single approach 

to be employed to dispose of surplus plutoniunm Pursuing both immobilization 
and MOX fuel fabrication provides the United States important insurance 

against potential disadvantages of implementing either approach by itself.  
The hybrid approach also provides the best opportunity for U.S. leadership 
in working with Russia to implement similar options for reducing Russia's 
excess plutonium in parallel. Further, it sends the strongest possible signal to 
the world of U.S. determination to reduce stockpiles of surplus plutonium as 
quickly as possible and in a manner that would make it technically difficult to 
use the plutonium in nuclear weapons again. Decisions on the surplus 
plutonium disposition program will be based on environmental analyses, 

technical and cost reports, national policy and nonproliferation 
considerations, and public input.  

FD328-2 General SPD EIS and NEPA Process 

DOE has prepared this SPD EIS in accordance with the provisions of NEPA 

(42 U.S.C. 4321 et seq.) and the related CEQ and DOE implementation 
regulationsO(40 CFR 1500 through 1508and10 CFR 1021,respectively). The 
primary objective of the EIS is a comprehensive description of proposed 
surplus plutonium disposition actions and alternatives and their potential 
environmental impacts. DOE has analyzed each environmental resource area 
in a consistent manner across all the alternatives to allow for a fair comparison 
among the alternatives and among the candidate sites for proposed surplus 
plutonium disposition facilities. DOE has not precluded any alternative, 
including immobilizing all the surplus plutonium or taking no action.  
A side-by-side comparison of the various alternatives are shown in 
Table 2-4, which summarizes the environmental impacts for all of the 
alternatives on an individual basis by DOE candidate site.  

The SPD Final EIS was not issued until the proposed reactors had been 
identified and the public had an opportunity to comment on the reactor
specific information. As part of the procurement process, bidders were asked 
to provide environmental information to support their proposals. This 

information was analyzed in an Environmental Critique prepared for the DOE

FD328-1 Alternatives
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source selection board prior to award of the MOX fuel fabrication and 
irradiation services contract. DOE then prepared an Environmental Synopsis 
on the basis of the Environmental Critique, which was released to the public 
as Appendix P of the Supplement to the SPD Draft EIS in April 1999. This 
Supplement included a description of the affected environment around the 
three proposed reactor sites, and analyses of the potential environmental 

impacts of operating these reactors using MOX fuel (Sections 3.7 and 4.28 of 
this SPD EIS, respectively). During the 45-day period forpublic comment on 
the Supplement, DOE held a public hearing in Washington, D.C., on 
June 15, 1999, and invited comments. Responses to those comments are 
provided in Volume Ell, Chapter 4. DOE will announce its decisions regarding 
facility siting and approach to surplus plutonium disposition in the 

SPD EIS ROD. As stipulated in DOE's phased contract with DCS, until and 
depending on the decisions regarding facility siting and approach to surplus 
plutonium disposition are made and announced in the ROD, no substantive 
design work or construction can be started by DCS on the MOX facility.  
Should DOE decide to pursue the No Action Alternative or the immobilization

only approach, the contract with DCS would end. The contract is phased so 
that only nonsite-specific base contract studies and plans can be completed 
before the ROD is issued, and options that would allow construction and 
other work would be exercised by DOE if, and only if, the decision is made to 
pursue the MOX approach.  

FD328-3 General SPD EIS and NEPA Process 

Irradiation of MOX fuel in reactors is a well-established technology with 
commercial application in several countries. Because MOX fuel derived from 
weapons-usable plutonium has not been produced on a commercial scale, 
DOE has conducted experiments in a testreactor to obtain detailed engineering 

performance information. It will also conduct a lead assembly project to 
ensure the availability of all information (including safety parameters) 
necessary to obtain a license modification for the irradiation of this specific 

type of MOX fuel.  

As discussed in response FD328-2, the public was provided an opportunity 
to comment on reactor- specific information. In addition, an opportunity for 
public comment will likely be provided by NRC during DCS's application for
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the reactor operating license amendments required for each individual reactor 
before it can use MOX fuel pursuant to 10 CFR 50.91 should the MOX 
approach be selected.

making process by inaervestaion in the Nuclr Regultalmy Comr•nssion's (NRC) license 
camendmet process for any reactor that may use MOX fuel

This is ompletely isappropsne. it is sawot like snyieg- the automobile masufscns•er 
doesn't ha.m to bother with any safety analysis or 15513 of a completely new design of an 
automsohble -just go ahead and build it and ell It and th=n we will see whathappenas with 
the local license inspection. Your office, the Secretary of Energy" ad the President and 
Vice Presidentihave the resposibility to make adecision based ona isfrMatios about all 
of the impects that a MOX program msy bave. The current document is completely 
lacking inany considcration of the mact aimpocts.  

.In a recent conv trssiivo with members of your staff, I wms rofeerd to the Programmatio 
Enviromnental Imsaet Statement (PEIS) on Plmotnium Disposition when I raised issues 
asociated witihse use of aging power oractors for tin challenging mission. A rctain to 
this document yields fhe coments I offer below. By Ite way. they loft the existing 
nisilian reactor so-called"9ow -level" ,aste out oftl PEIS. no 0matter what tse NEPA 
Officer Says.! 

I d however, wart aWmes y-u t dhstit o rasctor ea mmuesio w at n de oruy e we-t 
aware of thair right to intervenao n the license amendment process. I also want to point 
out that even in areas wher the cosnaýty is sot what oig@it be uasled 'snti-nvclear," 
there is already official and documented willinnss to oppose use of weapons plutonium 
in ecisfing reactors. Wreoomuned that you add thsisinformation to the uncettainty 
fattor ao any coAY t estinmaes you make for thispv ujere 

I wasd also commend tn you th facelt etatnvel pacr-ie-s sch as using ea•vironmentesal 
reporasts•p-s•usly filed with lte NRC thut maybe decades aold or the invocation of 
"proprietay iafrnatien" tunder a vendor procuremnt deal whii may require that a 
local community hstos "take DOE's word for if will not bildd DOE credibility. In fact, 
sah an approach by your office may also provide procedural loopholes that could result 
in admississeative or lega delays.  

We sincerely hope that your office retainsnd Pususes its sacd high level of 
emmitmant to the no-MOX optis fa• r plutonium disposition. sare them is 'aide 
mrnusaus that this disposition should proceed.  

FOR CONSIDERATION UNDER A TRUE N.PA PROCESS: 

t.tlieatiso of the envicanment reports fileda t he te of rea'tor licesing may be 
dacades out of date. Wh arc the plans to upgrade and update this infornation? 

Oiten he aging of auclar rcacsor=-in;ludina rmbriitlement ofmnsor componentsdt 
has caused multiple roacter shut-downs (peseanen) well in advaneo ofliense xpiration 
(Trolja. Yankee Rowe, Big Rock, Oyster Creck (soon) lMaine Yankee W mame a febw in 
the last s res-s). eounised with fth cavicunmaei* of utility sticsintorix and competition
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FD328-4 Waste Management

Section 3.7 was added and Section 4.28 was revised to include information 
specific to operating Catawba, McGuire, and North Anna, the reactors that 
would use the MOX fuel.  

As described in Sections 2.18.3 and 4.28.2.8, additional spent fuel would be 
produced by using MOX fuel instead of LEU fuel in domestic, commercial 
reactors. Spent fuel management at the proposed reactor sites is not expected 
to change dramatically due to the substitution of MOX assemblies for some 
of the LEU assemblies. Likewise, the additional spent fuel would be a very 
small fraction of the total that would be managed at the potential 
geologic repository.  

FD328-5 General SPD EIS and NEPA Process 

In analyzing the reactors proposed to use MOX fuel, DOE has not relied on 
information from the original environmental reports filed with NRC.  
Furthermore, DOE has withheld no information regarding reactor-specific 
safety analyses conducted for this SPD EIS. Those analyses are discussed 
in Section 4.28.2.5.  

FD328-6 MOXApproach 

The data used in the SPD EIS analyses of the reactors that would use the 
MOX fuel were provided by DCS and independently reviewed and verified 
by DOE. In addition, some information was supplemented by DOE, as 
discussed in Section 4.28.  

The remainder of this comment is addressed in response FD328-5.  

FD328-7 MOXApproach 

The MOX approach is not intended to affect the viability of nuclear power 
generation at any particular reactor. The reactor owner(s) does (do) not have 
to continue to use MOX fuel ifWit determines that it is uneconomical to operate

Is
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among electrical service pnoviders, it is plausible (even likely) that tax-dollars for the 
service of plutonium icradiation will keep reactors on-line chat would other-wise clow, 

HEREFORE, a true NEPA analyis ofthe existing reator MOX option MUST includc 
the tlnt-down scenario. [t is not only a comparison beween LEU (scenarioD reactor 
cwrines to operate on LEU but all surplus plutoniuns is immobilized) and MOX 
(scenario. plutonium fuel is loaded it x many specified existing-LWRt and they get costs 
pi t some financial benefi ts). It must go one qtep rrthenr: L vs MOX vs no reactor 
(scenario: all plutonium is imrnobiliA *ad te •eeacto-r closes cdue to market trees).  

In any eecomic analysis rumms parall to the N.I'A atnaysi, d•nr must be a 
consideration of the impact of federal tax-dollar prtneionis. of these mactors on the 
utility.markets that thty are port of What arce long-term atvirusantmm ta.l consequences 
oflprivi"eging nuclear over bio-mass, Aind, solar, small bylto and erg ey •cfleacy? 

If we Assume that there wýll be fill-cet MOlt, which Is widetly assamed by the industry, 
aid we assume a fast thu-put rate, which will be tequirod ifpred~ictons hold on the 
relatively small number of reactors that will mreain viable through the entire program, 
then tha MOX programn will have exutsenive impact on tb eon-ail storage ofirradiated 

faeL The requirement of ten years wet storage for irradiated MOX will crtainly force 
accelerated movement ofL.EU fuel into dry notrag. Once MOX .mt is being put in dry 
storage, the requtirement of relatvely few assemblies percontainser will cipard the 
overall woa number of dry casks require 

This NF.PA anslysis should consider how to factor any local or st requiremeatsa nd 
xestrictins applied to on-reactor-site interim storage. For instance, tre Minaceota 
Supr• m • ourt ruled that cask Istoage is diffcrn, hm pool storae and Is subject to 
State Legislate approval. Nevada ]as ousnawed smarg eand Vermont and California 
also have restrictions in place, to name afew. ibere isis yet to be the, costitusilonal Wes 
over tlhe ability of the federal programs to ovenido stae law on behalf of nuclear 

ncerptises. This shouldcnot beforgotten.  

now, and Governors should be advised as well. Again it is cos•• etly unsupportable that 
these decisions are being made with asystematicexclusion of the mactor impacts 
analysis at any level where it cast inermn thi decision, and without the a"t.ie inclusion of 
the reactor communities.  

USE OF A GEI-ERtC REACTOR AS PROXY FOR SITE SPECIFIC ANALYSIS 

There m is we thing as a gener ic usla power rector. Eec.h w•s •it in a unique 
place, us auniqtue faisication, and many on effectively unique designs. Over the years 

they .have become MORE unique, as can be demonstrated by the very high Percentage 
ta are now out of comsplianct with their o% sFmal Safiy Analysis Rep•art and Design

7
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FD328-8 Cost Report

Because this comment relates directly to the cost analysis report, it has been 
forwarded to the cost analysis team for consideration. The Plutonium 
Disposition Life-Cycle Costs and Cost-Related Comment Resolution 
Document (DOFMND-O 13, November 1999), which covers recent life-cycle 
cost analyses associated with the preferred alternative, is available on the 
MD Web site at http://www.doe-md.com and in the public reading rooms at 
the following locations: Hanford, INEEL, Pantex, SRS and Washington, D.C.  
Use of MOX fuel in domestic, commercial reactors is not proposed in order to 
subsidize the commercial nuclear power industry. Rather, the purpose of this

tsr

the reactor. If a reactor withdraws from the team, DCS must accommodate the 
loss of capacity. The actions to accommodate might include changing MOX 
fuel loadings in the remaining reactors and finding a replacement reactor.  
This ensures that DOE is not driving the continuation of reactor operations 
solely for the surplus plutonium disposition program. Furthermore, DCS 
would only be reimbursed for costs that are solely and exclusively related to 
MOX fuel irradiation. This would ensure that the taxpayers were not 
underwriting otherwise uneconomical electricity-generating assets.  

The purpose of this proposed action is to safely and securely disposition 
surplus plutonium by meeting the Spent Fuel Standard. The MOX facility 
would produce nuclear fuel that would displace LEU fuel that utilities would 
have otherwise purchased. If the effective value of the MOX fuel exceeds 
the cost of the LEU fuel it displaced, then the contract provides that money 
would be paid back to the U.S. Government by DCS based on a formula 
included in the DCS contract. The commercial reactors selected for the MOX 
approach include only those reactors whose operational life is expected to 
last beyond the life of the surplus plutonium disposition program. If DOE 
were to choose the immobilization-only approach, these reactors are expected 
to continue to operate using LEU fuel for at least as long as it would otherwise 
take to complete the irradiation of the MOX fuel. So, while this SPD EIS does 
consider the immobilization-only approach (Alternatives 11 and 12) advocated 
by the commentor, it does not analyze the environmental impacts associated 
with shutting down the specific reactors proposed to use MOX fuel before 
the end of their useful life because DOE did not choose to use MOX fuel in 
those reactors.
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Bases doguments. It is not at all credible to suggest that the generic analysis pmrvided 
(suht as it is) in the PEIS can stado for a reactor impacts analysis.  
Some reactor il=s w.icha e NOT generc.  

Resctor desigo 
Reactor modifications, historic and needed for NIOX use 
Reactor vessel chem•isUy 
Rector vssel and internal comionent aginR 
EnadisedFuel storage--wet and dry status. physical, gocial, political 
Fuel storage siting issues snd aultorities 
So-nailed "Low-l-eve" %a.te disposal faten, handling, on-ste issues 
"Transporsefacto'rs 
Population 
E-r yY planming 
Efisto•y f nanaeen,' e a ismues including safety factors and pe•formance 
Ilistory of emissions 
Degree ofetstotcountta inatia• s andiradiological impee an hueans/enrironineut 

This is not the complete liht.  

The PM referces Appendix E for inforsaioa about the waste ,associated with the 
exisfing-LWR MOX option. Nowhere n AFpenax B is the cxisati-LWR optio liBsad.  
Thetr is a very cursory diwassion of so-alled low-level (civilian LLRW includes 
plurtonium even in class A w¢aste and reactor 9"ow-Ievel 'waste" may also iclude sludgc 

from pw y coolant and componentsaud so sstemn generators and the reactor vessel ais 
%wl as reactor internals that will deliver a lethal dose if unshcqlded) waste, associated 
witk the Evoluvtonary LWR scen•rio There is no section on the e"isting-LWxRop. on in 
AppendixlE.  

Refeorces to reactor-sire butial ofsuch vemsts cerainly require a sit-specific analysis.  
no agener dismissal Disposal offsire is simply given ars the er option; end of 
analysti These is no doctuintation of the a say of radionuclides in so-called low-level 
radioactive wast (LLR.W) that would result from irradiation of MOX fuel vs LEU fuel.  
Themr is no conskleration of the mnvirounental impacts of shipmecatto or semplacement of 
this MOX LLRW in my oftbe existing "low-level" unlined trench dump astes: Barnwell 
in South Carolina• ear SRS, Envirocare in Utah or Richland in Washington State =lxt to 
Hanforit 

Needless to say, there is no analysis ofsht potential npacts oft•is plutonium fuel 
generated waste in any ofthe proposed new "low-level" dumps - of greatest interest 
being Ward Valley in California and Sies-a hBlare in Toxm because oaf the ongoing 
deatets about whether these facifilies may.jeopardize major wastC suplied in the 
Colorado and Rico Oande rivers.  

Anothr am ofnuietar infrastructure comptltely igo=d by tihe PEIS a"e anl the •uclear 
services;that reactor operators requirT. -heseiocLude: nuclear laundries, incineration and
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proposed action is to safely and securely disposition surplus plutonium by 
meeting the Spent Fuel Standard. The comparison of the environmental 
impacts of nuclear power with those of alternative energy sources is beyond 
the scope of this EIS.  

FD328-9 MOXApproach 

As discussed in Section 4.28, a partial, not full, MOX core is proposed. After 
irradiation, the MOX fuel would be removed from the reactor and managed 
with the rest of the spent fuel from the reactor, eventually being disposed of 
at a potential geologic repository built in accordance with the NWPA, as 
amended. As described in response FD328-4, additional spent fuel would 
be produced, but in amounts that are not expected to dramatically change the 
reactors' spent fuel storage plans (e.g., no new cooling ponds would be 
required at the proposed reactor sites). State requirements applicable to the 
reactors' spent fuel storage plans would be considered during the NRC 
operating license amendment process pursuant to 10 CFR 50.90.  

FD328-10 MOXApproach 

Reactor-specific analyses are presented in the revised Section 4.28 and 
replaced the generic reactor analysis presented in the SPD Draft EIS.

FD328-11 Waste Management

The estimated waste generation associated with the proposed reactors is 
discussed in Sections 3.7 and 4.28 of this SPD EIS.  

FD328-12 Waste Management 

None of the proposed reactors plan to bury LLW on the site. LLW would 
continue to be disposed of at offsite commercial facilities licensed by NRC.  
There are differences in fission product inventories and activation products 
between an LEU and MOX core during a fuel cycle. The only time significant 
quantities of fission products could be released to the environment would be 
in the event of a large-scale fuel leak. In regard to normal operations, 
FRAGEMAs (a subsidiary of COGEMA; one of the companies chosen to 
operate the proposed MOX facility) experience with fabricating MOX fuel 
indicates a leakage rate of less than one-tenth of 1 percent FRAGEMA alone 
has provided 1,253 MOX fuel assemblies, with more than 300,000 fuel rods
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for commercial reactor use. There have been no failures and leaks have 
occurred in only 3 assemblies (a total of 4 rods). All leaks occurred as a result 

of debris in the reactor coolant system and occurred in 1997 or earlier. The 
French requirements for debris removal were changed in 1997 to alleviate 

these concerns. Since that time, there have been no leaks in MOX fuel rods. .  

In the event of a leaker, fission products are released into the primary 
containment and are ultimately either passed through a series of resins (for 
liquid releases) or through a HEPA filtration system (for releases to the 

atmosphere) that would capture approximately 99.99 percent of 

the radionuclides.  

The use of MOX fuel would not be expected to result in any additional LLW 

from refuelings because the reactors would continue to operate on the same 

schedule as if they were using only LEU fuel.  

FD328-13 Human Health Risk 

As indicated in the revised Section 4.28 of this SPD EIS, the use of MOX fuel 
would not significantly change the reactor effluents or the amounts of spent 

nuclear fuel and wastes generated. Therefore, wastes and emissions from 
reactor nuclear services would not appreciably change. As such, any changes 

in worker and public health risk and other environmental impacts associated 
with these nuclear services would likely be minor.
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compaction facilities for so-caled "low-level" 'amte, decontamination services for 
components that am tnot yet considered waste and off-stse storag warehouses for all of 
the above. The question is vcry real, "asi sayets uanswsrod: ', att does the me of MOX 
fhai do to the work=s, the air and water emuisaaons, and waste streams from each of thee 
nuclear seuvices? How does this impact the asyteomne and public health end as ity 

Don't the communities that affected by these nuclear service facilities have a right to this 
information? T'is inforsation should be factored when eneasideeiug im mobduazation only 

faciltis? 

it is ridiculous that the "criteia pollutants" for air emissions under the PEIS generic 
reactor analysis does not include radionuclide*. No numbers am given for MOX 

radionuclide emissien vs LEU air emissions. It is well documented the&ae has beetn a 

history of fuel faiure is US reactors with LE dfuel. Thcey is evidence that European 

MOX ftuel is more prone to claddiag failure, and that Weapons Pu ,MOX may be even 
more prone to cladding failure l •ats•Europea MOX, The inscracti•n of gallium and 

zircaloy and other Factors. sus an sthe chemistry oft hecoro are feituter into this 

projected incident rate. A credible analysis of the existing-LWR MOX option wilt need to 

qunsti4 this in a rvasousable arid defensible mnamer, ad Include it in the projected ea 

emissions.  

It should be noted slut the generic t ractor pttrayed by the PIM-IS is bexed on data that is 
already today 6 to t0 years old. This is not going to reflect the aging issues that orm 

coming to tihreforefront of reacitr he-srdc conocern. The diffcrncei nne.uton activity 

associated with MOX fuel alsoneeds to be•ew3csed for the possible cortribntios to 

further acceleration of the aging of these componmen, and the consequaet reduction mrthe 
manrgin ofsafkrty atithe site.  

Additionatly, there needs to be some assessment ofte Institutional issuaes Weapons Pia
239 fdet will bea £ firt-time expermeut. What ame the human factoe that, •amaffeced by 

cheasging basic features of an•aging symm? 

The generic reactor analysis f ,ller does not g ivean it w•esssut of the source turn 
associated with lte reactor core, th•5 f•l pool or a dry storage unit Again, the LM,'vs 
MOX comparison must be made, and should b, compared to the slut-down reactor 

possibility.  

There is ample evidenceto suggest that the useofawcpons plutoniumnMOX inexisting 
aging light vstrerm-toys s•tbjnec to utility deregdafiosstbay net only incrcase the 

probability of a major reactor aocident, but would also incrme the effects of such sa 

accidee, were it to happan. No whom rin the NEPA piOoes to date oe th eseissues 
addressed by IDOE,. Wet is the juotifi aatiouf or bikig a major federal action with such 

potetrially grave coasequences, without theo least rosaidrleziosi of these factom?
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FD328-14 Air Quality and Noise 

Section 4.28.2.4 indicates the doses from atmospheric and liquid releases 

that would be expected from the continued operations of the proposed reactors 

with MOX fuel. A plutonium-polishing process was added as a component 

of the MOX facility to address concerns about the presence of gallium and 

other impurities in the MOX fuel. Therefore, it is not expected that the MOX 

fuel would be more prone to cladding failure than LEU fuel.  

FD328-15 MOXApproach 

Section 4.28 of this SPD EIS was revised to provide current reactor-specific 

analyses and discuss the potential environmental impacts of using a partial 

MOX core during routine operations and reactor accidents. The higher flux 

associated with MOX fuel can accelerate reactor component aging. However, 

this would be taken into account when developing fuel management strategy, 

including fuel assembly placement in the reactor core. Safety issues would 

also be addressed during the NRC license amendment process.

FD328-16 MOX Approach

Some procedural modifications relating to fresh fuel handling, reactivity 
control, and spent fuel management may be required for the reactors using 

MOX fuel. None of these modifications would be expected to result in 

increased environmental impacts from the continued normal operation of 

these reactors. These changes would likely be covered in an ongoing training 

program for operators and would be discussed during the NRC license 

amendment process.  

FD328-17 Facility Accidents 

As discussed in Section 4.28.2.5, studies by NAS have led it to the following 

conclusion: "no important overall adverse impact of MOX use on the accident 

probabilities of the LWRs involved will occur;, if there are adequate reactivity 

and thermal margins in the fuel, as licensing review should ensure, the main 

remaining determinants of accident probabilities will involve factors not related 

to fuel composition and hence unaffected by the use of MOX rather than 

LEU fuel." Section 4.28 was revised to include an analysis of the potential 

accidents and risks associated with using MOX fuel in the proposed reactors.cIs
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Finally, there is n Ojuification whatsoever for taking the recommendation for a linear 
no-threshold model ftw radiation dose re mnse fromn the BiER-v report and then 
applying an arbitrasy risk reduction factor to it. Indeed, real-w.orld health studies done by 
credjble sciensisrs are showing a supri-linear dose-response curve, whera per-unit of dose 
there arc more health conseque=s in the low-dons range.  

All atak etogete, we ec=ommend thatite curran EIS be suspetnded ad a design phase 
for this Nt.EPA process be initiated so that there is no decision on th MOX option until 
these, ad other concreaa may be raised by concemred cirtimns are addressed.  

Thank Mfor yaur consideration, 

May Olson 
NIX MOX Cnmpaign Coordinator 
Nuclear Information & Resoure u Se-vec

18
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f
The SPD Final EIS was not issued until the proposed reactors had been 
identified and the public had an opportunity to comment on the reactor

specific information. As part of the procurement process, bidders were asked 
to provide environmental information to support their proposals. This 

information was analyzed in an Environmental Critique prepared for the DOE 

source selection board prior to award of the MOX fuel fabrication and 
irradiation services contract. DOE then prepared an Environmental Synopsis 

on the basis of the Environmental Critique, which was released to the public 

as Appendix P of the Supplement to the SPD Draft EIS in April 1999. This 

Supplement included a description of the affected environment around the 
three proposed reactor sites, and analyses of the potential environmental 

impacts of operating these reactors using MOX fuel (Sections 3.7 and 4.28 of 

this SPD EIS, respectively). During the 45-day period for public comment on 

the Supplement, DOE held a public hearing in Washington, D.C., on 

June 15, 1999, and invited comments. Responses to those comments are 
provided in Volume mII, Chapter 4.  

FD328-18 Human Health Risk 

As indicated by the commentor, the estimates of adverse health effects from 

radiation doses for this SPD EIS are based on the linear, no-threshold theory 
of radiation carcinogenesis, including the application of a dose-rate 

effectiveness factor (risk reduction factor). The no-threshold model 

postulates that all radiation doses, even those close to zero, are harmful. The 

approach used in this EIS, including the application of a dose-rate 

effectiveness factor of 2 is consistent with the recommendations made by 

the Committee on Interagency Radiation Research and Policy Coordination 

(Use of BEIR Vand UNSCEAR 1988 in Radiation Risk Assessment, Science 

Panel Report, No. 9, ORAU 92/f-64, December 1992). However, it is generally 
acknowledged that the model results in conservative predictions of adverse 
health effects.
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MOX Approach

Nuclear information and Resource Service 
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Thank you for this opportunity to comment on the Surphus Plutonium Draft 
Environmental Impact Statement of the U.S. Department of Energy, North 
Augusta, SC. August 13, 1998 

Mary Olson 
NIX MOX Campaign Coordinator 

Nuclear Information & Resource Service 

On behalf of the nationwide memebership of Nuclear tafornnaito and Resource 
Service, I am here to mnspectfully telt you to put zero plutonium hinto MOX (mixed 
plutonitmn and uraniumn oxide) fuel. Our organization wan founded by 
communities that are effected by conmmercial nuclear power reactors. Over time 
our memnbern have grown to include those who are affected by current and 
proposed nuclear waste sites and transport routes. We are offended that the 
Department of Energy has persisted in ignoring these communities that will be 
directty affected if MOX fuel is produced and introduced Into thne fuel stream and 
so inevitably the waste stream of the nationas reactors. Your process has 
selectively targeted comments from the commnunities that would be affected by 
MOX fuet fabrication, but not it's use.  

We oppose the use of plutoniurn fuel, therefore we oppose tine fabrication of 
plutonium fueet. We encourage DOE to fully explore the non-reactor alternatives 
for plutonium disposition.  

I em here to tall you will hear from the reactor communities. You have done rile 
to reach these communities, bat when the news arrives that plutonium Is on the 
way, you wil hear the cry loud and clear. NIX MOX- Communitiles simply wilt not 
settle for a plan that both Increases tHes possibility of a nmajor reactor accident 
occurrnog AND also guarantees that if there is a major release of radiation that 
the consequences of that accident will be greater then if there were LEU uranium 
as the reactors were designed for. Communities with aging meactorn are taking 
the safety lesses into their own hands and 9 reactors hin as many years have 
dlosed due to a combination of safety and economic concerrt MOX witl simply 
become one mare opportunity for those concerned about nuclear hazards at 
reactors to make their case.  

Nationally this program witl not steed the scrutiny of the electric utillity 
deregulation process. Direct taxpayer subsidy unfairly advantages nuclear power

d~dimd )a dus sad wn-nuca, ewemW pok-y
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DOE acknowledges the commentor's opposition to the MOX approach to 
surplus plutonium disposition. Pursuing both immobilization and MOX fuel 
fabrication provides the United States important insurance against potential 
disadvantages of implementing either approach by itself. The hybrid 
approach also provides the best opportunity for U.S. leadership in working 
with Russia to implement similar options for reducing Russia's excess 
plutonium in parallel. Further, it sends the strongest possible signal to the 
world of U.S. determination to reduce stockpiles of surplus plutonium as 
quickly as possible and mna manner that would make it technically difficult to 
use the plutonium in nuclear weapons again. Decisions on the surplus 
plutonium disposition program will be based on environmental analyses, 
technical and cost reports, national policy and nonproliferation 
considerations, and public input.

SCD28-2 General SPD EIS and NEPA Process

At the time the SPD Draft EIS was issued for comment, no domestic, 
commercial reactors had been identified for the possible irradiation of 
MOX fuel.  

The SPD Final EIS was not issued until the proposed reactors had been 
identified and the public had an opportunity to comment on the reactor
specific information. As part of the procurement process, bidders were asked 
to provide environmental information to support their proposals. This 
information was analyzed in an Environmental Critique prepared for the DOE 
source selection board prior to award of the MOX fuel fabrication and 
irradiation services contract. DOE then prepared an Environmental Synopsis 
on the basis of the Environmental Critique, which was released to the public 
as Appendix P of the Supplement to the SPD Draft EIS in April 1999. This 
Supplement included a description of the affected environment around the 
three proposed reactor sites, and analyses of the potential environmental 
impacts of operating these reactors using MOX fuel (Sections 3.7 and 4.28 of 
this SPD EIS, respectively). During the 45-day period for public comment on 
the Supplement, DOE held a public hearing in Washington, D.C., on 
June 15, 1999, and invited comments. Responses to those comments are 
provided in Volume III, Chapter 4.

SCD28-1
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SCD28-3 MOX Approach 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's support for the immobilization-only 

approach. DOE considers the use of a nonreactor alternative in Alternatives 11 

and 12, immobilization of all the surplus plutonium.  

SCD28-4 MOX Approach 

This comment is addressed in response SCD28-2.  

SCD28-5 Facility Accidents 

Section 4.28 was revised to provide reactor-specific analyses and discuss 
the potential environmental impacts of using a partial MOX core during 
routine operations and reactor accidents. The commercial reactors selected 

for the MOX approach include only those reactors whose operational life is 

expected to last beyond the life of the surplus plutonium disposition program.  

SCD28-6 MOXApproach 

Use of MOX fuel in commercial reactors is not proposed in order to subsidize 
the commercial nuclear power industry in the event of deregulation. Rather, i

the purpose of this proposed action is to safely and securely disposition 
surplus plutonium by meeting the Spent Fuel Standard. The Spent Fuel 

Standard, as identified by NAS and modified by DOE, is to make the surplus 

weapons-usable plutonium as inaccessible and unattractive for weapons 

use as the much larger and growing quantity of plutonium that exists in spent 

nuclear fuel from commercial power reactors.  

Consistent with the U.S. policy of discouraging the civilian use of plutonium, 

a MOX facility would be built and operated subject to the following strict 

conditions: construction would take place at a secure DOE site, it would be 

owned by the U.S. Government, operations would be limited exclusively to 

the disposition of surplus plutonium, and the MOX facility would be shut 

down at the completion of the surplus plutonium disposition program. For 

reactor irradiation, the NRC license would authorize only the participating 

reactors to use MOX fuel fabricated from surplus plutonium, and the irradiation 
would be a once-through cycle with no reprocessing.
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reactors over other forms of electricity. Ultimately, when the consumer decides, 
DOE may have to pay a tot to keep MOX reactors on line.  

When it comes to transportation, MOX will necessarily involve more 
transportation steps than any other alternative. Our experience is that 
communities are extremely unhappy to hear about nuclear shipments on their 
roads and rails. The Departmient's own research has shown that this opJ.,.iin 
runs very deep. More than 20 % of those queried (in a social science survey 
done by the University of New Mexico for DOE) said that they thought that civil 
disobedience (breaking laws) was justified to stop nuclear shipments through 
heir town, and 80% said that they would vote against any elected official who 
supported such a plan, as welt as give money to groups that would help fight it 
People feel very strongly about this, perhaps Vice President Gore should listen! 

One of the most disturbing aspects of the DEIS that we are here to comment on, 
aside from the obvious commitment to taking the MOX option, is the plan to ship 
plutonium in the powder or oxide form. We would oppose this idea if it were just a 
few miles, but the current consideration of shipping it across 6 states is 
ridiculous. Not only is it a enormous security risk, if there were some form of 
catastrophic disruption of such a shipment the containment of the plutonium 
oxide would present a much greater challenge than other forms of the material.  
The potential dispersal by air (wind or fire plume) or run-off would place 
countless human generations at greater risk of cancer, birth defects and other 
health problems, as wet as affecting other species adversely. We firmly believe 
that the U.S. DOE has no right whatsoever to take risks, the consequences of 
which could result in nuclear devastation, particularly in the name of reducing 
nuclear dangers.  

We are further alarmed to realize that recent changes in Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission requirements for plutonium shipping containers no tonger require a 
double walled vessel. DOE should not ship plutonium oxide in bulk at all and any 
other type of plutonium shipment, the Department should voluntarily use a 
double (or more) walled container. What is the excuse for increasing risk? This is 
an inherently hazardous activity, which long term consequences.  

There would be many advantages to the plutonium disposition mission if the 
MOX program were canceled. Here is a brief overview along with our 
recommendations for how to proceed with a successful disposition for this 
plutonium which we all agree is far better removed from the weapons inventory.  

Plutonium "polishing" would be minimal for moat immobilization methods. An 
aqueous "pre-processing" step. much like the reprocessing step that separated 
the plutonium in the first place could be avoided. Reprocessing is known to 
produce some of the must dangerous and difficult to contain wastes in the history 
of the nuclear age. There is no reason for the DOE to compound this disaster as
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SCD28-7 Transportation

DOE acknowledges the commentor's concern about public reaction to the 
transportation of nuclear material. The hybrid alternatives in this SPD EIS 

would require more transportation than the immobilization-only alternatives 
as shown in Section 2.18 and Appendix L.  

SCD28-8 Transportation 

Table L-6 summarizes the analysis of risks attributed to alternatives that 

involve transportation of nuclear materials. The Type B packages that would 
be used to transport radioactive material are designed to withstand test 

conditions described in Appendix L.3.1.6, which represent extremely severe 

accidents (estimated to be more severe than over 99 percent of all accidents 
that could occur). Type B packages have been used for years to ship 

radioactive materials in the United States and around the world. To date, no 
Type B package has ever been punctured or has had its contents released, 
even in actual highway accidents. As described in Appendix L.3.1.6, the 

Type B package is extremely robust and provides a high degree of confidence 
that even in extremely severe accidents, the integrity of the package would 
be maintained with essentially no loss of the radioactive contents or serious 
impairment of the shielding capability. As discussed in Section 2.18, no 

traffic fatalities from nonradiological accidents or LCFs from radiological 
exposures or vehicle emissions are expected. DOE's decision will be based 

on analysis in this SPD EIS and will include consideration of public comments.

SCD28-9 Transportation

Appendix L contains information on the shipping containers that would be 
used to transport plutonium. Transportation of the plutonium material would 
use DOE's SST/SGT system. Since the establishment of the DOE 
Transportation Safeguards Division in 1975, the SST/SGT system has 
transported DOE-owned cargo over more than 151 million km (94 million mi) 
with no accidents causing a fatality or release of radioactive material. Under 
NRC regulations (10 CFR 71), plutonium in excess of 20 Ci per package must 
be packaged in a separate inner container placed within an outer container 
(i.e., double-walled system). This requirement would apply to DOE shipments 
of surplus plutonium.
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SCD28-10 Alternatives 

DOE is not considering reprocessing any surplus plutonium from spent 
nuclear fuel; plutonium polishing is not reprocessing and would be a relatively 
small component of the MOX facility. As described in the Waste Management 
sections in Chapter 4 of Volume I, the wastes generated would not have a 
major impact on waste management resources at any of the candidate sites.  
If Pantex were chosen as the site for any of the proposed surplus plutonium 
disposition facilities, additional LLW and TRU waste capabilities may be 
required, as discussed in the appropriate sections in Chapter 4 and 
Appendix H.3. DOE also appreciates the commentor's concern regarding 
environmental consequences of surplus plutonium disposition activities.  
As described in Chapter 4 and summarized in Section 2.18, potential impacts 
to the public from any of the proposed activities during routine operations at 
any of the candidate sites would likely be minor. To avoid contamination that 
has occurred in the past at some DOE sites, DOE would design, build, and 
operate the proposed in compliance with today's environmental, safety, and 
health requirements.  

Although cost will be a factor in the decisionmaking process, this SPD EIS 
contains environmental impact data and does not address the costs 
associated with the various alternatives. A separate cost report, CostAnalysis 
in Support of Site Selection for Surplus Weapons-Usable Plutonium 
Disposition (DOE/MD-0009, July 1998), which analyzes the site-specific cost 
estimates for each alternative, was made available around the same time as 
the SPD Draft EIS. This report and the Plutonium Disposition Life-Cycle 
Costs and Cost-Related Comment Resolution Document (DOE/MD-O0 13, 
November 1999), which covers recent life-cycle cost analyses associated 
with the preferred alternative, are available on the MD Web site at 
http://www.doe-md.com and in the public reading rooms at the following 
locations: Hanford, INEEL, Pantex, SRS, and Washington D.C.  

Commercial reactors currently have armed security forces, primarily to protect 
against perimeter intrusion. There would be increased security for the receipt 
and storage of fresh MOX fuel, as compared with that for fresh LEU fuel, for 
additional vigilance inside the perimeter. However, the increased security 
surveillance would be a small increment to the plant's existing security plan.  

The remainder of this comment is addressed in responses SCD28-7, 
SCD28-8, and SCD28-9.
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NRC Licensing

is already evident in the environmental devastation of nuclear pollution here at 
and around Savannah River Site and the Hanford Reservation.  

Fewer facilities would have to be built reducing the coat as well as the inevitable 
difficulty associated with approvals, licenses and such

Plutonium would travel less. Nuclear Information and Resource Service is not 
taking a position on where the immobilization program should be pursued, or 
even if it should be done in one place. Nonetheless, it is pretty obvious that 
weapons-usable material would be transported less and spend more time within 
the boundaries of the DOE complex than in the MOX option. Before it is fissioned 
in the reactor core MOX fuel is still weapon's usable, requiring only reprocessing 
technology, not enrichment Thus it would require national security level security 
in transport.  

Further, there would have to be the same level of security instituted at reactor 

sites. We object to DOE endowing private secunty services in our communities 
with a shoot-to-kit authority.  

Obtaining reactor license amendments for this new fuel type will offer the 
opportunity to review the reactor safety systems and also I he aging issues 
inherent in the long-term exposure to he heat and radiation of LiEU uranium fuel.  
The increased capacity of plutonium fuel to age components, particularly in the 

full-MOX cores that the Department seems to be assumIng in the DEIS, wil 

provide a wonderful opportunity to target reactors for early closure.  

On the waste front, immobilization also offers the Department some relie. since 
the storage of an immobilization end-product can be designed from the ground

up to be appropriate for this new waste type. In contrast, irradiated MOX fuel in 
the hands of nuclear utilities that are already facing challenges of waste storage 

is a very different picture. Over-filled fuel pools, many already strained far beyond 
their original design capacity will not be easier to manage with the greater 
thermal and criticality factors, as well as cladding stress issues that MOX will 
introduce. If dry storage is in use at the time that MOX waste would be moving 
out of the fuel pools, attempted use of current cask designs may also result in 

problems that will be the Departments to deal with at some point. What is going 
to become of all that damaged fuel if we ever do have a repository? 

All this spells more expense, more regulatory and administrative combat with 

local communities and uitimately if great care is not take and more money is not 
spent, far greater environmental impact than a system that is designed 
specifically for the unique aspects of plutonium wastes.  

The list of all the reasons MOX is a bad idea goes on, and we will supplement 
these oral comments with further written comments. The bottom line is that MDX 
will costsa tremendous amount of money to do at all. and then it will cost even
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The higher flux associated with MOX fuel can accelerate reactor component 
aging. However, this is taken into account when developing fuel management 
strategy, including fuel assembly placement in the reactor core. The proposed 
action anticipates partial, not full, MOX cores in the selected reactors. This 
issue, along with other issues important to safety, would be addressed during 
the NRC license amendment process.  

SCD28-12 Waste Management 

As described in Sections 2.18.3 and 4.28.2.8, additional spent fuel would be 
produced by using MOX fuel instead of LEU fuel in domestic, commercial 
reactors. Spent fuel management at the proposed reactor sites is not expected 
to change dramatically due to the substitution of MOX assemblies for some 
of the LEU assemblies. Likewise, the additional spent fuel would be a very 
small fraction of the total that would be managed at the potential geologic' 
repository. MOX fuel would be handled the same as other fuels with regard 
to pools and dry casks. MOX fuel assemblies would be the same size and 
shape as the LEU fuel for the specific reactor. The only difference would be 
the additional decay heat from the higher actinides, especially americium, in 
the MOX fuel. Dry casks are designed and certified for a maximum heat load, 
so the additional decay heat would contribute to the total heat load and not 
require any redesign. The additional heat load may result in less spent fuel 
stored percask. A more likely option is that the MOX fuel would be selectively 
packaged with cooler LEU fuel to obviate any overall heat output restriction.  
As a result, DOE does not expect any changes in the cask design. An 

amendment to the Certificate of Compliance for the cask, and the reactor 
operating license, would be needed to include storage of MOX fuel assemblies.  

The remainder of this comment about cost is addressed in response 
SCD28-10.

SCD28-11
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more to deal with the legal and administrative aspects of trying to oppose the 
people you serve, and then it will cost even more than that, since the probability 
of a real problem at some point are not out imagination, but rather based on 50 
years of experience with the Department and three decades of suffering reactor 
operation.  

Recommendations for responsible immobilization of surplus weapons plutonium..  

The Department must insure a zero release policy for every site where plutonium 
is handled. There is no acceptable amount of this material in the environment, in 
our bodies. in our food, in our air in our water.  

This means that there has to be a plan for ALL the waste at every step to insure 
that it is tracked into 100% containment, and that there is no idea that it is OK to 
vent.  

The Department should insure that state of the art monitoring will instituted - with 
redundancy to insure that this policy is in-force at all times. One of the monitoring 
systems should be administered completely in the control of the local community.  

This means that there is a commitment to zero dose to the public in this process.  

The Department should institute a low as achievable dose policy for workers.  
This is NOT ALARA - remove the word "reasonablr before achievable. Cancel 
MOX and spend the money you would save on meeting these goals, and there 
will be far greater acceptance of plutonium disposition mission in whatever 
community you approach to host this vital contribution to the welfare of our 
planet 

Equally Important to protecting the people and the environment from DOE's 
plutonium handling is the security of this vulnerable material. We recognize that 
steps must be taken to Insure that this material is not diverted. At the same time 
this must not be at the expense of an open and accessible information base to 
insure that environment and safety commitments are being met.
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The health and safety of workers and the public is a priority of the surplus 
plutonium disposition program, regardless of which approach is chosen.  
Operation of the proposed surplus plutonium disposition facilities would 
comply with applicable Federal, State, and local laws and regulations 

governing radiological and hazardous chemical releases. Within these limits, 
DOE believes that the level of contamination should be kept as low as is 

reasonably achievable, so that the benefit of reducing the already low level 
of contamination would warrant the additional cost of that reduction. Chapter 5 
summarizes the applicable environmental statutes, regulations, and permits 
that cover emissions, waste, and ALARA standards.

SCD28-14 DOE Policy

DOE acknowledges the commentor's concern about the security of plutonium 
materials. The proposed DOE surplus plutonium disposition facilities are all 
at locations where plutonium would have the levels of protection and control 
required by applicable DOE safeguards and security directives. Safeguards 
and security programs would be integrated programs of physical protection, 
information security, nuclear material control and accountability, and personnel 
assurance. Security for the proposed facilities would be implemented 

commensurate with the usability of the material in a nuclear weapon or 
improvised nuclear device. Physical barriers; access control systems; 
detection and alarm systems; procedures, including the two-person rule 
(which requires at least two people to be present when working with special 
nuclear materials in the facility); and personnel security measures, including 

security clearance investigations and access authorization levels, would be 
used to ensure that special nuclear materials stored and processed inside are 

adequately protected. Closed-circuit television, intrusion detection, motion 
detection, and other automated materials monitoring methods would be 
employed. Furthermore, the physical protection, safeguards, and security 
for the MOX facility and domestic, commercial reactors would be in compliance 
with NRC regulations. International inspections of the proposed facilities 
would be conducted strictly by procedure so as not to compromise security.  
None of the policies, programs, or procedures implemented for safeguarding 
this material would inhibit compliance with safety or 
environmental regulations.

SCD28-13 DOE Policy
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MD178

The United States and Russia recently made progress in the management 
and disposition of plutonium. In late July 1998, Vice President Gore and 
Russian Prime Minister Sergei Kiriyenko signed a 5-year agreement to provide 
the scientific and technical basis for decisions concerning how surplus 
plutonium will be managed. This agreement enables the two countries to 
explore mutually acceptable strategies for safeguarding and dispositioning 
surplus plutonium. During the first week of September 1998, Presidents Clinton 
and Yeltsin held a Moscow summit and signed a statement of principles with 
the intention of removing approximately 50 t (55 tons) of plutonium from 
each country's stockpile. The United States does not currently plan to 
implement a unilateral program; however, it will retain the option to begin 
certain surplus plutonium disposition activities in order to encourage the 
Russians and set an international example.  

MD178-2 MOX Approach 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's opposition to the MOX approach and 
support of the immobilization approach. In choosing reactors to use the 
MOX fuel, DOE looked at the criteria of reactor age. DOE chose only reactors 
whose planned operating life extended through the full life cycle of the surplus 
plutonium disposition program. Section 4.28 was revised to discuss the 
potential environmental impacts of operating Catawba, McGuire, and North 
Anna, the reactors that would use the MOX fuel. The spent fuel generated 
from the use of the MOX fuel in the commercial reactors would be stored at 
the reactors in accordance with all applicable NRC regulations and shipped 
to and disposed of at a potential geologic repository as would other 

commercial reactor spent fuel. Transportation of commercial spent fuel to a 
potential geologic repository is analyzed in the Draft Environmental Impact 

Statement for a Geologic Repository for the Disposal of Spent Nuclear Fuel 
and High-Level Radioactive Waste at Yucca Mountain, Nye County, Nevada 
(DOE/EIS-0250D, July 1999). As far as reactor modifications and liability, the 
commercial reactor licensee is responsible to maintain and modify the reactor 
as needed.

MD178-1
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Consistent with the U.S. policy of discouraging the civilian use of plutonium, 
a MOX facility would be built and operated subject to the following strict 
conditions: construction would take place at a secure DOE site, it would be 
owned by the U.S. Government, operations would be limited exclusively to 
the disposition of surplus plutonium, and the MOX facility would be shut 

down at the completion of the surplus plutonium disposition program. For 
reactor irradiation, the NRC license would authorize only the participating 
reactors to use MOX fuel fabricated from surplus plutonium, and the irradiation 
would be a once-through cycle with no reprocessing.

MD178-3 Repositories

This SPD EIS assumes, for the purposes of analysis, that Yucca Mountain, 
Nevada, would be the final disposal site for all immobilized plutonium and 
MOX spent fuel. As directed by the U.S. Congress through the NWPA, as 
amended, Yucca Mountain is the only candidate site currently being 
characterized as a potential geologic repository for HLW and spent fuel.  
DOE has prepared a separate EIS, Draft Environmental Impact Statementfor 
a Geologic Repositoryfor the Disposal of Spent Nuclear Fuel and High-Level 
Radioactive Waste at Yucca Mountain, Nye County, Nevada 
(DOE/EIS-0250D, July 1999), which analyzes the environmental impacts from 
construction, operation and monitoring, related transportation, and eventual 
closure of a potential geologic repository. The characteristics of the MOX 
spent fuel would be similar to those of normal spent LEU fuel. As described 
in Sections 2.18.3 and 4.28.2.8, additional spent fuel would be produced by 
using MOX fuel instead of LEU fuel in domestic, commercial reactors. Spent 

fuel management at the proposed reactor sites is not expected to change 
dramatically due to the substitution of MOX assemblies for some of the LEU 

assemblies. Likewise, the additional spent fuel would be a very small fraction 
of the total that would be managed at the potential geologic repository.  
Following irradiation, the MOX fuel would be removed from the reactor and 
managed at the reactor site as spent fuel in accordance with the site's normal 

spent-fuel-handling procedures. Reactors would require NRC operating 
license amendments and, as part of that process, safety and operational 
arrangements (e.g., spent fuel management plans) would be evaluated. In 

any event, it would be the licensee's responsibility to ensure that spent fuels, 
MOX or LEU, were safely managed.
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The order of acceptance of the spent fuel for final disposition in the potential 
geologic repository would be in accordance with agreements made between 

DOE and the licensee and in compliance with NEPA.  

MD178-5 Repositories 

This comment is addressed in responses MD178-2 and MD178-3.

MD178-6 Waste Management

MOX fuel would be handled the same as other fuels with regard to pools and 
dry casks. MOX fuel assemblies would be the same size and shape as the 
LEU fuel for the specific reactor. The only difference would be the additional 
decay heat from the higher actinides, especially americium, in the MOX fuel.  

Dry casks are designed and certified for a maximum heat load, so the additional 
decay heat would contribute to the total heat load and not require any redesign.  
The additional heat load may result in less spent fuel stored per cask. A more 

likely option is that the MOX fuel would be selectively packaged with cooler 
LEU fuel to obviate any overall heat output restriction. As a result, DOE 

does not expect any changes in the cask design. An amendment to the 

Certificate of Compliance for the cask, and the reactor operating license, 
would be needed to include storage of MOX fuel assemblies.

MD178-7 Waste Management

DOE acknowledges the commentor's concern that dry cask storage at the 
reactor sites may be limited by the availability of casks. Little or no additional 
wet pool or dry cask storage space would be needed for the MOX spent fuel 
generated at the selected commercial reactor sites. DOE does not expect that 
MOX spent fuel would get preferential treatment over other reactor spent 
fuel for disposal in a potential geologic repository.  

MD178-8 Parallex EA 

In the SPD Draft EIS, DOE retained the option to use some of the surplus 
plutonium as MOX fuel in CANDU reactors, which would have only been 
undertaken in the event that a multilateral agreement were negotiated among

MD178-4 Repositories

I
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Russia, Canada, and the United States. Since the Draft was issued, DOE 

determined that adequate reactor capacity is available in the United States to 
disposition the portion of the U.S. surplus plutonium that is suitable for 

MOX fuel and, therefore, while still reserving the CANDU option, DOE is no 

longer actively pursuing it. However, DOE, in cooperation with Canada and 
Russia, proposes to participate in a test and demonstration program using 

U.S. and Russian MOX fuel in a Canadian test reactor. A separate 
environmental review, the EnvironmentalAssessmentfor the Parallex Project 

Fuel Manufacture and Shipment (DOE/EA-1216, January 1999), analyzes 
the fabrication and proposed shipment of MOX fuel rods for research and 

development activities involving the use of limited amounts of U.S. MOX 
fuel in a Canadian test reactor. A FONSI was signed on August 13, 1999.  

Both of these documents can be viewed on the MD Web site at 

http://www.doe-md.com. Ifra decision is made to dispose of Russian surplus 
plutonium in Canadian CANDU reactors in order to augment Russian's 
disposition capability, shipments of the Russian MOX fuel would take place 

directly between Russia and Canada.  

MD178-9 NRC Licensing 

As part of the procurement process, bidders were asked to provide 

environmental information to support their proposals. This information was 

analyzed in an Environmental Critique prepared for the DOE source selection 

board prior to award of the MOX fuel fabrication and irradiation services 

contract. DOE then prepared an Environmental Synopsis on the basis of the 
Environmental Critique, which was released to the public as Appendix P of 

the Supplement to the SPD Draft EIS in April 1999. This Supplement included 

a description of the affected environment around the three proposed reactor 

sites, and analyses of the potential environmental impacts of operating these 

reactors using MOX fuel (Sections 3.7 and 4.28 of this SPD EIS, respectively).  

As discussed in Section 4.28.2.5, studies by NAS have led it to the following 
conclusion: "no important overall adverse impact of MOX use on the accident 

probabilities of the LWRs involved will occur; if there are adequate reactivity 

and thermal margins in the fuel, as licensing review should ensure, the main 

remaining determinants of accident probabilities will involve factors not related 

to fuel composition and hence unaffected by the use of MOX rather than
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LEU fuel." Further, as discussed in the revised Section 4.28, the most recent 
systematic assessment of licensee performance conducted in 1997 on the 
reactors selected to irradiate MOX fuel resulted in ratings ranging from good 
to superior with respect to operations, maintenance, engineering, and 
plant support.  

An NRC reactor operating license amendment will be required for each 
individual reactor before it can irradiate the MOX fuel. The regulatory process 
will be the same as for any 10 CFR 50 operating license amendment request in 

accordance with 10 CFR 50.90. The reactor licensee will initiate the process 
by submitting an amendment request. Safety and environmental analyses 
commensurate with the level of potential impact are submitted in support of, 
and as part of, the amendment to NRC. NRC reviews the submitted information 
and denies or approves the request.  

MD178-10 Lead Assemblies 

In consultation with DCS, the team selected to fabricate and irradiate the 
MOX fuel, DOE believes that limited lead assembly fabrication and 

postirradiation examination would be required. This SPD EIS analyzes the 
potential environmental impacts of the fabrication of lead assemblies and 
their postinradiation examination. Domestic, commercial reactors operate 

under NRC license; therefore, the use of MOX fuel lead assemblies would be 
subject to review and regulation by NRC prior to it being used in any of the 
proposed reactors.  

MD178-11 DOE Policy 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's concern regarding the use of MOX fuel 
in FFIF to produce tritium. As discussed in Appendix D of the SPD Draft EIS, 
DOE did consider FFTF in the Storage and Disposition PEIS, but it was 

eliminated from further study because it was in a standby status and it could 
not satisfy the criterion of completing the disposition mission within 25 years 

using the historic FFTF plutonium enrichment specifications. In 
December 1998, the Secretary of Energy decided that FFFF would not play a 
role in producing tritium. As discussed in Section 1.7.4, Appendix D was 

- deleted from this SPD EIS because none of the proposals to restart FFTF 
L currently consider the use of surplus plutonium as a fuel source.
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MD178-12 

This comment is addressed in response MD 178-3.

MD178-13

Repositories 

Repositories

This comment is addressed in response MD 178-3.  

MD178-14 Plutonium Polishing and Aqueous Process 

At the time DOE issued the SPD Draft EIS, it believed the gallium content in 
the plutonium dioxide feed specifications for MOX fuel could be reached 
using the dry, thermal gallium removal method included in the pit conversion 
process. However, in response to public interest on this topic and to ensure 
adequate NEPA review in the event that the gallium specification could not 
be met with the thermal process, an evaluation of the potential environmental 
impacts of including a small-scale aqueous process (referred to as plutonium 
polishing) as part of either the pit conversion or MOX facilities was presented 
in Appendix N of the SPD Draft EIS. On the basis of public comments received 
on the SPD Draft EIS, and the analysis performed as part of the MOX 
procurement, DOE has included plutonium polishing as a component of the 
MOX facility to ensure adequate impurity removal from the plutonium dioxide.  
Appendix N was deleted from the SPD Final EIS, and the impacts discussed 
therein were added to the impacts sections presented for the MOX facility in 
Chapter 4 of Volume I. Section 2.18.3 was also revised to include the impacts 
associated with plutonium polishing. Therefore, it is not expected that there 
would be gallium or other impurities present in sufficient quantity to adversely 
affect the reactor pools. However, information would likely be needed by 
NRC during the reactor license amendment process on the proposed plan for 
storing MOX spent fuel at the selected reactor sites.  

MD178-15 Waste Management 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's concern about core unloading and 
cask storage. The statement quoted by the commentor that MOX assemblies 
would be removed from the reactor as soon as the fuel had been irradiated 
was originally stated in the Storage and Disposition PEIS to demonstrate 
that there would be sufficient spent fuel storage capacity under the MOX 
approach. Actual planned operations, however, include refueling on theI



same schedule that is currently used for LEU fuel with no modification to 
permit the early withdrawal of MOX fuel.
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MD178-16 

This comment is addressed in response MD 178-6.

MD178-17

Waste Management

MOXRFP

DOE agrees that it should not be involved in the business of generating 
electricity or delivering electricity to customers. DOE's RFPforMOX Fuel 
Fabrication andReactor Irradiation Services (May 1998) ensures that these 
businesses reside solely in the domain of the utilities without any 
DOE involvement

MD178-18 MOX RFP

The operating records of the selected reactors was considered by DOE prior 
to awarding the contract for MOX fuel fabrication and irradiation services.  

The remainder of this comment is addressed in response MD 178-9.

MD178-19 MOX RFP

DOE agrees that it should not be involved in ratepayers costs; the RFP was 
written to ensure that the generation and delivery of electricity to customers 
be performed solely by the utility with no DOE involvement. The intention is 
for the use of MOX fuel to be revenue neutral for utilities. Commercial 
reactors in the United States are capable of safely burning MOX fuel. DOE 
believes that the cost to make existing reactors suitable for using MOX fuel 
would be relatively low and would be limited to some analyses and operating 
license amendments.
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MD178-20 

This comment is addressed in response MD 178-6.

Waste Management
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MD178-21 Waste Management 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's concerns regarding dry storage 
reliability, vendors, and quality assurance. NRC will review these issues as 
part of the reactor operating license amendment process. These are utility 
operational responsibilities that would have to be addressed regardless of 
fuel type.  

The remainder of this comment is addressed in response MD 178-6.
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MOX fuel would be handled the same as other fuels with regard to pools and 
dry casks, and there is no need for special monitoring.  

MD178-23 Waste Management 

Dry casks are designed and certified for a maximum heat load; therefore, 
doses at the cask pad would be expected to be same for MOX fuel as for 
other fuels.  

MD178-24 Waste Management 

DOE cannot be sued by a cask vendor or a utility in the event a cask fails due 
to the inclusion of MOX fuel. The reactor licensee would be responsible for 
safely storing MOX spent fuel and must make all the calculations to show 
that this can be done properly before the fuel is put into the cask. Cask 
operations would be subject to the NRC operating license 
amendment process.

MD178-25 DOE Policy

Pursuing both immobilization and MOX fuel fabrication provides the 
United States important insurance against potential disadvantages of 
implementing either approach by itself. The hybrid approach also provides 
the best opportunity for U.S. leadership in working with Russia to implement 
similar options for reducing Russia's excess plutonium in parallel. Further, it 
sends the strongest possible signal to the world of U.S. determination to 
reduce stockpiles of surplus plutonium as quickly as possible and in a manner 
that would make it technically difficult to use the plutonium in nuclear 
weapons again.  

The remainder of this comment is addressed in responses MD178-2 
and MD178-3.

MD178-22 Waste Management
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MD178-26 Plutonium Polishing and Aqueous Processing

As discussed in response MD 178-14, DOE has included plutonium polishing 
as a component of the MOX facility so it's not expected that there would be 

gallium and other impurities present in sufficient quantity to adversely affect 

the reactor spent fuel plans. However, these plans would be subject to NRC 

review and approval prior to using the MOX fuel in the selected reactors.  

Although cost will be a factor in the decisionmaking process, this SPD EIS 

contains environmental impact data and does not address the costs 

associated with the various alternatives. The Plutonium Disposition Life

Cycle Costs and Cost-Related Comment Resolution Document 

(DOE/MD-0013, November 1999) covers recent life-cycle cost analyses 

associated with the preferred alternative, including the cost of plutonium 

polishing. This document is available on the MD Web site at 

http://www.doe-md.com and in the public reading rooms at the following 

locations: Hanford, LNEEL, Pantex, SRS, and Washington, D.C.

MD178-27 Pit Disassembly and Conversion

Plutonium metal parts separated from pits and other nonpit plutonium metals 
and alloys undergo a hydride-oxidation process as described in Section 2.4.1.2, 
to produce clean plutonium dioxide powder that is suitable as feed material 
for MOX fuel fabrication. This powder is free of moisture and impurities, 
such as tritium and halide. It is stored in stainless steel cans that are welded 
shut to ensure purity and accountability.

MD178-28 Nonproliferation

As discussed in Section 2.4, there are provisions for international inspections 
of each of the proposed surplus plutonium disposition facilities. International 

monitoring and inspection of the unclassified plutonium would also allow 

the United States to demonstrate to the world, including Russia, Iran, Iraq, 

Pakistan, India, and North Korea, that disposition is being carried out under 

stringent nonproliferation controls, and that the excess plutonium is not 

being diverted for reuse in weapons. The United States is working closely 

with Russia to develop a bilateral inspection agreement which would allow 

the United States to monitor Russian plutonium disposition efforts and 
vice versa.
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In the SPD Draft EIS, DOE retained the option to use some of the surplus 

plutonium as MOX fuel in CANDU reactors, which would have only been 

undertaken in the event that a multilateral agreement were negotiated among 

Russia, Canada, and the United States. Since the Draft was issued, DOE 

determined that adequate reactor capacity is available in the United States to 

disposition the portion of the U.S. surplus plutonium that is suitable for 

MOX fuel and, therefore, while still reserving the CANDU option, DOE is no 

longer actively pursuing it. However, DOE, in cooperation with Canada and 

Russia, proposes to participate in a test and demonstration program using 

U.S. and Russian MOX fuel in a Canadian test reactor. A separate 

environmental review, the EnvironmentalAssessmentfor the Parallex Project 
Fuel Manufacture and Shipment (DOE/EA-1216, January 1999), analyzes 

the fabrication and proposed shipment of MOX fuel rods for research and 

development activities involving the use of limited amounts of U.S. MOX 
fuel in a Canadian test reactor. A FONSI was signed on August 13, 1999.  

Both of these documents can be viewed on the MD Web site at 

http://www.doe-md.com.  

MD178-29 Nonproliferation 

DOE is aware of an incident involving a Japanese plutonium processing 
plant in which a significant amount of MOX powder was held up in the 

processing lines so that it was difficult to measure the exact quantity of 

materials from outside the sealed gloveboxes. This problem was solved by 

implementing a model schedule of selective clean-outs so that the powder 

could be collected and accurately accounted for. The design and operation 

of the MOX facility would incorporate lessons learned (regarding procedures 

and equipment) to ensure low net plutonium loss and would be compatible 

with NRC and IAEA safeguards. Physical inventories, measurements, and k 
inspections of material both in process and in storage would be used to 
verify inventory records.  

MD178-30 Nonproliferation 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's concern regarding the use of nuclear 

reactors to disposition weapons-usable plutonium. The United States will 

not support any plans to build a plutonium economy.

The remainder of this comment is addressed in response MD 178-2.
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MD178-31 Alternatives 

As indicated in Appendix L, several of the hybrid alternatives would require 
less transportation of special nuclear materials than some of the 50-t (55-ton) 
immobilization alternatives. However, the risks from transportation for all of 
the alternatives would likely be minor.  

MD178-32 Repositories 

After the first 5 years or so, there would be more decay heat produced by the 
MOX spent fuel than traditional LEU fuel, hence a greater heat load at both 
the fuel storage locations and the potential geologic repository. However, 
the additional heat load is about 10 percent per assembly and would be 
considered in the total heat load calculations for any storage facilities and 
the repository.  

MD178-33 MOXApproach 

The MOX fuel would not be free to the reactors selected to use it. The MOX 
facility would produce nuclear fuel that would displace LEU fuel that utilities 
would have otherwise purchased. If the effective value of the MOX fuel 
exceeds the cost of the LEU fuel that it displaced, then the contract provides 
that money would be paid back to the U.S. Government by DCS based on a 
formula included in the DCS contract.
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This conmnent is addressed in response MD178-26.
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MD178-35 DOE Policy

By fabricating MOX fuel from surplus plutonium, the United States is not 
encouraging domestic or foreign commercial use of plutonium as an energy 
source. The goal of the surplus plutonium disposition program is to reduce 
the threat of nuclear weapons proliferation worldwide by conducting 
disposition of surplus plutonium in the United States in an environmentally 
safe and timely manner. Converting the surplus plutonium into MOX fuel 
and using it in domestic, commercial reactors is an effective way to 
accomplish this.  

The development of alternative or renewable energy sources is beyond the 
scope of this EIS.

MD178-36 MOX Approach

Reactor sites in the United States have significant security requirements to 
prevent sabotage. Sabotage scenarios are considered conjecture and not 
reasonably foreseeable. Although they were excluded from this SPD EIS, 
the results of such sabotage would be bounded by the accidents presented 
in Appendixes K and L. The possibility of sabotage would be controlled 
through the safeguards and security provisions including security 
requirements associated with facility workers. The reactors selected to use 
MOX fuel would continue to be operated in accordance with applicable NRC 
requirements. Additional information on specific security issues is discussed 
in Nonproliferation andArms Control Assessment of Weapons-Usable Fissile 

Material Storage and Excess Plutonium Disposition Alternatives 

(DOE/NN-0007, January 1997).  

MD178-37 Nonproliferation 

Approximately 726 t (800 tons) of plutonium exists in spent fuel in the world 
today. The spent fuel assemblies are so large and radioactive that any 
attempted theft of the material would require a dedicated team willing to 
suffer large doses of radiation, along with substantial equipment for accessing
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and removing the spent fuel from the storage facility and carrying it away. A 

terrorist group must also have a shielded reprocessing facility to recover the 

plutonium from the highly radioactive spent fuel.  

MD178-38 DOE Policy 

Use of MOX fuel in domestic, commercial reactors is not proposed in order to 

subsidize the commercial nuclear power industry. Rather, the purpose of this 
proposed action is to safely and securely disposition surplus plutonium by 
meeting the Spent Fuel Standard. The Spent Fuel Standard, as identified by 
NAS and modified by DOE, is to make the surplus weapons-usable plutonium 
as inaccessible and unattractive for weapons use as the much larger and 
growing quantity of plutonium that exists in spent nuclear fuel from commercial 
power reactors. The MOX facility would produce nuclear fuel that would 
displace LEU fuel that utilities would have otherwise purchased. If the effective 
value of the MOX fuel exceeds the cost of the LEU fuel that it displaced, then 
the contract provides that money would be paid back to the U.S. Government 
by DCS based on a formula included in the DCS contract.  

Consistent with the U.S. policy of discouraging the civilian use of plutonium, 
a MOX facility would be built and operated subject to the following strict 
conditions: construction would take place at a secure DOE site, it would be 
owned by the U.S. Government, operations would be limited exclusively to 
the disposition of surplus plutonium, and the MOX facility would be shut 
down at the completion of the surplus plutonium disposition program. For 
reactor irradiation, the NRC license would authorize only the participating 
reactors to use MOX fuel fabricated from surplus plutonium, and the irradiation 
would be a once-through cycle with no reprocessing.  

The remainder of this comment is addressed in response MD 178-2.  

MD178-39 NRC Licensing 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's concern about licensing reactors to 
use MOX fuel. Although no U.S. commercial reactors are licensed to use 
plutonium-based fuel, several are designed to use MOX fuel, and others can 
easily accommodate a partial MOX core. DOE understands that DCS would 
have to apply for a reactor operating license amendment for each individual
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reactor before it can use MOX fuel and what that process entails, including 
the public involvement opportunities provided by NRC per 10 CFR 50.91.  

DOE is conducting regular meetings with NRC on the MOX approach, 
including fuel design and qualification. In addition, DCS would work closely 
with NRC to ensure that the license amendment process can be accomplished 
in a timely manner.  

On June 15, 1999, DOE held a hearing on the Supplement to the SPD Draft EIS 
which focused on the use of MOX fuel at the selected reactors. As a result, 
DOE does not anticipate the licensing requirements would present a significant 

impediment to implementing its decisions on surplus plutonium disposition.  
Efforts have been made to contact persons living near the selected reactor 

sites and inform them of the proposed use of MOX fuel. Approximately 
1,300 copies of the Supplement were mailed, and an NOA postcard was 
mailed to an additional 5,800 members of the public.  

The remainder of this comment is addressed in response MDI178-25.  

MD178-40 Nonproliferation 

The goal of the surplus plutonium disposition program is to reduce the threat 
of nuclear weapons proliferation worldwide by conducting disposition of 

surplus plutonium in the United States in an environmentally safe and timely 
manmer. Close cooperation between the United States and Russia is required 
to ensure that nuclear arms reductions cannot be easily reversed.  

Understanding the economic dilemma in Russia, the U.S. Congress has 
appropriated funding for a series of small-scale tests and demonstrations of 
plutonium disposition technologies jointly conducted by the United States 
and Russia. For fiscal year 1999 (starting October 1998), Congress further 

appropriated funding to assist Russia in design and construction of a 
plutonium conversion facility and a MOX fuel fabrication facility. This funding 
would not be expended until the presidents of both countries signed a new 

agreement. Although the amount appropriated by Congress is not sufficient 
to fund the entire Russian surplus plutonium disposition program, the 
United States is working with Russia and other nations to resolve this issue.  

.-4
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MD178-41 MOXApproach 
Utility contributions to the nuclear waste fund would not be waived for those 
reactors selected to use MOX fuel. The cost-related aspects of this comment 

are addressed in response MD178-26.
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MD178-42 Waste Management 

Standardization and integration of the treatment, storage, transport, and 

disposal of waste is a DOE priority as evidenced by the preparation of the 

Final Waste Management Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement 

for Managing Treatment, Storage, and Disposal of Radioactive and 

Hazardous Waste (WM PEIS) (DOE/EIS-0200-F, May 1997) andAccelerating 

Cleanup: Paths to Closure (DOE/EM-0362, June 1998). In addition, decisions 

in the Storage and Disposition PEIS ROD included reducing the number of 

storage locations where plutonium is stored by consolidating the storage of 

pits at Pantex and nonpit materials at SRS. This action reduces the number of 

DOE sites generating wastes related to plutonium storage activities. As 

described in Sections 2.18.3 and 4.28.2.8, additional spent fuel would be 

produced by using MOX fuel instead of LEU fuel in domestic, commercial 

reactors. Spent fuel management at the proposed reactor sites is not expected 

to change dramatically due to the substitution of MOX assemblies for some 
of the LEU assemblies.

MD178-43 Parallex EA

This comment is addressed in response MD 178-8.  

MD178-44 Facility Accidents 

Section 4.28 was revised to provide reactor-specific analyses and discuss 

the potential environmental impacts of using a partial MOX core during 

routine operations and reactor accidents.

MD178-45 MOXRFP

The schedule for award of the MOX fuel fabrication and irradiation contract 
was in accordance with DOE's procurement and NEPA policy. DOE's NEPA 

implementing regulations in 10 CFR 1021.216 requires DOE to phase contract 

work in a way that will allow the NEPA review process to be completed in 

advance of a go/no-go decision. In the case of this SPD EIS, the go/no-go 

decision will be determined by which alternative is selected by the 

decisionmaker. Further, the provisions of 10 CFR 1021.216 call for DOE to 
prepare a publicly available synopsis of the environmental information to 

provide to the source selection official in order to document the consideration
Vo
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given to environmental factors and to record that the relevant environmental 
consequences of reasonable alternatives have been evaluated in the 
selection process.  

DOE prepared an Environmental Synopsis on the basis of the environmental 
information reviewed by DOE in the selection process. This was released to 
the public as Appendix P of the Supplement to the SPD Draft EIS in April 1999.  
This Supplement included a description of the affected environment around 
the three proposed reactor sites, and analyses of the potential environmental 
impacts of operating these reactors using MOX fuel (Sections 3.7 and 4.28 of 
this SPD EIS, respectively). During the 45-day period for public comment on 
the Supplement, DOE held a public hearing in Washington, D.C., on 
June 15, 1999, and invited comments. Responses to those comments are 
provided in Volume IIl, Chapter 4.  

Any requirements related to the storage of MOX fuel would be imposed by 
NRC as part of the reactor operating license amendment. For this amendment, 
the licensee would have to demonstrate that all safety, testing, and 
environmental impacts have been addressed as well as complete the public 
hearing process. In addition, NRC would evaluate license applications and 
monitor the operations of both the MOX facility and the commercial reactors 
selected to use MOX fuel to ensure adequate margins of safety.

4t
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MD178-46 NRC Licensing 

The MOX fuel fabricator would be an NRC licensee under 10 CFR 70, 
Domestic Licensing of Special Nuclear Materials, and as such, would be 

subject to fires and penalties for violations of NRC regulations, up to and 
including license revocation.

MD178-47 NRC Licensing

The reactors selected to irradiate MOX fuel are operating domestic, commercial 
reactors and are licensed by NRC. DCS would be required to submit an 

application for a reactor operating license amendment under 10 CFR 50.90 for 
each individual reactor before it can use MOX fuel. Reactor licensees are 

responsible for maintaining reactor SARs current in accordance with NRC 

regulations. NRC regulations in 10 CFR 50.59 allow changes that meet certain 
requirements to be made without prior NRC approval. Proper review and 
documentation of the review must be retained at the reactor site for NRC 
inspection. Changes other than these must be approved by NRC prior to 

implementation, and all changes must be included in biennial SAR updates.  
Reactor SARs would be updated to reflect the use of MOX fuel once the 
operating license amendment was issued.

MD178-48 

This comment is addressed in response MD178-8.

Parallex EA
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Fresh fuel would remain safe and stable indefinitely. It would be stored at the 
MOX facility in a storage vault meeting security requirements for special 

nuclear materials. The MOX facility would be built at an existing DOE site 

that has the levels of protection and control (including access control) required 

by applicable DOE safeguards and security directives. In addition to DOE 

sitewide security services, the facility would have its own security features 

and procedures. The general security requirements for the proposed surplus 

plutonium disposition facilities are described in Section 2.4.  

The SPD Draft EIS's specification of assembly storage for up to 18 months is 

a bounding assumption for planning and analysis purposes. This SPD EIS 

reflects an extension of the possible storage time of individual assemblies to 

up to 2 years, a storage period that is neither expected nor desirable from a 

business standpoint. As stated in Section 2.4.3.2, production would closely 

follow product need. Reactor licensees typically order LEU fuel to coincide 

with their refueling outages, and fuel shipment is usually scheduled so that 

fuel does not have to be stored very long at the reactor site. Licensees work 

closely with each of the vendors involved in the fuel fabrication process, as 

well as the fuel fabricators, to ensure that the fuel is ready when needed. The 

only likely difference in this process for MOX fuel would be a closer 

relationship between the licensee and the fabricator; the two would work as 

a team. Reactor shutdowns and other operational issues that could affect the 

need for fuel would be accommodated in the fuel fabrication schedules, and 

adjustments would be made as required. Fuel fabricated and later not needed 

would constitute no long-term storage problem, for the components could 

be recycled and reused-a routine commercial practice for off-specification 

materials and completed assemblies that is accounted for in this EIS. The 

fuel rods would be disassembled and the pellets either reused directly or 

returned to the processing facility for reformulation. The metal components 

of the fuel rods would also be reused or recycled.

MD178-50 Plutonium Polishing and Aqueous Processing

Section 2.18.3 was revised to include the impacts associated with plutonium 
polishing. As indicated by the analyses, additional waste generation or

MD178-49 MOXApproach

I
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resource consumption associated with the plutonium-polishing process is 
not expected to materially affect the ability of any of the candidate sites to 
handle MOX fuel fabrication.  

The remainder of this comment is addressed in response MD 178-14.  

MD178-51 MOX Approach 

The lead assemblies would be irradiated in domestic, commercial reactors 
and then subjected to postirradiation examination. Thus, the tests conducted 
as part of the postirradiation examination would provide information on how 
MOX fuel would respond inside a commercial reactor. The MOX fuel 
assemblies would be placed in accordance with specific reactor fuel 
management plans, which exist at all reactors regardless of fuel type.  

The remainder of this comment is addressed in responses MD178-3, 
MD178-6,MD178-7, and MD178-10.
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MD178-52 Repositories

The management of TRU wastes generated by the proposed surplus 
plutonium disposition facilities is evaluated in this SPD EIS. DOE alternatives 
forTRU waste management are evaluated in the WM PETS (DOE/EIS-0200-F, 
May 1997) and the WIPP Disposal Phase Final Supplemental EIS 
(DOE/EIS-0026-S-2, September 1997). WIPP began receiving shipments of 
TRU waste for permanent disposal on March 26, 1999. As described in 
Appendix E8.1, and the Waste Management sections in Chapter 4 of Volume I, 
it is conservatively assumed that TRU waste would be stored at the candidate 
sites until 2016, at which time it would be shipped to WIPP in accordance 
with DOE's plans. This SPD EIS assumes, for the purposes of analysis, that 
Yucca Mountain, Nevada, would be the final disposal site for all immobilized 
plutonium and MOX spent fuel.  

The remainder of this comment is addressed in response MD 178-3.
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MD178-53 MOXRFP 

Generic reactors were presented in the SPD Draft EIS because the specific 
reactors had not yet been identified. Section 4.28 was revised to discuss the 
potential environmental impacts of operating Catawba Nuclear Station Units 1 
and 2 in South Carolina, McGuire Nuclear Station Units 1 and 2 in North 
Carolina, and North Anna Power Station Units 1 and 2 in Virginia, the reactors 
selected to use the MOX fuel.
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MD178-55 Facility Accidents 

The possibility of a truck bomb was considered to be beyond the scope of 
this SPD EIS analysis based on DOE NEPA guidance. This guidance states 
that impacts should be analyzed if they are reasonably foreseeable, requiring 
that the analysis is supported by credible scientific evidence and is not 
based on pure conjecture. The terrorist scenario is considered conjecture 
and although it was excluded from this EIS, the results of such terrorism 
would be bounded by the accidents presented in Appendixes K and L.

I
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MD178-56 General SPD EIS and NEPA Process 

DOE has prepared this SPD EIS in accordance with the provisions of NEPA 

(42 U.S.C. 4321 et seq.) and the related CEQ and DOE implementation 

regulations (40 CFR 1500 through 1508 and 10 CFR 1021,respectively). The 

primary objective of the EIS is a comprehensive description of proposed 

surplus plutonium disposition actions and alternatives and their potential 

environmental impacts. DOE has analyzed each environmental resource area 

in a consistent manner across all the alternatives to allow for a fair comparison 

among the alternatives and among the candidate sites for proposed surplus 

plutonium disposition facilities.
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I'm just calling to comment on this transfer of plutonium to 

Canada and your policies in general. I approve 100 percent.  
I think you're doing a great thing and I figured a lot of 

people are going to be calling and bitching so you might 

want to hear something favorable. Keep it up. Thank you.

1

PD041

DOE acknowledges the commentor's support for DOE policy and the surplus 
plutonium disposition program. In the SPD Draft EIS, DOE retained the option 

to use some of the surplus plutonium as MOX fuel in CANDU reactors, 

which would have only been undertaken in the event that a multilateral 

agreement were negotiated among Russia, Canada, and the United States.  

Since the Draft was issued, DOE determined that adequate reactor capacity is 

available in the United States to disposition the portion of the U.S. surplus 

plutonium that is suitable for MOX fuel and, therefore, while still reserving 

the CANDU option, DOE is no longer actively pursuing it. However, DOE, in 

cooperation with Canada and Russia, proposes to participate in a test and 

demonstration program using U.S. and Russian MOX fuel in a Canadian test 

reactor. A separate environmental review, the EnvironmentalAssessmentfor 

the Parallex Project Fuel Manufacture and Shipment 

(DOE/EA-1216, January 1999), analyzes the fabrication and proposed shipment 

of MOX fuel rods for research and development activities involving the use 

of limited amounts ofU.S. MOX fuel in a Canadian test reactor. A FONSI was 

signed on August 13, 1999. Both of these documents can be viewed on the 

MD Web site at http://www.doe-md.com. Ifa decision is made to dispose of 

Russian surplus plutonium in Canadian CANDU reactors in order to augment 

Russian's disposition capability, shipments of the Russian MOX fuel would 

take place directly between Russia and Canada.

PD041-1 DOE Policy

I
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Yes, I'm calling to make a comment about the DOE using 

MOX plutonium fuel in the nuclear reactors that we have 

already. I am totally opposed to this 100 percent. I don't 

want to even, I don't want anything that has to do with 

radioactivity. And I don't think it's good for the earth. I 

think that, that burning bomb material, nuclear bomb 

material is a big mistake for existing reactors. I think the 

public is against building new reactors for such a thing. I 

think burning radioactive materials is a very scary thing to 

begin with. I'm opposed to traveling it through, by rail or 

highway. Gosh I could go on forever. So, thank you for 

listening and I do urge that the government just stay away 

from this. It is very scary. Thank you.

1
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PD045-1 MOX Approach 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's opposition to the MOX approach. The 

goal of the surplus plutonium disposition program is to reduce the threat of 

nuclear weapons proliferation worldwide by conducting disposition of surplus 

plutonium in the United States in an environmentally safe and timely manner.  

Converting the surplus plutonium into MOX fuel and using it in domestic, 

commercial reactors is an effective way to accomplish this. Consistent with 

the U.S. policy of discouraging the civilian use of plutonium, a MOX facility 

would be built and operated subject to the following strict conditions: 

construction would take place at a secure DOE site, it would be owned by the 

U.S. Government, operations would be limited exclusively to the disposition 

of surplus plutonium, and the MOX facility would be shut down at the 

completion of the surplus plutonium disposition program. For reactor 

irradiation, the NRC license would authorize only the participating reactors 

to use MOX fuel fabricated from surplus plutonium, and the irradiation would 

be a once-through cycle with no reprocessing. Section 4.28 was revised to 

discuss the potential environmental impacts of operating Catawba, McGuire, 

and North Anna, the reactors that would use the MOX fuel, should the 

decision be made to proceed with the hybrid approach.  

The transportation requirements for the surplus plutonium disposition 

program are also evaluated in this SPD EIS. Transportation wouldberequired 

for both the immobilization and MOX approaches to surplus plutonium 

disposition. Transportation of special nuclear materials, including fresh MOX 

fuel, would use DOE's SST/SGT system. Since the establishment of the 

DOE Transportation Safeguards Division in 1975, the SST/SGT system has 

transported DOE-owned cargo over more than 151 million km (94 million mi) 

with no accidents causing a fatality or release of radioactive material.
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Yes, I've recently learned that the plan or the plan that's 
being formulated to dispose of plutonium by having 
commercial utilities use it as mixed oxide fuel. And as a 
person who works in the electric utility field I want to express 

an extreme concern about this very dangerous practice. Not 

only are commercial, commercial utilities likely to not manage 
the plutonium safely, some will but many won't, but the risk 

of an accident or even worse a high-jacking of trucks carrying 

plutonium around the country is just totally unacceptable.  
And this my comment is a very strong argument that this is a 

bad choice. That vitrification of plutonium is probably the 
only safe way to handle it. Thank you.

1
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PD051-1 Alternatives 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's opposition to the MOX approach. DOE 
has identified as its preferred alternative the hybrid approach. Pursuing both 
immobilization and MOX fuel fabrication provides the United States important 
insurance against potential disadvantages of implementing either approach 
by itself. The hybrid approach also provides the best opportunity for 
U.S. leadership in working with Russia to implement similar options for 
reducing Russia's excess plutonium in parallel. Further, it sends the strongest 

possible signal to the world of U.S. determination to reduce stockpiles of 
surplus plutonium as quickly as possible and in a manner that would make it 
technically difficult to use the plutonium in nuclear weapons again.  

Transportation would be required for both the immobilization and MOX 
approaches to surplus plutonium disposition. Transportation of special 
nuclear materials, including fresh MOX fuel, would use 
DOE's SST/SGT system. Since the establishment of the 
DOE Transportation Safeguards Division in 1975, the SST/SGT system has 
transportedDOE-owned cargo over more than 151 million km (94 million mi) 
with no accidents causing a fatality or release of radioactive material.  

Section 4.30.1.6 and Appendix L address the impacts of transportation, and 
Appendix K, the impacts of accidents. The analyses indicate that the impacts 
from the hybrid approach would likely be minor. Decisions on the surplus 
plutonium disposition program will be based on environmental analyses, 
technical and cost reports, national policy and nonproliferation 
considerations, and public input.
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Hello, I definitely want to say no to the mixed oxide fuel 
containing plutonium or MOX. It's not to be used in 
commercial reactors because of the transportation and 
safety problems. As plutonium fuel is hazardous process 
and it adds more to the radioactive waste to be disposed of 
which we haven't done to good a job of yet. Weapons 
grade plutonium has been in the hands of the military.  
Changing the U.S. policy to put it in the hands of 
commercial businesses all over the country, it's a highly, 
and it changes our policy to put it in the hands of 
commercial businesses. Highly carcinogenic and extreme 
threat to life support systems. So it should be immobilized 
with vitrification in ceramic or glass surroundings. Thank 
you. Bye

PD054

DOE acknowledges the commentor's opposition to the MOX approach. DOE 
has identified as its preferred alternative the hybrid approach. Pursuing both 

immobilization and MOX fuel fabrication provides the United States important 

insurance against potential disadvantages of implementing either approach 

by itself. The hybrid approach also provides the best opportunity for 

U.S. leadership in working with Russia to implement similar options for 

reducing Russia's excess plutonium in parallel. Further, it sends the strongest 

possible signal to the world of U.S. determination to reduce stockpiles of 

surplus plutonium as quickly as possible and in a manner that would make it 

technically difficult to use the plutonium in nuclear weapons again.  

Transportation would be required for both the immobilization and MOX 

approaches to surplus plutonium disposition. Transportation of special 

nuclear materials, including fresh MOX fuel, would use 

DOE's SST/SGT system. Since the establishment of the 

DOE Transportation Safeguards Division in 1975, the SST/SGT system has 

transported DOE-owned cargo over more than 151 million km (94 million mi) 

with no accidents causing a fatality or release of radioactive material.  

Section 4.30.1.6 and Appendix L address the impacts of transportation, and 

Appendix K, the impacts of accidents. The analyses indicate that the impacts 
from the hybrid approach would likely be minor.  

Consistent with the U.S. policy of discouraging the civilian use of plutonium, 

a MOX facility would be built and operated subject to the following strict 

conditions: construction would take place at a secure DOE site, it would be 

owned by the U.S. Government, operations would be limited exclusively to 

the disposition of surplus plutonium, and the MOX facility would be shut 

down at the completion of the surplus plutonium disposition program.  

As described in Sections 2.18.3 and 4.28.2.8, additional spent fuel would be 

produced by using MOX fuel instead of LEU fuel in domestic, commercial 

reactors. Spent fuel management at the proposed reactor sites is not expected 

to change dramatically due to the substitution of MOX assemblies for some 

of the LEU assemblies. Likewise, the additional spent fuel would be a very 

small fraction of the total that would be managed at the potential geologic 
repository. Decisions on the surplus plutonium disposition program will be 

based on environmental analyses, technical and cost reports, national policy 

and nonproliferation considerations, and public input.

PD054-1 Alternatives
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Yes, my name is Jim Malesk. I want to express my deep 

concern over the use of plutonium that is being suggested.  
I think that plutonium is the most dangerous of element in 
the world. The size of a grain of sand can cause instant 
cancer that confines itself in the lungs. Using it to, as part 
of a burning off process, I am totally against. I think it is 
environmentally insanity and I want to register my 
complaint. Thank you.

I
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PDO05-1 MOXApproach 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's opposition to the MOX approach. The 

goal of the surplus plutonium disposition program is to reduce the threat of 
nuclear weapons proliferation worldwide by conducting disposition of surplus 

plutonium in the United States in an environmentally safe and timely manner.  

Converting the surplus plutonium into MOX fuel and using it in domestic, 
commercial reactors is an effective way to accomplish this. Consistent with 
the U.S. policy of discouraging the civilian use ofplutonium, a MOX facility 
would be built and operated subject to the following strict conditions: 

construction would take place at a secure DOE site, it would be owned by the 
U.S. Govemment, operations would be limited exclusively to the disposition 
of surplus plutonium, and the MOX facility would be shut down at the 

completion of the surplus plutonium disposition program. The analysis 
conducted for this SPD EIS indicate potential environmental and human 
health impacts would likely be minor as discussed in Chapter 4 of Volume I.
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HANFORD SITE-RICHLAND, WASHINGTON 
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Why did the initial EIS [refers to the scopingprocess] not explore 
or identify all possible alternatives for using the Fuels and 
Materials Examination Facility (FMFU)? Alternatives were added 
later, why not from the beginning? 

DOE should take advantage of the existing complex infrastructure 

by considering the following combination as an alternative option' 
alternative: locate pit disassembly and conversion at Pantex; locate 
MOX fuel fabrication mission at FMEF; locate plutonium 
conversion and immobilization at the Savannah River Site (SRS).  

Why does the preferred alternative consider infrastructure and the 

workforce if the MOX facility is being privatized? Optics are that 
the EIS is biased toward SRS.

1 

2 

3

RICHILD-i General SPD EIS and NEPA Process 

The SPD Draft EIS evaluated all alternatives for FMEF at Hanford considered 

reasonable by DOE. FMEF was identified as a candidate location in the NOI 

for the SPD EIS, which starts the scoping process. The possible mix of 

activities that might be located in FMEF was refined during the scoping 

process. In fact, the number of alternatives considering FMEF was increased 

during scoping, even though collocation of all three proposed surplus 

plutonium disposition facilities in FMEF was eliminated because DOE 

concluded that the available space in FMEF would not be sufficient to 

accommodate the efficient operation and maintenance of all three facilities.  

Analyses do not begin until completion of the scoping process, so these 

alternatives were evaluated from the earliest possible time, along with all the 
other SPD EIS alternatives.

RICHLD-2 Alternatives

DOE acknowledges the commentor's suggestion to locate the proposed 
surplus plutonium disposition facilities at three different sites. As discussed 

in Section 2.3.1 of the SPD Draft EIS, the range of reasonable alternatives 

analyzed was developed using equally weighted screening criteria. Over 

64 options were evaluated, yielding a range of 23 reasonable alternatives 

that met all the criteria. Options that involved siting the proposed surplus 

plutonium disposition facilities at three different sites were eliminated because 

the goals of minimizing worker and public exposure to radiation, minimizing 

proliferation concerns associated with transportation, and reducing 

infrastructure costs would not be met. Alternatives considered reasonable 

were further reduced to 15 that are analyzed in the SPD Final EIS because the 

8 alternatives that included using portions of Building 221-F at SRS for 

inmnobilization were eliminated based on the increased size requirements.

RICHLD-3 Alternatives

DOE's proposed action for surplus plutonium disposition is not aprivatization 
effort, although the acquisition of MOX fuel fabrication and irradiation 

services has some similarities to DOE's privatization initiative. While the 

necessary infrastructure may be available in a number of places, only certain 

DOE sites and other facilities have the security infrastructure and radiological
00 
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Environmental cleanup and plutonium conversion missions are not 
exclusive of each other, one can work effectively with the other [at 
Hanford].  

What are the increased costs associated with three separate sites?

4

RICHID-5 Cost

Section 2.3.1 explains the development of the facility siting alternatives that 
were analyzed in this SPD EIS. The equally weighted criteria used were 

worker and public exposure to radiation, proliferation concerns due to 

transportation of materials, and infrastructure cost. These criteria would not 

be met if DOE were to build one facility at each of three candidate sites.  

Although cost will be a factor in the decisionmaking process, this SPD EIS 

contains environmental impact data and does not address the costs 

associated with the various alternatives. A separate costreport, Cost Analysis 

in Support of Site Selection for Surplus Weapons-Usable Plutonium 
Disposition (DOEIMD-0009, July 1998), which analyzes the site-specific cost 

estimates for each alternative, was made available around the same time as 

the SPD Draft EIS. This report and the Plutonium Disposition Life-Cycle 
Costs and Cost-Related Comment Resolution Document (DOE/MD-0013, 

November 1999), which covers recent life-cycle cost analyses associated 
with the preferred alternative, are available on the MD Web site at

if

monitoring services and systems in place to protect special nuclear materials.  

Although SRS has been identified as the preferred site for the MOX facility, 

this is only DOE's preference; it is not a decision. Decisions on the surplus 
plutonium disposition program will be based on environmental analyses, 

technical and cost reports, national policy and nonproliferation 
considerations, and public input. DOE will announce its decisions regarding 

facility siting and approach to surplus plutonium disposition in the 
SPD EES ROD.  

RICHLD-4 Alternatives 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's view that environmental cleanup and 

plutonium conversion missions can work effectively together. DOE believes 

that Hanford's efforts should remain focused on its current high-priority 

cleanup mission. The importance of cleanup at Hanford was taken into 
consideration in identifying preferred sites for surplus plutonium disposition 

activities. However, no decision has been made, and DOE will continue to 

consider Hanford for surplus plutonium disposition or other programs that 

are compatible with the Hanford mission.

I I



HANFORD SITE-RICHLAND, WASHINGTON 
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Unions are concerned that DOE has not adequately considered 

costs and the potential impacts presented by overextending limited 

funds.  

DOE is not including the total cost as a consideration in selecting 

its preferred alternative. The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 

(NRC) said cost benefits should be prepared. This is not in 

keeping with the spirit of the law in applying NEPA. I believe the 

EIS is incomplete.

6 

7

http://www.doe-md.com and in the public reading rooms at the following 
locations: Hanford, INEEL, Pantex, SRS, and Washington, D.C. Decisions 

on the surplus plutonium disposition program will be based on environmental 

analyses, technical and cost reports, national policy and nonproliferation 

considerations, and public input.

RICHLD-6 Cost

Although cost will be a factor in the decisionmaking process, this SPD EIS 
contains environmental impact data and does not address the costs 

associated with the various alternatives. A separate cost report, CostAnalysis 

in Support of Site Selection for Surplus Weapons- Usable Plutonium 

Disposition (DOEIM]D-0009, July 1998), which analyzes the site-specific cost 

estimates for each alternative, was made available around the same time as 

the SPD Draft EIS. This report and the Plutonium Disposition Life-Cycle 

Costs and Cost-Related Comment Resolution Document (DOEMD-0013, 

November 1999), which covers recent life-cycle cost analyses associated 

with the preferred alternative, are available on the MD Web site at 

http://www.doe-md.com and in the public reading rooms at the following 

locations: Hanford, INEEL, Pantex, SRS, and Washington, D.C. Decisions 

on the surplus plutonium disposition program will be based on environmental 

analyses, technical and cost reports, national policy and nonproliferation 

considerations, and public input.  

RICHLD-7 Cost 

DOE has prepared this SPD EIS in accordance with the provisions of NEPA 

(42 U.S.C. 4321 et seq.) and the related CEQ and DOE implementation 

regulations (40 CFR 1500through 1508 and 10CFR 1021,respectively), which 

do not require that a cost benefit analysis be performed. The primary objective 

of the EIS is a comprehensive description of proposed surplus plutonium 

disposition actions and alternatives and their potential 

environmental impacts.  

Although cost will be a factor in the decisionmaking process, this SPD EIS 

contains environmental impact data and does not address the costs 

associated with the various alternatives. A separate cost report, CostAnalysis 

in Support of Site Selection for Surplus Weapons-Usable Plutonium
00
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Benton County supports the plutonium disposition process and 

MOX mission, but feels the EIS has not adequately addressed the 

cost issue; cost savings are more attractive when viewing the 

overall DOE funding picture.  

The national security threat needs further discussion [this refers to 

the presentation]. Focusing on reducing the national security 
threat posed by surplus plutonium alone is too restrictive to be the 

program's primary goal.

8 

9

Disposition (DOFIMD-0009, July 1998), which analyzes the site-specific cost 
estimates for each alternative, was made available around the same time as 

the SPD Draft EIS. This report and the Plutonium Disposition Life-Cycle 

Costs and Cost-Related Comment Resolution Document (DOE/MD-0013, 

November 1999), which covers recent life-cycle cost analyses associated 

with the preferred alternative, are available on the MD Web site at 

http://www.doe-md.com and in the public reading rooms at the following 

locations: Hanford, INEEL, Pantex, SRS, and Washington, D.C.

RICHLD-8 Cost

DOE acknowledges the commentor's support for the surplus plutonium 
disposition program at Hanford. DOE believes that Hanford's efforts should 

remain focused on its current high-priority cleanup mission. The importance 

of cleanup at Hanford was taken into consideration in identifying preferred 

sites for surplus plutonium disposition activities. However, no decision has 

been made, and DOE will continue to consider Hanford for surplus plutonium 

disposition or other programs that are compatible with the Hanford mission.  

Although cost will be a factor in the decisionmaking process, this SPD EIS 

contains environmental impact data and does not address the costs 

associated with the various alternatives. A separate cost report, CostAnalysis 

in Support of Site Selection for Surplus Weapons-Usable Plutonium 

Disposition (DOEIMD-0009, July 1998), which analyzes the site-specific cost 

estimates for each alternative, was made available around the same time as 

the SPD Draft EIS. This report and the Plutonium Disposition Life-Cycle 

Costs and Cost-Related Comment Resolution Document (DOE/MD-0013, 

November 1999), which covers recent life-cycle cost analyses associated 

with the preferred alternative, are available on the MD Web site at 

http://www.doe-md.com and in the public reading rooms at the following 

locations: Hanford, INEEL, Pantex, SRS, and Washington, D.C.

RICHLD-9 DOE Policy

DOE acknowledges the commentor's concerns regarding national security.  
The goal of the surplus plutonium disposition program is to reduce the threat 

of nuclear weapons proliferation worldwide by conducting disposition of 
surplus plutonium in the United States in an environmentally safe and timely

11
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All communities will be working to ensure DOE that they are the 
best location for performing the MOX and immobilization mission.  
Hanford's ability to manufacture and produce MOX fuel and to 

meet nonproliferation concerns is not reflected in the current 
SPDEIS.  

DOE has not adequately considered the budget and technical 
realities of Hanford's existing facilities in favor of building new 
facilities down south.  

The Hanford workforce is already at a critical low; we can't perform 

work now when two people are on vacation. Further workforce 
reductions place the site's ability to perform necessary work in 
jeopardy. Hanford's workforce is well trained and well versed in the 

type of work required by the MOX mission. Hanford's workforce is 

the most efficient workforce in the DOE system and is capable and 

ready to work on the MOX fuel program. A Scientific American 

study shows a 16 percent productivity level above baseline by 

using union workers. Nonunion is 11 percent below. Moving to 
SRS will reflect that level of reduction in efficiency.

10 

11 

12

I

t.,J

manner. By working in parallel with Russia to reduce stockpiles of excess 
plutonium, the United States can reduce the chance that weapons-usable 

nuclear material could fall into the hands of terrorists or rogue states and help 

ensure that nuclear arms reductions will never be reversed.  

RICBLD-10 Alternatives 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's support for siting the immobilization 

and MOX facilities at Hanford. DOE believes that Hanford's efforts should 

remain focused on its current high-priority cleanup mission. The importance 

of cleanup at Hanford was taken into consideration in identifying preferred 

sites for surplus plutonium disposition activities. However, no decision has 

been made, and DOE will continue to consider Hanford for surplus plutonium 

disposition or other programs that are compatible with the Hanford mission.  

RICHLD-11 Alternatives 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's support for siting the proposed surplus 

plutonium disposition facilities at Hanford. DOE believes that Hanford's 

efforts should remain focused on its current high-priority cleanup mission.  

The importance of cleanup at Hanford was taken into consideration in 

identifying preferred sites for surplus plutonium disposition activities.  

However, no decision has been made, and DOE will continue to consider 

Hanford for surplus plutonium disposition or other programs that are 

compatible with the Hanford mission, especially in regard to the use of 

existing facilities.  

RICHLD-12 Alternatives 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's support for siting the MOX facility at 

Hanford. DOE believes that Hanford's efforts should remain focused on its 

current high-priority cleanup mission. The importance of cleanup at Hanford 

was taken into consideration in identifying preferred sites for surplus 

plutonium disposition activities. However, no decision has been made, and 

DOE will continue to consider Hanford for surplus plutonium disposition or 

other programs that are compatible with the Hanford mission.
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Hanford's workforce is recognized by industry leaders for their 
specialized abilities and skills. Hanford workers can establish 
relationships with any employers who come there.  

FMEF can handle multiple functions/missions effectively.  

Have there been other analyses conducted that consider pit 

disassembly and conversion at Pantex with a cost analysis for 

transporting materials to either SRS or Hanford? The transportation 

argument falls short. SRS biases are very apparent in the technical 

documents. Analyses highlighting benefits at other sites were not 
conducted at Hanford.

13 

14 

15

I RICHLI)-13 Alternatives 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's support of the Hanford workforce. DOE 

believes that Hanford's efforts should remain focused on its current 

high-priority cleanup mission. The importance of cleanup at Hanford was 

taken into consideration in identifying preferred sites for surplus plutonium 

disposition activities. However, no decision has been made, and DOE will 

continue to consider Hanford for surplus plutonium disposition or other 

programs that are compatible with the Hanford mission.  

RICHLD-14 Alternatives 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's support for using FMEF at Hanford.  

DOE believes that Hanford's efforts should remain focused on its current 
high-priority cleanup mission. The importance of cleanup at Hanford was 

taken into consideration in identifying preferred sites for surplus plutonium 

disposition activities. However, no decision has been made, and DOE will 

continue to consider Hanford for surplus plutonium disposition or other 

programs that are compatible with the Hanford mission, especially in regard 
to the use of existing facilities.  

RICBLD-15 General SPD EIS and NEPA Process 

For a better understanding of cost and transportation issues, consult the 

following reports: Cost Analysis in Support of Site Selection for Surplus 

Weapons-Usable Plutonium Disposition (DOE/MD-0009, July 1998), the 

Plutonium Disposition Life-Cycle Costs and Cost-Related Comment 

Resolution Document (DOE/MD-0013, November 1999), andFissile Materials 

Disposition Program SST/SGT Transportation Estimation (SAND98-8244, 
June 1998). These documents are available on the MD Web site at 

http://www.doe-md.com and in the public reading rooms at the following 

locations: Hanford, INEEL, Pantex, SRS, and Washington, D.C.  

DOE has prepared this SPD EIS in accordance with the provisions of NEPA 

(42 U.S.C. 4321 et seq.) and the related CEQ and DOE implementation 
regulations (40 CFR 1500 through 1508 and 10 CFR 1021, respectively). The 

primary objective of the EIS is a comprehensive description of proposed 

surplus plutonium disposition actions and alternatives and their potential 

environmental impacts. DOE has analyzed each environmental resource area 
in a consistent manner across all the alternatives to allow for a fair comparison 

among the alternatives and among the candidate sites for surplus plutonium 
disposition facilities.

I I
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I am involved with four different organizations monitoring the 
program's progress and have made several trips to Washington, 
D.C., to discuss the issue with various government officials. The 
barriers and inefficient communication channels that exist at DOE 
Headquarters block effective cross-fertilization. The communication 
process has failed, and the message is not getting through.  

The decision is not about money, it's about political expediency. I 
wish the decision was based more on the health and safety of the 
American people.  

There is a concern that the Portland meeting, attended primarily by 
Hanford opponents, will disrupt and distort DOE's perception of 
Hanford's willingness and ability to do the job. The Portland 
meeting stacks the deck against Hanford. There are no other places 
where meetings are being held 200 miles from the site.

16 

17 

18

RICHLD-16 DOE Policy 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's concern regarding effective 
communication channels at DOE Headquarters. Since its creation, MD has 
supported a vigorous public participation policy. This policy is facilitated by 

the availability of a substantial amount of information and the implementation 
of numerous communication mechanisms (e.g., hearings, workshops, toll-free 
telephone and fax line, Web site).  

DOE gave equal consideration to all comments received during the comment 
period on the SPD Draft EIS and incorporated changes, as appropriate, in 
this SPD EIS. Each environmental document is prepared and reviewed by 

qualified professionals and is subjected to independent review within DOE 
to ensure that all actions are properly coordinated.

RICHLD-17 DOE Policy

DOE acknowledges the commentor's concern regarding the criteria used in 
the decisionmaking process. The health and safety of both workers and the 
public is a priority of the surplus plutonium disposition program. DOE would 
comply with all pertinent Federal, State, and local laws and regulations and 
would meet all required standards. Chapter 5 summarizes the pertinent 
environmental regulations and permits required by the disposition program.  
Decisions on the surplus plutonium disposition program will be based on 

environmental analyses, technical and cost reports, national policy and 

nonproliferation considerations, and public input.  

RIC nI-)-18 Alternatives 

DOE acknowledges local support for new missions at Hanford and the 

commentor's concern that other areas in Washington and the State of Oregon 
do not support new missions. DOE believes that Hanford's efforts should 
remain focused on its current high-priority cleanup mission. The importance 
of cleanup at Hanford was taken into consideration in identifying preferred 
sites for surplus plutonium disposition activities. However, no decision has 
been made, and DOE will continue to consider Hanford for surplus plutonium 
disposition or other programs that are compatible with the Hanford mission.(Ja 
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RICHLD-19 General SPD EIS and NEPA Process

DOE acknowledges the commentor's concern about the hearing in Portland.

DOE needs to consider the technical knowledge of the people when 19 
going to Portland.

I dislike DOE responding to each comment or remark. I am familiar 
with the opinions from the officials, and it takes time away from the 
public comments.  

Are comments being received as part of a public meeting or a public 
hearing? Will the testimony be recorded? DOE needs to clearly 
state at the beginning of the meeting what type of format is in effect.  

I have been a citizen of Richland for 40 years and am a retired 
member of the American Nuclear Society. I agree with other 
statements that there is a bias in the decision process, as well as 
other comments offered by previous speakers. I want to see an 
advance agenda prior to the meetings taking place.  

Dividing up the EIS into environmental impact topics is faulty.

20 

21 

22 

23

RIC'LD-20 General SPD EIS and NEPA Process

In the opening remarks, the facilitator announced that DOE was using an 
interactive meeting format so that members of the public could obtain 
immediate answers to their questions and provide DOE with comments that 
truly represented their concerns. Written comments were also accepted at 
these hearings from those members of the public who preferred not to speak.  
The hearings continued until all participants desiring to speak had 
the opportunity.  

RICHLD-21 General SPD EIS and NEPA Process 

The format of SPD EIS hearings was described in a fact sheet presented to 
participants at the start of each hearing and was announced by the facilitator 
who conducted the hearing. In opening remarks, the facilitator explained that 
all comments were to be recorded by trained notetakers and that an electronic 
recording was to be made of the hearing as a backup.

RICHLD-22 General SPD EIS and NEPA Process

DOE does not have a bias against placing the proposed plutonium disposition 
facilities at Hanford. The preferred alternative was chosen based on the best 
information and analyses available to allow for a fair comparison among the 
candidate sites for the proposed surplus plutonium disposition facilities. In 
the case of Hanford, DOE believes that Hanford's efforts should remain 
focused on its current high-priority cleanup mission. The importance of 
cleanup at Hanford was taken into consideration in identifying preferred 
sites for surplus plutonium disposition activities. However, no decision has 
been made, and DOE will continue to consider Hanford for surplus plutonium 
disposition or other programs that are compatible with the Hanford mission.

RICHLD-23 General SPD EIS and NEPA Process

DOE has prepared this SPD EIS in accordance with the provisions of NEPA 
(42 U.S.C. 4321 et seq.) and the related CEQ and DOE implementation 
regulations (40 CFR 1500 through 1508 and 10 CFR 1021, respectively). Itis

HANFORD SITE-RICHLAND, WASHINGTON 
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From my review of records from past meetings, I feel that DOE is 

proceeding on a predetermined path. If you don't listen to us, do 

not come here and waste our time and yours.  

The SPD EIS should be withdrawn, revised, and reissued from a 
balanced perspective.

24 

25

intended as a source of environmental information for the DOE decisionmakers 
and the public. The primary objective of the EIS is a comprehensive 

description of proposed surplus plutonium disposition actions and 

alternatives and their potential environmental impacts. As with any EIS, 

technical information is included to the extent that it is required to understand 

those actions and impacts. DOE has analyzed each environmental resource 

area in a consistent manner across all the alternatives to allow for a fair 

comparison among the alternatives and among the candidate sites for surplus 

plutonium disposition facilities.

RICHLD-24 General SPD EIS and NEPA Process

The preferred alternative was chosen based on the best information and 
analyses available to allow for a fair comparison among the candidate sites 

for the proposed surplus plutonium disposition facilities. In the case of 

Hanford, DOE believes that Hanford's efforts should remain focused on its 

current high-priority cleanup mission. The importance of cleanup at Hanford 

was taken into consideration in identifying preferred sites for surplus 

plutonium disposition activities. However, no decision has been made, and 

DOE will continue to consider Hanford for surplus plutonium disposition or 

other programs that are compatible with the Hanford mission.  

Since its creation, MD has supported a vigorous public participation policy.  

This policy is facilitated by the availability of a substantial amount of 

information and the implementation of numerous communication mechanisms 

(e.g., hearings, workshops, toll-free telephone and fax line, Web site).  

DOE gave equal consideration to all comments received during the comment 

period regardless of how they were submitted. Further, the hearings continued 

until all participants desiring to speak had the opportunity to do so.

RICHLD-25 General SPD EIS and NEPA Process

DOE has prepared this SPD EIS in accordance with the provisions of NEPA 
(42 U.S.C. 4321 et seq.) and the related CEQ and DOE implementation 

regulations (40 CFR 1500 through 1508 and 10 CER 1021, respectively). DOE 

has analyzed each environmental resource area in a consistent manner across

It��
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Why was privatization not discussed during the presentation? 
Has privatization been excluded from further consideration? 

I am skeptical about relying on the consortium contract; doesn't 

the handling of special nuclear material fall under NRC regulation? 

The cleanup function [resulting from plutonium disposition] is left 

out of the EIS.  

There is a total of 12 DOE sites. How much plutonium is at SRS? 

The EIS should look at where the plutonium is.

26 

27 

28 

29

all the alternatives to allow for a fair comparison among the alternatives and 
among the candidate sites for surplus plutonium disposition facilities.

RICHLD-26 DOE Policy

DOE conducted a procurement process to acquire MOX fuel fabrication and 
irradiation services. The selected team, DCS, would design, request a license, 

construct, operate, and deactivate the MOX facility as well as irradiate the 

MOX fuel in domestic, commercial reactors. However, these activities are 

subject to the completion of the NEPA process. Section 4.28 was revised to 

discuss the procurement process as well as the potential environmental 

impacts of the reactors that would use the MOX fuel. Regarding pit 

disassembly and conversion and immobilization, neither process is sufficiently 

defined or understood to enable the Government to privatize these activities.  

Plutonium pits of various designs would be disassembled and converted to 

oxide. The multiplicity of designs may present uncharacterized scopes of 

work. There are also uncertainties associated with the nature and forms of 

materials to be immobilized.  

RICHLD-27 NRC Licensing 

NRC is responsible for regulating special nuclear material in the private sector; 

DOE, for the safe handling and regulation of its own special nuclear material.  

Under the MOX contract, the possession and use of plutonium by both the 

MOX facility and the commercial reactors selected to use the MOX fuel 

would be regulated by NRC.

RICHLD-28 General SPD EIS and NEPA Process

Deactivation and stabilization of the surplus plutonium disposition facilities 
on completion of their mission are discussed in Section 4.31. Options for 
D&D would be assessed at the end of the useful life of the facilities. The 

assessments would include engineering evaluations, environmental studies, 

and NEPA review of various courses of action.  

RICBLD-29 Transportation 

The amount of surplus plutonium at each DOE site is shown in Chapter 1 of 
Volume I. These amounts and locations are the starting points for determining

I MMMMMMEN=d
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Does constructing a new MOX fuel fabrication facility at SRS 

adjacent to the Actinide Packaging and Storage Facility (APSF) 
mean that most of the material will be immobilized in a ceramic 
versus a glass form and not be used for fuel? 

Is APSF a major factor in determining the preferred alternative?

30 

31

the potential transportation impacts for each of the alternatives analyzed in 
this SPD EIS. Should DOE decide to implement one of these alternatives, all 

of the surplus plutonium at each of these sites would eventually be sent to a 

potential geologic repository. None of the alternatives involve moving 

Hanford materials to Pantex.  

RICBLD-30 MOX Approach 

A MOX facility would only be constructed to convert the surplus plutonium 

into MOX fuel. Under the preferred alternative, the immobilization and MOX 

facilities would be sited next to APSF, if built, at SRS, and a hybrid approach 

to surplus plutonium disposition would be implemented. MOX fuel would 

be made from all but the approximately 17 t (19 tons) of surplus plutonium 

that is unsuitable for such use because of the complexity, timing, and cost 

that would be involved in purifying the material. All the plutonium unsuitable 

for use as MOX fuel would be immobilized, preferably in the ceramic rather 

than the glass form.

RICHLD-31 Alternatives

APSF was a factor, but not a major consideration, in selection of the preferred 
alternative. As discussed in the revised Section 1.6, SRS is preferred for the 

proposed surplus plutonium disposition facilities because the site has 

extensive experience with plutonium processing, and these facilities 

complement existing missions and take advantage of existing infrastructure.  

Section 2.4 of the SPD Draft EIS discusses the alternatives that considered 

locating pit conversion or immobilization facilities at SRS and using APSF as 

the site of a receiving facility for SST/SGT shipments, nondestructive assay 

facilities, and storage vaults for plutonium dioxide and metal. However, DOE 

has recently decided to delay the construction of APSF, so this SPD EIS was 

revised to exclude any benefit of APSE 

The location of DWPF was the major factor in the preference for SRS as the 

site of the immobilization facility. DOE is presently considering a replacement 

process for the in-tank precipitation (ITP) process at SRS. The ITP process 

was intended to separate soluble high-activity radionuclides (i.e., cesium, 

strontium, uranium, and plutonium) from liquid HLW before vitrifying the 

high-activity fraction of the waste in DWPF. The ITP process as presently 

configured cannot achieve production goals and safety requirements for
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Could the Fast Flux Test Facility (FFTF) be used? The draft 

document evaluated FFTF as the sole venue for surplus plutonium 
disposition. If FFF is used to produce tritium, plutonium could not 

be disposed of in the indicated timeframe. Previous reports said 

that FErF could dispose of plutonium in 19 years.  

The SRS decision for MOX fuel fabrication is based on 

administrative issues. Is it logical to site MOX at SRS considering 
the site has no previous MOX experience? 

There are no other alternatives that also ship oxides to Hanford and 

the Idaho National Engineering and Environmental Laboratory 
(INEEL). Alternatives also did not consider a MOX-only function 

at FMEF. All alternatives consider the cost of creating a MOX 
facility with one new stand-alone facility.

32 

33 

34

processing HLW. Three alternative processes are being evaluated by DOE: 
ion exchange, small tank precipitation, and direct grout. DOE's preferred 
immobilization technology (can-in-canister) and immobilization site (SRS) 
are dependent upon DWPF providing vitrified HLW with sufficient 
radioactivity. DOE is confident that the technical solution will be available at 
SRS by using radioactive cesium from the ion exchange or small tank 
precipitation process. A supplemental EIS (DOE/EIS-0082-S2) on the 
operation of DWPF and associated UIP alternatives is being prepared.  

RICHLD-32 MOX Approach 

As discussed in Section 1.7.4, Appendix D was deleted because none of the 
proposals to restart FFTF currently consider the use of surplus plutonium as 
a fuel source. In December 1998, the Secretary of Energy decided that FFIF 
would not play a role in producing tritium.  

RICHLD-33 Alternatives 

The selection of SRS as the site of the MOX facility was not an administrative 
issue. As indicated in Section 1.6, SRS is preferred for the MOX facility 
because this activity complements existing missions and takes advantage of 
existing infrastructure and staff expertise. While SRS does not possess 
previous MOX experience, it possesses, like Hanford, a wealth of plutonium 
processing experience. Decisions on the surplus plutonium disposition 
program will be based on environmental analyses, technical and cost reports, 
national policy and nonproliferation considerations, and public input. DOE 
will announce its decisions regarding facility siting and approach to surplus 
plutonium disposition in the SPD EIS ROD.  

RICHLD-34 Alternatives 

Section 2.3.1 explains the development of the facility siting alternatives that 
were analyzed in this SPD EIS. A range of 15 reasonable alternatives remained 
after evaluating over 64 options against the three screening criteria, which 
are analyzed in the SPD Final EIS. The equally weighted criteria used were 
worker and public exposure to radiation, proliferation concerns due to 
transportation of materials, and infrastructure cost. The resulting reasonable 
facility and building combinations did not include those options involving 
shipments of oxides to Hanford and INEEL, or a MOX-only function in 
FMEF at Hanford because those options do not meet all the screening criteria.

1-4
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Converting pits and other plutonium sources into MOX fuel is a 
wise use of resources; why not use all, or as much as possible, in 
fuel? Why immobilize any plutonium? 

Who will operate the MOX facilities?

35

1 36

Wasn't MOX eliminated as a commercial product a number of years 37 
ago? I

All of the surplus plutonium would not be made into MOX fuel because 
some of it is not suitable for fabrication due to the complexity, timing, and 

cost that would be involved in purifying those plutonium materials to make 

them suitable for use in MOX fuel. As described in this SPD EIS, DOE has 

identified 17 t (19 tons) of impure plutonium. Therefore, fabricating all 50 t 

(55 tons) of surplus plutonium into MOX fuel is not considered a reasonable 

altemative at this time. In order to simplify the manufacture of MOX fuel and 

help produce a consistent product, DOE considers it advantageous to use a 

feed stream consisting of only plutonium from clean metal, pits, and clean 

oxide. Sending the remaining materials to the immobilization facility avoids 

extensive characterization and purification of materials. While it is possible 

to use impure plutonium, the incremental burden to do so is unnecessary and 

complicates the MOX approach.

RICBLD-36 MOX Approach

DOE conducted a procurement process to acquire MOX fuel fabrication and 
irradiation services. As discussed in the revised Section 4.28, it would be the 

selected team, DCS' responsibility to design, request a license, construct, 

operate, and deactivate the MOX facility, and to irradiate the MOX fuel in a 

domestic, commercial reactor. The MOX facility would be subject to DOE 

and NRC safety requirements.  

RICHLD-37 MOX Approach 

R&D efforts involving MOX fuel were halted in the 1970s when fuel 

reprocessing and breeder reactor programs were eliminated. However, these 

were political decisions based on proliferation concerns, and did not reflect 

the viability of the technologies. The use of MOX fuel as an approach to 

surplus plutonium disposition does not run counter to this position.  

Consistent with the U.S. policy of discouraging the civilian use of plutonium, 

a MOX facility would be built and operated subject to the following strict 

conditions: construction would take place at a secure DOE site, it would be 

owned by the U.S. Government, operations would be limited exclusively to 

the disposition of surplus plutonium, and the MOX facility would be shut 

down at the completion of the surplus plutonium disposition program.

RICULD-35 Alternatives

C.,
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Page 27 of the SPD Draft EIS Summary indicates that DOE plans to 
irradiate MOX fuel only until it reaches the Spent Fuel Standard.  
Some commercial companies may resist running partial rather than 
full fuel cycles.  

Most utilities will argue that receiving plutonium for free alone is 
insufficient compensation for conducting the MOX program; 
utilities will want additional compensation (e.g., domestic reactors 
requiring highly enriched uranium that the utility had to buy).  

Is this material [MOXfuel] going to go to foreign reactors?

38 

39 

40

RICHLD-38 MOX Approach 

As discussed in Chapter 2 of Volume I, MOX fuel would be left in the reactor 
for a full cycle. Under the current reactor options, there are no plans to leave 
it there only long enough to meet the Spent Fuel Standard. The statement in 
the Draft Summary refers to an analysis from the Storage and Disposition 
PEIS that assumed MOX fuel would be removed from the reactor as soon as 
it had been irradiated sufficiently to meet the Spent Fuel Standard. The point 
being made in that PEIS was that even if this were the plan, there would still 
be enough space at the reactor sites to store the spent fuel until it could be 
sent to a potential geologic repository.

RICHLD-39 MOX Approach

DOE conducted a procurement process to acquire MOX fuel fabrication and 
irradiation services. The MOX facility would produce nuclear fuel that would 
displace LEU fuel that utilities would have otherwise purchased. If the effective 
value of the MOX fuel exceeds the cost of the LEU fuel that it displaced, then 
the contract provides that money would be paid back to the U.S. Government 
by DCS based on a formula included in the DCS contract. Furthermore, to 
ensure that taxpayers would not underwrite what might be uneconomical 
electricity-generating costs, DOE specifically excluded from the contract 
reimbursement of any costs for continuing operation of any plant unless 
those costs are solely and exclusively related to MOX fuel irradiation.  

RICHLD-40 MOX Approach 

This SPD EIS addresses the use of MOX fuel only in domestic, commercial 
reactors. In the SPD Draft EIS, DOE retained the option to use some of the 
surplus plutonium as MOX fuel in CANDU reactors, which would have only 
been undertaken in the event that a multilateral agreement were negotiated 
among Russia, Canada, and the United States. Since the Draft was issued, 
DOE determined that adequate reactor capacity is available in the United 
States to disposition the portion of the U.S. surplus plutonium that is suitable 
for MOX fuel and, therefore, while still reserving the CANDU option, DOE is 
no longer actively pursuing it. However, DOE, in cooperation with Canada 
and Russia, proposes to participate in a test and demonstration program 
using U.S. and Russian MOX fuel in a Canadian test reactor. A separate 
environmental review, the EnvironmentalAssessmentfor the Parallex Project

I
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Have any commercial reactors been identified by DOE? MOX fuel 
can be irradiated in a commercial domestic reactor (Gore/Korenko 
meeting).  

Will the provider conduct the analysis for the core reactor? 

Has DOE considered the use of existing commercial facilities such 
as the Siemens plant for manufacturing MOX fuel?

41 

42 

I43

Fuel Manufacture and Shipment (DOE/EA-1216, January 1999), analyzes 
the fabrication and proposed shipment of MOX fuel rods for research and 

development activities involving the use of limited amounts of U.S. MOX 

fuel in a Canadian test reactor. A FONSI was signed on August 13, 1999.  
Both of these documents can be viewed on the MD Web site at 

http://www.doe-md.com. If a decision is made to dispose of Russian surplus 

plutonium in Canadian CANDU reactors in order to augment Russia's 

disposition capability, shipments of the Russian MOX fuel would take place 

directly between Russia and Canada.

RICHLD-41 MOXRFP

DOE conducted a procurement process to acquire MOX fuel fabrication and 
irradiation services. The selected team, DCS, would design, request a license, 

construct, operate, and deactivate the MOX facility as well as irradiate the 

MOX fuel in domestic, commercial reactors. However, these activities are 

subject to the completion of the NEPA process. As a result of its procurement 

process, DOE identified the reactors proposed to irradiate MOX fuel, Catawba, 

McGuire, and North Anna, as part of the proposed action in this SPD EIS.  
Section 4.28 was revised to discuss the potential environmental impacts of 
operating those reactors.

RICHLD-42 MOXRFP

One of the inherent responsibilities of the reactor licensee is assurance that 
the fuel inserted into its reactors meets all licensing requirements. This 

responsibility is not isolable from the reactor license. Many utilities choose 

to subcontract core analysis to fuel vendors, but some perform their own 

analyses; the decision, whether LEU or MOX fuel is involved, is the utility's 

alone to make.

RICHLD-43 MOXRFP

Consistent with the U.S. policy of discouraging the civilian use of plutonium, 
a MOX facility would be built and operated subject to the following strict 

conditions: construction would take place at a secure DOE site, it would be 

owned by the U.S. Government, operations would be limited exclusively to 

the disposition of surplus plutonium, and the MOX facility would be shut 

down at the completion of the surplus plutonium disposition program. For

0
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Time is critical for reducing weapons materials; using existing 

facilities [rather than taking time to build new ones] will reduce the 

timeframe for dispositioning this material.  

Has DOE considered doing a pilot scale of plutonium conversion? 

Should DOE test 1-1/2 to 2 tons as a trial run? Existing Hanford 

facilities could be used as a pilot plant to test the process.  

Cost was left out of the EIS.

44 

45 
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RICHLD-46
Although cost will be a factor in the decisionmaking process, this SPD EIS 
contains environmental impact data and does not address the costs 

associated with the various alternatives. A separate cost report, CostAnalysis 

in Support of Site Selection for Surplus Weapons-Usable Plutonium 

Disposition (DOF/MD-0009, July 1998), which analyzes the site-specific cost 

estimates for each alternative, was made available around the same time as 

the SPD Draft EIS. This report and the Plutonium Disposition Life-Cycle 

Costs and Cost-Related Comment Resolution Document (DOE/MD-0013,

N, 

hb

reactor irradiation, the NRC license would authorize only the participating 
reactors to use MOX fuel fabricated from surplus plutonium, and the irradiation 

would be a once-through cycle with no reprocessing. Therefore, the use of 

the Siemens Plant approach is beyond the scope of the alternatives evaluated 

for this SPD EIS.  

RICBLD-44 Purpose and Need 

Although use of existing facilities might save some time in the disposition 

process, such facilities would still require considerable modification.  

Timeliness, however, is only one of many factors in decisionmaling with 

respect to surplus plutonium disposition. Decisions on the surplus plutonium 

disposition program will be based on environmental analyses, technical and 

cost reports, national policy and nonproliferation considerations, and 

public input.  

RICHLD-45 Pit Disassembly and Conversion 

DOE is currently in the process of testing the plutonium conversion process 

as an integrated system at LANL. Up to 250 pits will be disassembled and 

converted to plutonium dioxide using the same techniques proposed in this 

SPD EIS. Details of this test may be found in the Pit Disassembly and 

Conversion Demonstration EA (DOE/EA-1207, August 1998), which is 

available on the MD Web site at http://www.doe-md.com. The resulting 

experience from this demonstration would be used to supplement information 

developed to support the design of the full-scale pit conversion facility 

should DOE decide to construct that facility. There is no need to duplicate 

this effort at any other DOE site.
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Where are the funds for MOX coming from? 

DOE needs to compare the cost of using existing facilities against 
the costs of building a new facility. I can't believe that the 
preferred site is cheaper than Hanford. FMEF cost $200 million to 

build 20 years ago. The National Academy of Sciences estimates 
that it will cost $500 million to $1 billion to build a new MOX facility.  
It would cost only $150 million to $175 million to modify the existing 
FMEF Funds generated from FMEF could run FFTF to produce 
medical isotopes.  

The current cost analysis is in conflict with an independent cost 
analysis, and this will have future ramifications.

48 

49

November 1999), which covers recent life-cycle cost analyses associated 
with the preferred alternative, are available on the MD Web site at 

http://www.doe-md.com and in the public reading rooms at the following 

locations: Hanford, INEEL, Pantex, SRS, and Washington, D.C.

RICHLD-47 Cost

Funding for MOX fuel fabrication and the rest of the surplus plutonium 
disposition program comes from DOE's budget, which is authorized and 

appropriated by the U.S. Congress. The MOX facility would produce nuclear 

fuel to displace the LEU fuel that utilities otherwise would have purchased. If 

the effective value of the MOX fuel exceeds the cost of the LEU fuel that it 

displaced, then the contract provides that money would be paid back to the 

U.S. Government by DCS based on a formula included in the DCS contract.

RICHLD-48 Cost

Because cost issues are beyond the scope of this SPD EIS, this comment has 
been forwarded to the cost analysis team for consideration. The CostAnalysis 

in Support of Site Selection for Surplus Weapons-Usable Plutonium 

Disposition (DOEIMD-0009, July 1998) report and the Plutonium Disposition 

Life-Cycle Costs and Cost-Related Comment Resolution Document 

(DOE/MD-0013, November 1999), which covers recent life-cycle cost analyses 

associated with the preferred alternative, are available on the MD Web site at 

http://www.doe-md.com and in the public reading rooms at the following 

locations: Hanford, IEEL, Pantex, SRS, and Washington, D.C.

RICHLD-49 Cost Report

Because this comment relates directly to the cost analysis report, it has been 
forwarded to the cost analysis team for consideration. The Plutonium 

Disposition Life-Cycle Costs and Cost-Related Comment Resolution 

Document (DOEIMD-00 13, November 1999), which covers recent life-cycle 

cost analyses associated with the preferred alternative, is available on the 

MD Web site at http://www.doe-md.com and in the public reading rooms at 

the following locations: Hanford, INEEL, Pantex, SRS, and Washington, D.C.

a) 
k) 
tC 
a)
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Are the United States and Russia close to a bilateral agreement on 

the disposition of plutonium? 

Is the United States getting close on the Spent Fuel Standard 
(15 percent/240)? 

I understand that Russia prefers to bum, not immobilize. The 

General Accounting Office (GAO) said the Russian mission will not 

fly without funding. Will the United States wait on disposition 

until Russia is ready to begin?

50 

51 

52

RICBILD-50 Nonproliferation 

In September 1998, the United States and Russia, in ajoint statement, affirmed 

the intention of each country to remove, by stages, approximately 50 t 

(55 tons) of plutonium from its stockpile and to convert this material so that 

it can never be used in nuclear weapons. The two countries also agreed to 

seek to develop appropriate international verification measures and stringent 
standards of physical protection, control, and accounting for the management 
of plutonium.  

RICHLD-51 DOE Policy 

The Spent Fuel Standard does not require a specific plutonium 240 isotopic 

content of 15 percent. Although isotopic dilution of the surplus plutonium 

resulting in a higher plutonium 240 content would support nonproliferation 
objectives, it is not necessarily required to make the material as inaccessible 

and unattractive for weapons use as the plutonium that exists in highly 

radioactive spent nuclear fuel from commercial reactors. Other factors 

considered in attaining the Spent Fuel Standard include the incorporation of 

physical (size and weight) and radioactive barriers to reduce the possibility 
of proliferation.  

RICHLD-52 Nonproliferation 

To date, Russia has not made a final decision on which disposition option it 

will use. DOE is working diligently to ensure that Russia continues to pursue 

plutonium disposition with the same vigor as the United States. Understanding 

the economic dilemma in Russia, the U.S. Congress has appropriated funding 

for a series of small-scale tests and demonstrations of plutonium disposition 

technologies jointly conducted by the United States and Russia. For 

fiscal year 1999 (starting October 1998), Congress further appropriated 
funding to assist Russia in design and construction of a plutonium conversion 

facility and a MOX fuel fabrication facility. This funding would not be 
expended until the presidents of both countries signed a new agreement.  

Although the amount appropriated by Congress is not sufficient to fund the 

entire Russian surplus plutonium disposition program, the United States is 

working with Russia and other nations to resolve this issue. The United 

States does not currently plan to implement a unilateral program; however, it 

will retain the option to begin certain surplus plutonium disposition activities 

in order to encourage the Russians and set an international example.
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Who is funding the Russian component of the plutonium 

disposition process? The DOE or the G-7? 

The largest store of weapons-grade plutonium is here at Hanford.  

The location of plutonium should be looked at. This was not 

included in the EIS.  

Hanford was not treated fairly in the SPD EIS. Of eleven 

alternatives, only one considered Hanford for all three facilities, and 

in this one alternative (2), the MOX facility at Hanford would be a 

new facility, while ignoring FMEF capabilities. I feel that this is a 

clear example of the inherent bias reflected in the SPD EIS.  

Alternatives 4A and 4B calls for a new facility for MOX and 

immobilization, respectively. There is no case presented that allows 

Hanford to do more than two of three tasks, and Hanford is always 

required to build a new facility.

53 
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RICHLD-53 Nonproliferation 

DOE is working diligently to ensure that Russia continues to pursue plutonium 

disposition with the same vigor as the United States. The U.S. Congress has 

appropriated funding for a series of small-scale tests and demonstrations of 

plutonium disposition technologies jointly conducted by the United States 

and Russia. For fiscal year 1999 (starting October 1998), Congress further 

appropriated funding to assist Russia in design and construction of a 

plutonium conversion facility and a MOX fuel fabrication facility. This funding 

would not be expended until the presidents of both countries signed a new 

agreement. Although the amount appropriated by Congress is not sufficient 

to fund the entire Russian surplus plutonium disposition program, the United 

States is working with Russia and other nations to resolve this issue.

RICHLD-54
Pantex has the largest volume of surplus plutonium, in the form of pits and 
metal; Hanford, most of the nonpit surplus plutonium. Appendix L was 

revised to show the number of shipments for each alternative. Alternatives 2, 

4, 6, 8, and 10 in this SPD EIS involve siting one or more of the proposed 

surplus plutonium disposition facilities at Hanford. DOE believes that 

Hanford's efforts should remain focused on its current high-priority cleanup 

mission. The importance of cleanup at Hanford was taken into consideration 

in identifying preferred sites for surplus plutonium disposition activities.  

However, no decision has been made, and DOE will continue to consider 

Hanford for surplus plutonium disposition or other programs that are 

compatible with the Hanford mission.

RICHLD-55

DOE acknowledges the commentor's concern regarding the development 
and evaluation of the surplus plutonium disposition alternatives. Section 2.3.1 

explains the development of the facility siting alternatives that were analyzed 

in this SPD EIS. Arangeof 15 reasonable alternatives remained after evaluating 

over 64 options against the three screening criteria, which are analyzed in the 

SPD Final EIS. The equally weighted criteria used were worker and public 

exposure to radiation, proliferation concerns due to transportation of materials, 

and infrastructure cost. Every alternative that considered Hanford used, totaQ 
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The MOX mission should be located at Hanford because Hanford 

has an experienced workforce with the technical skills and 

knowledge to perform the MOX mission.  

The plutonium disposition mission will help to maintain a highly 

skilled workforce [at Hanford].  

Hanford's dry climate is better suited for conducting the MOX 

mission.  

Cheap power should be considered when looking to site mission; 

power is much more expensive in the south.

56 
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the maximum extent possible, FMEF. In the case of Alternative 2, it was 
determined that the available space in FMEF would not be sufficient to 

accommodate the efficient operation and maintenance of all three proposed 

facilities. Therefore, the MOX facility was proposed to be located in a new 

building in part because, unlike the other facilities, it would be licensed 

by NRC.  

RICHLD-56 Alternatives 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's support for siting the MOX facility at 

Hanford. DOE believes that Hanford's efforts should remain focused on its 

current high-priority cleanup mission. The importance of cleanup at Hanford 

was taken into consideration in identifying preferred sites for surplus 

plutonium disposition activities. However, no decision has been made, and 

DOE will continue to consider Hanford for surplus plutonium disposition or 

other programs that are compatible with the Hanford mission.

RICHLD-57 Alternatives

DOE acknowledges the commentor's support for the surplus plutonium 
disposition program at Hanford. DOE believes that Hanford's efforts should 

remain focused on its current high-priority cleanup mission. The importance 

of cleanup at Hanford was taken into consideration in identifying preferred 

sites for surplus plutonium disposition activities. However, no decision has 

been made, and DOE will continue to consider Hanford for surplus plutonium 

disposition or other programs that are compatible with the Hanford mission.

RICHLD-58

DOE believes that Hanford's efforts should remain focused on its current 
high-priority cleanup mission. The importance of cleanup at Hanford was 

taken into consideration in identifying preferred sites for surplus plutonium 

disposition activities. However, no decision has been made, and DOE will 

continue to consider Hanford for surplus plutonium disposition or other 

programs that are compatible with the Hanford mission.

RICHLD-59
Although cost will be a factor in the decisionmaking process, this SPD EIS 
contains environmental impact data and does not address the costs 

associated with the various alternatives. A separate costreport, CostAnalysis

ilk,
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FMEF is an ideal facility for performing the MOX mission. It is the 

best choice for achieving an optimal timeframe for startup. FMEF is 

built to NRC standards, is ready to license, is clean, and can be 

easily modified to meet the demands of a MOX mission.  

Infrastructure considerations are offered by existing facilities, 

FMEF, over new facilities. It makes sense to use the facility rather 

than walking away from it in order to build a similar facility 

elsewhere. The National Academy of Sciences has pointed this 

out.  

DOE should apply Hanford's assets to emerging national and 

international needs. I would like to reemphasize the importance of 

plutonium disposition: it's critical to withdraw surplus plutonium 
from the weapons supply. The SPD EIS is an extremely important 
document, and it needs to be technically sound.  

FFTF, if dedicated to the plutonium disposition mission, could 

dispose of the plutonium within 25 years as required while at the 

same time producing medical isotopes.

60 

61 
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RICHLD-62 Alternatives

DOE acknowledges the commentor's support for the surplus plutonium 
disposition program using FFrF at Hanford. As discussed in Section 1.7.4, 
Appendix D was deleted because none of the proposals to restart FFTF 
currently consider the use of surplus plutonium as a fuel source.

U) 

tQ 
C

in Support of Site Selection for Surplus Weapons-Usable Plutonium 
Disposition (DOEIMD-0009, July 1998), which analyzes the site-specific cost 

estimates for each alternative, was made available around the same time as 

the SPD Draft EIS. This report and the Plutonium Disposition Life-Cycle 

Costs and Cost-Related Comment Resolution Document (DOE/MD-0013, 

November 1999), which covers recent life-cycle cost analyses associated 

with the preferred alternative, are available on the MD Web site at 

http://www.doe-md.com and in the public reading rooms at the following 

locations: Hanford, INEEL, Pantex, SRS, and Washington, D.C.  

RICHLD-60 Alternatives 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's support for siting the MOX facility in 

FMEF at Hanford. DOE believes that Hanford's efforts should remain focused 

on its current high-priority cleanup mission. The importance of cleanup at 

Hanford was taken into consideration in identifying preferred sites for surplus 

plutonium disposition activities. However, no decision has been made, and 

DOE will continue to consider Hanford for surplus plutonium disposition or 

other programs that are compatible with the Hanford mission, especially in 

regard to the use of existing facilities.  

RICHLD-61 Alternatives 

DOE agrees with the commentor's views on the importance of plutonium 

disposition. DOE believes that Hanford's efforts should remain focused on 

its current high-priority cleanup mission. The importance of cleanup at 

Hanford was taken into consideration in identifying preferred sites for surplus 

plutonium disposition activities. However, no decision has been made, and 

DOE will continue to consider Hanford for surplus plutonium disposition or 

other programs that are compatible with the Hanford mission.
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DOE should give further consideration that FFrF could handle 

burning 33 tons. I think that all excess plutonium could be burned 

and FMEF could produce MOX fuel. The taxpayers would save a 
lot.

63

DOE believes that Hanford's efforts should remain focused on its current 
high-priority cleanup mission. The importance of cleanup at Hanford was 

taken into consideration in identifying preferred sites for surplus plutonium 

disposition activities. However, no decision has been made, and DOE will 

continue to consider Hanford for surplus plutonium disposition or other 

programs that are compatible with the Hanford mission, especially in regard 

to the use of existing facilities.

RICHLD-63 Alternatives

DOE acknowledges the commentor's support for the surplus plutonium 
disposition program using FFFF and FMEF at Hanford. As discussed in 

Section 1.7.4, Appendix D was deleted because none of the proposals to 

restart FFTF currently consider the use of surplus plutonium as a fuel source.  

DOE believes that Hanford's efforts should remain focused on its current 

high-priority cleanup mission. The importance of cleanup at Hanford was 

taken into consideration in identifying preferred sites for surplus plutonium 

disposition activities. However, no decision has been made, and DOE will 

continue to consider Hanford for surplus plutonium disposition or other 

programs that are compatible with the Hanford mission, especially in regard 

to the use of existing facilities.  

Although cost will be a factor in the decisionmaking process, this SPD EIS 

contains environmental impact data and does not address the costs 

associated with the various alternatives. A separate cost report, CostAnalysis 

in Support of Site Selection for Surplus Weapons- Usable Plutonium 

Disposition (DOE/MD-0009, July 1998), which analyzes the site-specific cost 

estimates for each alternative, was made available around the same time as 

the SPD Draft EIS. This report and the Plutonium Disposition Life-Cycle 

Costs and Cost-Related Comment Resolution Document (DOE/MD-0013, 

November 1999), which covers recent life-cycle cost analyses associated 

with the preferred alternative, are available on the MD Web site at 

http://www.doe-md.com and in the public reading rooms at the following 

locations: Hanford, INEEL, Pantex, SRS, and Washington, D.C.
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I am concerned that with cleanup as the only mission at Hanford, it 

is a signal that no new missions will be given to Hanford. The 

plutonium disposition mission is consistent with the cleanup 

mission, contrary to EIS findings. Hanford can handle more than 

one mission at a time.  

SRS also has an extensive cleanup mission to consider; why is 

DOE only penalizing Hanford and INEEL? 

The SPD EIS misrepresents Hanford by claiming additional facility 
requirements while ignoring dual-mission capability, which incurs 
additional costs.
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DOE acknowledges the commentor's view that the surplus plutonium 
disposition program is consistent with the cleanup mission. DOE believes 

that Hanford's efforts should remain focused on its current high-priority 

cleanup mission. The importance of cleanup at Hanford was taken into 

consideration in identifying preferred sites for surplus plutonium disposition 

activities. However, no decision has been made, and DOE will continue to 

consider Hanford for surplus plutonium disposition or other programs that 

are compatible with the Hanford mission.

RICHLD-65 Alternatives

Cleanup is, and will remain, a priority at SRS and will be unaffected by other 
DOE initiatives. As indicated in the revised Section 1.6, SRS is preferred for 

the proposed surplus plutonium disposition facilities because the site has 

extensive experience with plutonium processing, and these facilities 

complement existing missions and take advantage of existing infrastructure.  

RICHLD-466 Alternatives 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's concern regarding DOE's assessment 

of Hanford's capabilities relative to the other candidate sites for the surplus 

plutonium disposition program. The preferred alternative was chosen based 

on the best information and analyses available to allow for a fair comparison 

among the candidate sites for the proposed surplus plutonium 

disposition facilities.  

Although cost will be a factor in the decisionmaking process, this SPD EIS 

contains environmental impact data and does not address the costs 

associated with the various alternatives. A separate cost report, CostAnalysis 

in Support of Site Selection for Surplus Weapons-Usable Plutonium 

Disposition (DOEIMD-0009, July 1998), which analyzes the site-specific cost 

estimates for each alternative, was made available around the same time as 

the SPD Draft EIS. This report and the Plutonium Disposition Life-Cycle 

Costs and Cost-Related Comment Resolution Document (DOE/MD-0013, 

November 1999), which covers recent life-cycle cost analyses associated 

with the preferred alternative, are available on the MD Web site at 

http://www.doe-md.com and in the public reading rooms at the following 

locations: Hanford, INEEL, Pantex, SRS, and Washington, D.C.

RICHLD-64 Alternatives
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What were the discriminating factors for selecting SRS? If there 

were no major differences in the environmental impacts at the sites, 

then the mission should be given to Hanford. Hanford is the most 

contaminated site; therefore, it should have a priority in receiving 

new missions.  

DOE would be shipping out more plutonium from Hanford than it 

would take in if the plutonium mission were to be sited at SRS. We 

would be shipping more plutonium to SRS than they would be 

shipping here. That was left out of the EIS.  

Locating a MOX facility at SRS requires an extra step in moving 

materials from Hanford to Pantex.  

I would like to address the political side of the decision. The 

Northwest community sent a message to DOE during the scoping 

process that they expected an objective, unbiased assessment of all 

options and opportunities, and that the previous PEIS should not 

drive the current SPD EIS. The SPD EIS is not balanced and 

objective. Hanford deserves fair and unbiased consideration.
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The preferred alternative was chosen based on the best information and 
analyses available to allow for a fair comparison among the candidate sites 

for the proposed surplus plutonium disposition facilities. In the case of 

Hanford, DOE believes that Hanford's efforts should remain focused on its 

current high-priority cleanup mission. The importance of cleanup at Hanford 

was taken into consideration in identifying preferred sites for surplus 

plutonium disposition activities. However, no decision has been made, and 

DOE will continue to consider Hanford for surplus plutonium disposition or 

other programs that are compatible with the Hanford mission.

RICHLD-68 Transportation

The amount of surplus plutonium at each DOE site is shown in Chapter 1 of 
Volume I. These amounts and locations are the starting points for determining 

the potential transportation impacts for each of the alternatives analyzed in 

this SPD EIS. Should DOE decide to implement one of these alternatives, all 

of the surplus plutonium at each of these sites would eventually be sent to a 

potential geologic repository.  

RICHLD-69 Transportation 

None of the alternatives involve moving Hanford materials to Pantex.  

RICHLD-70 General SPD EIS and NEPA Process 

DOE has prepared this SPD EIS in accordance with the provisions of NEPA 

(42 U.S.C. 4321 et seq.) and the related CEQ andDOE implementing regulations 

(40 CFR 1500 through 1508 and 10 CFR 1021, respectively). The primary 

objective of the EIS is a comprehensive description of proposed surplus 

plutonium disposition actions and alternatives and their potential 

environmental impacts. DOE has analyzed each environmental resource area 

in a consistent manner across all the alternatives to allow for a fair comparison 

among the alternatives and among the candidate sites for surplus plutonium 

disposition facilities. Decisions on the surplus plutonium disposition program 

will be based on environmental analyses, technical and cost reports, national 

policy and nonproliferation considerations, and public input.

RICHLD-67 Alternatives k 
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I am disappointed in DOE's process for developing this EIS; I feel 

that it is a predetermined process. It could be litigated.  

I hope DOE recognizes that there is more than one voice speaking 

for the Northwest. Not everyone agreed or supported the recent 

lawsuit, so don't hold that lawsuit against Hanford.  

Will public comments on the cost analysis be accepted? 

Can domestic facilities be licensed to produce MOX fuel? Will 

MOX be licensed by the NRC? 

The SPD EIS added additional spent fuel difficulties (americium, 

high-heat levels, etc.). DOE has a questionable record when it 

comes to storing spent fuel. How will DOE help the sites store 
spent fuel?
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RICHLD-71 General SPD EIS and NEPA Process 

DOE prepared this SPD EIS in accordance with the provisions of NEPA 

(42 U.S.C. 4321 et seq.) and the related CEQ andDOE implementing regulations 

(40 CFR 1500 through 1508 and 10 CFR 21, respectively). Decisions on the 

surplus plutonium disposition program are not predetermined; they will be 

based on the environmental analyses, technical and cost reports, national 

policy and nonproliferation considerations, and public input.  

RICHLLD-72 General SPD EIS and NEPA Process 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's concern for equal representation. DOE 

provided opportunities and means for public comment on the surplus 

plutonium disposition program and gave equal consideration to all comments.  

RICBLD-73 Cost Report 

Public comments on the cost analysis are addressed in the Plutonium 

Disposition Life-Cycle Costs and Cost-Related Comment Resolution 

Document (DOE/MD-0013, November 1999), which is available on the 

MD Web site at http://www.doe-md.com and in the public reading rooms at 

the following locations: Hanford, INEEL, Pantex, SRS, and Washington, D.C.  

RICHLD-74 NRC Licensing 

Domestic facilities can be licensed to produce MOX fuel. Both the MOX 

facility and the domestic, commercial reactors selected to use the MOX fuel 

would be licensed and monitored by NRC.  

RICBLD-75 MOX Approach 

MOX fuel assemblies would be the same size and shape as the LEU fuel for 

the specific reactor. The only difference would be the additional decay heat 

from the higher actinides, especially americium, in the MOX fuel. Dry casks 

are designed and certified for a maximum heat load, so the additional decay 

heat would contribute to the total heat load and not require any redesign.  

The additional heat load may result in less spent fuel stored per cask. A more 

likely option is that the MOX fuel would be selectively packaged with cooler 

LEU fuel to obviate any overall heat output restriction.
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If there are to be no new missions at the DOE Hanford facility, is 
DOE prepared to give up their space in the Federal Building [in 
Richland]? I suggest transitioning the Federal Building from DOE 
use to the City of Richland use.

76

As described in Sections 2.18.3 and 4.28.2.8, additional spent fuel would be 
produced by using MOX fuel instead of LEU fuel in domestic, commercial 
reactors. Spent fuel management at the proposed reactor sites is not expected 
to change dramatically due to the substitution of MOX assemblies for some 
of the LEU assemblies. Likewise, the additional spent fuel would be a very 
small fraction of the total that would be managed at the potential 
geologic repository.

RICHILD-76 Other

The use of the DOE space in the Federal Building is beyond the scope of this 
SPDEIS.


